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The book contains basic information about
fuels, charges and materials used in solid fuel
rocket engines. In detail the internal ballistics
of the engine and the method of design of basic
charge types are given. Great attention is
allotted to heat shielding and body and charge
strength designs. We consider basic questions of
test adjustment and operation of the engine.

The book can be a valuable aid for engineers
working in the area of rocket technology, and
specialists of related areas, and also for
students of higher educational institutions.

Examples of calculations are given for
hypothetical engines and are of an illustrative
character.

Designs for body and charge strength will be
given in the book "Fundamentals of Design of Solid
Fuel Rockets" by the same auth6rs !.1

IThis last paragraph appeared in manuscript after errata sheet.
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INTRODUCTION

Huge successes in development of rocket technology during the
last 10-15 years have made it possible to solve a series of the most
complex problems of rocket propulsion and to reach such a noble goal,
as conquest of space. The first artificial earth satellite,
launched in the Soviet Union on 4 October 1,57, announced the
beginning of a new space era. Soviet astronauts were the first to
lay space routes in the spaciousness of the universe.

Problems being solved by rocket technology are continuously
being complicated. This requires development and improvement of all
its directions.

According to the variety of solved problems and the width of
range of use, solid fuel rocket engines [RDTT] (P=TT) do not have
an equal. It is used in antitank missiles, where the necessary
thrust is calculated in several kilograms, and in intercontinental
and space rockets, where the necessary thrust is in hundreds and
thousands of tons. Basic characteristics of contemporary solid fuel
rockets of different classes are given in tablel. RDTT are frequently
used for auxiliary goals as a source of working substance for a
power unit and liquid pressure feed system and as an effector of a
control system etc..

Solid fuel rocket engines as compared to liquid fuel engines
possess a whole series of merits. Basic are: - high reliability
of action and constant readiness for launching; - simplicity and
exploitation and, connected with this, simplicity of ground
equipment and a smaller number of maintenance personnel; - possibillty
of prolonged storage in final equipped form; - smaller, as compared
to other rocket engines, cost of manufacture; - possibility of
providing a high thrust-to-weight ratio (use as a booster).

To deficiencies of an RDTT pertain: - essential dependence of
value of thrust and pressure on initial temperature of charge; -
complexity of programming of thrust and pulse control (cutoff of
thrust); - high cost of solid fuel (as compared to cost of usual
liquid fuels).

FTD-MT-24-384-t67 v
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For a prolonged time the obstacles to use of an RDTT in guided
rockets were its bad weight characteristics and small time of work.
These deficiencies were connected with basic, for that time,
construction schemes of the engine with a freely inserted charge.
With such charging of the engine combustion products touch the body
all over its internal surface, leading to intense heating of thebody and a lowering of strength characteristics of the material.

Ballistite fuels used at that time could stably burn only at
relatively high pressures, which led to an overestimate of the design
pressure according to which thickness of the wall of the engine was
selected. All of this conditioned high values of weight factor a,
which is the ratio of weight of construction to weight of fuel. For
an engine with a freely inserted charge the value of this coefficient
was 0.8-1.25.

The contemporary stage in development of RDTT is connected with
the use of composite fuels. Basic properties of these fuels,
determining their value for RDTT, are stable burning at relatively
low pressures (30-40 kg/cm 2 ) and the possibility of charging the
engine by direct filling in the body. A cpnstruction scheme of an
engine with fastened charge has app'ared. In such an engine the
main part of the body surface during burning of the fuel is protected
from thermal influence of gases by tie whole thickness of the charge.
In the new scheme it has been possibl- to use structural materials
with high specific strength O/y, suc) as high-strength steel,

titanium, aluminum alloys and plasticu. Due to this it has been
possible to lower the value of coefficient a to 0.1-0.08, and to
increase the time of work of the engine to several tens of seconds.
On account of new compositions of fue] the value of a unit pulse
of RDTT were jncresed from 180-220 to 245-250 kgs/kg.

In parallel with the creation of new types of solid fuel rockets,
theoretical design fundamentals of RDTT have been deteloped.

At present in domestic and fo-eign literature questions of
general theory of RDTT, basis of their design and application have
been widely illuminated.

The authors of the present book have set theirselves the
problem of expounding in compressed form basic positions of the
theory of RDTT, characteristics of these engines, and also questions !
of their operation.

The book is designed for engineers working in the area of
rocket technology. It may also be useful for specialists working in
related areas of technology, and for students of higher educational
institutions.

Doctor of technical sciences, professor, deserved worker of
science and technology of [ISFSR] (PCOCP) Ya. M. Shapiro wrote
1 1.6-1.9 of Chapter I, I 2.1-2.3 of Chapter II, Chapter III,

5 43-4.11 of Chapter IV.
Candidate of technical sciences, lecturer G. 'au. Mazing wrote

§ 2.4, 2.5 of Chapter II, 1 4.1, 4.2, 4.12-4.14 of Chapter IV,
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Chapters V, VI, VII.

Candidate of technical sciences, lecturer N. Ye. Prudnikov has
written 1 1.1-1.5 of Chapter I.

The authors extend their sincere gratitude to doctor of technical
sciences, lecturer M. F. Dyunze, who made a series of useful remarks
which were considered by the authors during preparation of the
manuscript.

General editing of the book was carrifd out by Ya. M. Shapiro.
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CHAPTER I

SOLID ROCKET FUELS

S 1.1. Basiu zq Irements for Solid Rocket Fuels
and Their Classification

The composition and quality of a solid rocket propellant to a
considerable degree determine the construction and effectiveness of
work of a solid fuel rocket engine [RDTT] (P=rT), and also render a
decisive influence on speed and range of a rocket with this engine.

The main requirements presented to a fuel can be formulated by
examining the well-known formula for maximum speed of a rocket
obtained in 1903 by K. E. Tsiolkovskiy:

where vmax - maximum v6locity of a single-stage rocket obtainedII
neglecting atmospheric drag and forces of gravitation; v - effectivee
exit velocity of gases from nozzle of engine; w -propellant weight;
q - weight of rocket construction.

The first group of requ.irements presented to a fuel pertains to
power arjd thermodynamic properties of a fuel and its combustion
products. The most important of them are the following:

-hijb calorific value (caloricity) of the fuel; a fuel with
high caloricity make it possile to obtain a large effective exit

ve1ocity (unlit LIlse of .n RDTT I 19- , and consequently high

flight speed of' the rocket;

- large spec-'f~c gravity of fuel; at a given weight of fuel on

account of tne rased value of -speciflc gravity it is possible to
decrease dimensions and weight of the combustion chamber, and also
all dimensions of the rocket, and to increase the ratio w/q and
speed of the rocket;

FTD-MT-24-.384-67
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- small molecular weight of combustion products; a decrease of r
the mean molecular weight of combustion products v and an increase

of the gas constant (R- leads to an increase in exit velocity of

the gas; by increasing the content in combustion products of free
hydrogen and other substances with a small molecular weight, it is
possible to secure this goal;

- stable and regular burning under conditions of low pressures
in the combustion chamber; in case of low operating pressures the
weight of the combustion chamber drops significantly on account of
a decrease of wall thickness; selection of operating pressure in the
engine to a considerable measure is determined by fuel factors, its
ability to burn at low pressures and at high speeds of gas along the
burning surface of the charge; furthermore, the value of design
pressure depends on stability of burning of fuel, on the value of
possible pressure Jumps, on growth of pressure with an increase of
charge temperature.

The second group of requirements pertains to conditions of
exploitation and to technology of manufacture of the fuel. The most
important requirements of this group are:

- sensitivity of the solid fuel to mechanical and thermal pulses
should ensure unfailing worK of the engine at the time of ignition
of the charge and safety in handling;

- physical and chemical properties of the solid fuel have to be
stable in different conditions of prolonged storage;

- charges of solid fuel have to be uniform and monotonic in
terms of their physical chemistry and ballistic properties;

- products of combustion of a solidifuel have to possess small
toxicity and smokelessness during exhaust of gases from the nozzle
of the engine;

- a solid fuel should be inexpensive and prepared from
noncritical source materials; the technology of manufacture of a
fuel should be simple, safe, and economical.

Solid fuels used in rocket technology, in accordance with their
composition and physical structure, can be divided into two large
classes:

- ballistite, or homogeneu,, fuel;1

- composite, or heterogeneous, fuel.

Ballistite solid fuels obtained wide propagation in RDTT before
the second world war.

During manufacture of hallistite fuels, the basic initial
..mponents are nitrates of cellulose, which are plasticized by
different solvents which contain a large percentage of active
oxygen. In subsequent accounts of fuel of such a form they will be

PTD-MT-24-384-67 2
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called ballistite solid fuels.

A new direction in development of rocket fuels, connected with
the development of composite fuels, pertains to the period of time
after the second world war. Comnposite fuels constitute a mechanical
mixture of organic combustible and inorgrnic oxidizing substances.
As combustible components of compostte fuels there usually serve
rubber and tar substances of a type of rubber, asphalt, bitumen,
organic resin etc.. Such elastic materials of a mixed fuel are
simultaneously binders which ensure homogeneity of the mixture and
obtaining of a rocket charge with the necessary mechanical properties.

As oxidizers in composite fuels there are used inorganic salts
of nitric and chloric acids, rich in oxygen (for example, nitrates
and perchlorates of potassium and ammonium).

Mixture compositions consist of noncritical materials, which
has essentially expanded the raw material base for production of
rocket fuels. For composite fuels it is possible over a wide range
to modify the fuel-oxidizer ratio for the purpose of improvement of
power characteristics of the fuel.

This circumstance, and also the large specific gravity of
composite fuels, their ability to burn at low pressures and
simplicity of manufacture of charges (filling of fuel in the crambei'
of an engine) considerably expanded the possibility of increasing
power and ballistic characteristics of RDTT.

5 1.2. Ballistite Fuels

Ballistite solid fuels constitute homogeneous systems which are
plasticized and consolidated nitrates of cellulose. Nitrocellulose
is obtained by treatment of cellulose (cotton, cotton down, wood) by
a mixture of nitric and sulfuric acids. Depending on conditions of
the process there are obtained products of highest or lowest degree
of nitration. Nitrates of cellulose with a nitrogen content of
12.0-13.5% is called pyroxylin, and compositions with a nitrogen
content of 11.5-12.0%, colloxylin.

In the process of obtaining rocket fuel the formation of plastic
and thermoplastic masses of uniform composition and physica,
chemical properties, i.e., the gelatination process, is ensure- by
one or another solvpnL (plasticizer).

One of the basic solvents used in production of ballistite
fuels is nitroglycerine.

Nitroglycerine contains a considerable quantity of oxygen
which oxidizes the combustible elements in the fuel. Since nitro-
glycerine is the basic substance in the fuel ensuring the process of
burning, then its percentage determines the caloricity of the fuel.
Compositions of ballistite solid fuels with a large percentage of
nitroglycerine are characterized by high power properties. Thus,
for example, the American fuel JPN, with a large content of nitro-
glycerine (43%), can ensure in RDTT a unit pulse within the limits

FTD-MT-24-384-67 3
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of 215-230 kgs/kg.

Besides nitroglycerine, in production of ballistite solid fuels
as a solvent there is used nitrodiglycol, which possesses a better
gelatinizing ability than nitroglycerine. However, fuels based on
nitrodiglycol are characterized by low power factors.

For the purpose of control of power factors in compositions of
fuels, solvents dinitrotoluene, nitroguanidine are added.
Introduction into the composition of a fuel of nitroguanidine permits
obtaining a fuel with low combustion temperature and high gas
constant.

To ensure chemical stability of fuel to it, composition one can
introduce stabilizers which, not acting chemically on nitrates of
cellulose and other components of the fuel, connect acid products
forming during decomposition of the solid fuel and thereby prevent
its progressive autocatalytic decomposition.

As stabilizers there are used diphenylamin and centralite
(diethyldiphenyl urea), constituting a hard crystalline substances.

In the composition of a solid fuel there are included also
technological additions: chalk, which decreases internal friction
of the fuel mass; vaseline and transformer oil, which lower pressurc
during pressing and improve the process molding.

Finally, solid fuels, as a rule, contain a certain quantity of
additives which lower temperatures of burning (dibutylphthalate),
decrease burning rate (phlegmatizor camphor) and hygroscopicity
(rosin), increase the oxygen balance (inorganic oxidizer).

Compositions and certain characteristics of rocket fuels of the
ballistite type are given in Table 1.1.

Production of ballistite fuels starts from the process of
solution and mixing of nitrocellulo3e, nitroglycerine and other
ingredients, as a result of which a gelatinous substance will be
formed. For giving the fuel the rekuired form the fuel mass is
passed through a die and pressed in charges [1]. Squeezed from the
casting mould during motion of the plunger, the mass is clamped
after the crosspiece of the die around a needle, ensuring formuliza-
tion in the grain of the axial channel. The external profile of the
grain and profile channel are determined by configuration of the
needle and die. During pressing the process of gelatination of the
fuel mass is finished.

The shown technological process of preparation of the solid
fuel ensures high density and homogeneity of the charge structure.

Gralns of ballistite fuel can be obtained also by the method of
casting (1]. An example of such technology is the process of filling
balliatite fuel in the engine of the third stage of the "Minuteman"
rocket (10]. After putting a sticky covering on the internal
sur.'ace of the combustion chamber, the engine is covered with dry
groins of nitrocellulose in the form of regular cylinders (dimensions

4
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0.6 x 0.6 mm), which with the aid of a turning attachment are
distributed evenly over the walls. After charging, the engine is
vacuum treated for 24 hours for removal of traces of moisture. Then
through special pipelines the chamber is fed nitrogylycerine with
additions which accelerate swelling of the grains. After that there
is carried out a 16-day vulcanization of the charge, at a temperature
of 480 C and under pressure of compressed air. The process of
charging is finished by cooling of the charge for five days. After
termination of the process of vulcanizatiop they remove the rods, or
cores, with the aid of which the internal channels or cavity of the
charge Is formed. In view of the well-developed technology and
sufficient production capacity of industry, ballistite solid fuels,
although they are considered at present less effective than
composite fuels, continue to be widely used in solid fuel rocket
engines [4].

1 1.3. Combustible Substaice of Solid Composite
Rocket--r, I s

Combustible binding substances used in composite rocket fuels
are presented the following requirement:

- high calorific value in the process of the combustion reaction
(per unit volume);

- presence in the combustible material of a high percentage of
hydrogen and a low percentage of carbon; fulfillment of the given
condition can influence the obtaining of a fuel with a greater unit
pulse with a small amount of combustible material in the fuel;

- good binding qualities of the combustible with a relatively
low binder content (10-25% total of fuel); this property of the
combustible directly influences the necessary strength characteristics
of the fuel;

- the critical temperature, at which the fuel becomes fragile
whould be low and not exceed the lower limit of the operational
temperature range.

Furthermore, during practical application, combustible binding
substances have to be characterized by low pressure of vaporization
in the liquid phase, high boiling point and low freezing point, and
also must possess viscosity at low temperatures and be polymerized
during heating 20-I00OC or without heating (in the presence of
catalysts).

All the enumerated requirements limit the family of combustible
binding substances used in the technology of production of composite
rocket fuels.

As combustible binding substances in solid rocket propellants
organic materials in the form of high-molecular compounds are used:
asphastcarbonic, phenol and cellulose resins, formaldehyde rubber,
natural and synthetic rubbers, polyethylent etc.. Of the
contemporary polymers which possess binding properties, in composite

f . . .. .6



fuels the most often used are epoxy, polyurethane and polyester
resins, polysulfide rubbers, polyvinyls, polyamide, polybutadiene,
polyisobutylene and different nitropolymers.

In solid fuels of the type Galsite (Table 1.4) as combustible
binder asphalt resin or asrhalt oil was used. Alphalt in fuel
negatively affects its stauility. Thcse fuels possessed also a
tendency to plastic deformations even during comparatively small
temperature changes. In contrast to the shown composition, fuels
on the basis of polysulfide rubbers (thiocols) possess good binding
and physical properties. A deficiency of thiocol fuels is the
presence in polysulfide of sulfur, which considerably increases the
molecular weight of combustion products and thereby decreases the

unit pulse (I1 - 180-200 hk ). Best characteristics distinguish a

fuel based on polyurethane resins and rubbers, in which the unit
pulse is higher than for thiocol fuels. Charges based on
polyurethanes can be sufficiently elastic even with an 80-percent
content of fillers (oxidizer, soot and others). Besides, elasticity
of the charges is preserved at low temperatures.

On the basis of high-molecular hydrocarbons, fuels have been
developed which possess great stability during prolonged storage and
best mechanical characteristics at low temperatures. These fuels
are characterized by higher power properties than thiocol fuels [5].

To high-calorie fuels pertain compositions based on butadiene
polymer, constituting a synthetic rubber with properties close to
natural rubber. Butadiene rubber is well mixed with powdery and
liquid ingredients (fillers, accelerators, etc.). On the basis of
these rubber polymers there have been created good fuels with very
limited application of plasticizer to ensure necessary mechanical
properties [6].

Of special interest among butadiene rubber binders is poly-
butadiene with a terminal carboxyl group. This binding substance is
a more improved binder than usual binding substances with respect to
ballistic properties and exceeds them with respect to mechanical
properties, especially at low temperatures. It also ensures high

charge density (specific gravity 1.83 g/cm3).

In Table 1.2 are given characteristics of composite fuels based
on high-energy fuels. These fuels contain nerchlorate of ammonium
as an oxidizer and powdered aluminum.

Fuels with a high percentage of oxidizer are characterized by
high power properties. However such compositions of fuels possess
bad casting properties.' Therefore is observed tendency for
development of combinations in which the combustible materials would
contain a high percentage of active oxygen. For example, It is
possible to mention a new binder - nitroazole [6], the basis of which
is nitrocellulose. In compounds with a plasticizer (solvent)
constituting a mixture of two substances, one of which is a weak
explosive, nitrocellulose obtains the properties of rubber-like
compounds. On the basis of nitroazole is possible the creation of
a fuel with an optimum relationship between binder with additions of

7
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Table 1.2. Characteristics of composite rocket fuels
based on high-energy fuels [6].

Combustible Spec. Combus- Burning Unit pulse Ii,
binding gr. tion rate at kgs/kg
substance kg/a 3  temper- 70 [atm

ature (gage)] At 70- In
TOC mm/s 1.0 atm vacuum1

Poly- 1.83 3204 7.6- 248-252 287-292
butadiene 17.8
with termi-
nal car-
boxyl group

Poly- 1.74 2926 10.2- 239-243 277-288
butadiene 17.8
acrylo-

nitrile

Poly- 1.77 3537 7.6- 244- 48 282-287
urethane 17.8

lWith coefficient of expansion of nozzle 25:1.

aluminum and crystaline oxidizer (NH4C104) 40:60. Such a fuel will

be characterized by high density and viscosity, and also good
elasticity at low temperatures and high strength at raised temper-
atures.

j 1.4. Oxidizers of Solid Composite Rocket Fuels

Hard oxidizers for composite rocket fuels are usually mineral
substances in crystal form. Most frequently in production of
composite fuels potassium and ammonium perchlorates are used, and
also potassium, sodium and ammonium nitrates. In certain cases are
used organic compounds such as ammonium picrate.

Oxidizers are presented the foliowing basic requirings:

- high content of active oxygen not connected in the form of
oxides during decomposition of the oxidizer;

- minimum exothermic effect of formation;

- stability of physical-chemical properties in rated
temperature interval and small hygroscopicity;

- absence of toxicity and danger of explosion in production ani
exploitation, and also small corrosion activity In relation to
materials of the engine;

- high thermal stability of oxidizer and compatibility of it
with combustible substances in technology of production of the solid



fuel.

To satisfy the enumerated requirements is possible only by
correct selection of mixture combinations ensuring the biggest heat
emission in the process of burning with the smallest possible
molecular weight of combustion products.

In Table 1.3 are given basic properties of inorganic oxidizers.

Ammonium perchlorate NH4C104 is the basis of contemporary

mixture high-energy solid rocket propellants. The given oxidizer is
distinguished by low cost, fully satisfactory manufacturability.
Fuels on the basis of perchlorate of ammonium are characterized by a

high unit pulse (220-250 _7s).

With a large percentage of ammonium perchlorate in the fuel,
gases emanating from the nozzle are smokeless, bit in a humid
atmosphere they will form a fog containing HC1. A deficiency of
ammonium perchlorate is it4 low stability.

Great attention is given to the possiblility of use of
perchlorate of lithium LiC104 which is a stabler component of fuel
and contains more active oxygen (60.1%). This permits one to lower
the percentage of perchlorate of lithium in a composite solid fuel
to 75% instead of 90%. The given oxidizer is not poisonous and is
not dangerous in h .. ing.

The high cost of perchlorate of lithium and hJgh molecular
weight of combustion products somewhat limit the use of it as an
oxidizer In solid fuel.

Potassium perchlorate KC10 4 was one of the first oxidizers

which found wide application in composite fuels. It contains a high
percentage of free oxygen, but ensures a comparatively small unit
pulse (near 180-220 kgs/kg). Perchlorate of potassium at present Is
replaced by smokcless compositions of ammonium.

Fuel:3 on the basis of nitrate of ammonium NH4N03 satisfactorily

burn at srall pressures with low speeds of burning, but a unit pulse
of these fuels is comparatively small. An advantage of nitrate of
ammonium as a component of a solid fuel consists in its very low
cost. However the given oxidizer possesses an inclination to phase
tranltlons during a change of temperature, a symptom of which is
its swe'.ling and a possibility of the appearance of cracks in the
solid fiel charge. Furthermore, nitrate of ammonium is very
hygroscopic. For removal of these deficiencies in the composition
of the fuel it is recommended to introduce a binding substance which
is wel" polymerized with butadiene (polymer - combustible material)
[i0]. Viscosity and elasticity of such a substance ensure
preseration of the form of a fuel charge made from a mixture of thiz
fuel and nitrate of ammonium, and prevent the appearance in It of
cracks during swelling of the cxidizer due to phase transitions.
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Nitrate of lithium LINO has in its molecule (by weight) more3
oxygen than perchlorate of lithium, but this oxygen can not wholly
be used during the reaction but remains bonded in nitrogen oxide.

Nitrate of lithium is a safe substance in handling and during
exploitation.

Ammonium picrate C6 H2 (NO 2 ) 3ONH4 is one of the few representatives

of oxidizers of solid fuels related to the class of org ic compounds.
By using ammonium picrate in the compositions of fuels a- a secondary
component, one obtains an oxidizer with a low power factor.

At present there is studied the possibility of use of new
oxidizers, perchlorates of nitron N0 2CI04 and nitrosyl 2NOCI0 [6],

containing a great percentage of free oxygen.

To oxidizers possessing higher contents of oxygen and ensuring
low molecular weight of combustion products pertain also acyl
nitrate and urea nitrate.

S 1.5. Compositions of Composite Fuels

In composite fuels the relative content of oxidizer and fuel
can be changed over comparatively wide limits. However, even for
them there exist limitations which prevent achievement of an
optimum relationsh-ip of these basic components.

I f
Data given in Table 1.4 show that mixed fuels rarely contain

more than 80-85% oxidizer. This is explained by the fact that

binding and physical properties, and also casting qualities of a
solid fuel are completely determined by the -vmhustible. Therefore4
It is desirable that fuel contain also a large enou~jh quantity of
combustible connecting crystal particles of oxidizer.

In Fig. 1.1 are represented calculatcd thermodynamic
characteristics during isobaric burning of a composite fuel in a

k
rocket chamber (p. - 70 u).

cm

An increase of the oxidizer content in the fuel up to the
optimum relationship between oxidizer and combustible (stoichiomet-
rical relationship) leads to a cons'-derab'e increase of combustion
temperature, whereas the unit pulse increases considerably slower.
In connection with this it is possible to change the contents in the

fuel of oxidizer and combustible to one or another side of the
stoichiometrical relationship without changing essentially the value
of a unit pulse. Thus, for example, the optimum relationship between
oxidizers of the type of perchlora~e of armonlum and or ganic fuel
by which there is ensured a maximum of unit pulse, Is 8:12
(Fig. 1.o). However even at a weight ratio of crysta oxidizer and
bgnder comustible of 80:20 aue io the low content of binder in the
fuel mass It ls, not 1;oss!ie to obtain fuel charges of uniform
compositJon with 5alisfactory prysica) properties.
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Fig. 1.1. Dependence of power
factor on relative content of
oxidizer. j

At a given percentage of oyidizer it is possible to improve
physical properties of the fuel, if one uses an oxidizer with large
specific gravity, since mechanical properties are basically
influenced not by the weight, but the volume part of oxidizer. In
this respect ammonium salts yield to other oxidizers (Tablu 1.4).

Recently'in solid fuels for the purpose of increasing unit
pulse light metals have been introduced: aluminum, magnesium,
zirconium, beryllium, boron and sodium. Application of powered
metals as additions to a fuel is complicated by their inclination to
spontaneous combustion, which creates a danger of premature ignition
or uncontrolled burning in the process of production, operation and
during starting of the engine. For decrease of their activity,
particles of aluminum are passivated by incapsulation or covering
aluminum particles with plastic. More promising is the use of
aluminum as material for manufacture of capsules covering separate
particles of solid combustible or oxidizer. This method will allow
an increase in periods of fuel storage and creates the possibility of
Joint use and development of oxidizers and fuels which possess a
high power potential.

Created composite rocket fuels ensure a unit impulse near

250 kg-s . In Table 1.5 are given comparative characteristics ofkg
composite and ballistite fuels.

In developmfnt are solid fuels based on perchlorate of ammonlum
with additions of beryllium, which will be able to ensure a unit

pulse of %260-'65 kgS [131.
kg

16
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Table 1.5. Comparative characteristics of composite and
ballistite fuels [9].

Fuel Specific V1 u1  Unit pulse
gravity 6 o 1 70 Ii, kgs/kg

g/cm 3  kg/cm 2 1.1

Mixture (ammonium 1.74 0.236 0.467 250
perchlorate + poly-
butadiene with an
addition of
aluminum)

Ballistite 1.58 0.61 0.45 219
(nitrocellulose (when P,
and nitro- 56-116
glycerine, cast 2
charge) kg/cm

Mixture (ammonium 1.72 - 0.227 238
perchlorate + poly-
ureth ane

Ballistite (nitro- 1.55 0.46 216
cellulose and (when
nitroglycerine, Ps - 91
pressed charge) kg/cm 2)

1v and uI - experimental constants In empirical formula

u - ulp , expressing dependence of burn.ng rate of solid

fuel on pressure in combustion chamber.

Also studied is the possibility of an increase of unit pulse of

a solid fuel to 270-275 k9g3 by addition to them of aluminum hydride

and to 290-295 kg s by addition of beryllium hydride [11, 14]. Itkg

is noted that solid fuels can be created with a unit pulse to

340 kg S At the same time it is indicated that the majority of
kg

promisirg solid fuels with a unit pulse greater than 260 kg are
kg

unstable, aggressive and toxic [8, 12].

A new direction in development of rocket technology is the
development of nigh-calorie combined solid fuels [15].

During application of combined fuel it Is assumed that oxidizer
and combustible in the charge are separated. Different combinations
are possible, from creation of two separ3te charges to a single
layered charge [6], consisting of disk segments or concentric
cylinders of combutible and oxidizer.

17
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Depending on the nature of the binder-combustible substance,
physical and power properties of composite fuels can be different.
Between ballistic, physical and technological proDellant properties
there exists a defined interconnection. For example, If for a given
system oxidizer-combustible one changes the distribution of dimensions
of solid particles for the purpose of control of the burning rate,
then one can attain such a structure with which the fuel will not be
suitable for casting. If the density of loading of fuel is decreased
for the purpose of safeguarding its ability to be cast or for
improvement of mechanical properties, then unit pulse and density
are changed.

1 1.6. Basic Power Characteristics of Solid
Rocket Fuels

The basic power factor of a solid rocket propellant is its
caloricity or thermal energy liberated during its combustion. The
full measure of this energy is that quantity of heat which will be
liberated when cooling combustion products of the fuel from
combustion temperature to absolute zero. Besides, one should consider
that if one were to conduct a process f cooling of gases in such a
manner that water vapor in combustion products were condensed, then
there would be liberated more heat than when cooling without
condensation of water vapor. For example, for ballistite powders

this difference is 80-100 kcal

Usually, caloricity of a solid rocket propellant (Q ) is

determined experimentally by burning it in a special calorimetric
instrument and subsequent cooling of combustion products to 180 C
(291 0 K); moreover, water vapor In combustion products is completely
condensed.

For solid fuels of the ballistite type caloricity Q numerically

is close to full caloricity of the fuel Q, corresponding to cooling
of combustion products of the fuel to absolute zero. It is not
difficult to see that

Q- ed.

where T O - combustion temperature of fuel under conditions of

experiment; c - heat capacity of 1 kg of combustion products of the
fuel.

If one were to burn the fuel in a constant volume, then the
maximum temperature of burning TOy, where we obtain

- a(

18



where cv - heat capacity of combustion products at constant volume.

Under conditions of the experiment In a bomb calorimeter with
condensation of water vapor we obtain

rov T IN

Qahl I cvdT +AQ.a I cv dT cv dT +AQs (1.2)I

where AQRO - heat of condensation of water of 1 kg of combustion

products of the fuel.

Solving jointly equations (1.1) and (1.2) with respect to Q we
obtain

Q-Q.+ fcv r-AQ., (1.3)

Using expression (1.3), it is possible to calculate full caloricity
of a solid rocket propellant with respect to value QX. For an

example of a calculation examined below, in 1 kg of products of
combustion are contained 7.8 moles of water, and the heat of
condensation of one mole of water is equal to 10.6 kcal/mole. Thus,
LQ oH 0 7.8 x 10.6 = 82.5 kcpl/kg.

At the same time, internal energy of combustion products
T = 291 0 K is equal to 86.6 kcal/kg. Thus, the difference between Q
and Q is equal to 4.1 kcal/kg, or 0.6% of the value of caloricity

of the fuel.

In view of the small value of the difference Q - Qz, caloricity

of a solid fuel is usually characterized by the value of Q .

During burning of a solid fuel in a thrust chamber, the average
combustion temperature of the fuel is close to the combustion
temperature at constant pressure. This temperature T0 p is determined

from the expression

HOe.dTc=T (1 . 4 )

wher H 0 - initial heat content of combustion products of fuel;

c - average heat capacity of these products at constant pressure inp
the interval of temperatures from 0 to T0 p.

During burning of a solld fuel in a constant volume, for example

in a bomb calorimeter, on account of subsequent compression of gases

19



of burning components of the fuel an increase of temperature of gases
occurs.

Temperature T0V of combustion of a solid fuel at constant
volume Is determined from the expression

ScvdT-;vw., (1.5)

where U0 - initial internal energy of combustion products of fuel;

CV -average heat capacity of these products at constant volume in

the interval of temperatures from 0 to TOV.

The difference between temperatures TOP and T0V corresponds to

the energy expended on expansion of gases under conditions of burninc
of fuel at constant pressure (rocket chamber).

During combustion of a defined quantity of fuel the same energy
is given off independent of whether burking occurs at constant volume
or at constant pressure. Therefore = U0, and from expressions

(I.4) and (1.5) we obtain

or

where k -mean value of adiabatic index for interval of temperatures
from 00 K up to the combustion tempe.'ature.

1 1.7. Enthalpy Method of Calculation of Power
Characteristics of Solid

Rocket Fuels

Combustion of solid rocket propellants in a thrust chamber
occurs on account of the oxygen which is contained in the actual fuel.
During combustion of ballistite solid fuels a process of intra-
molecular oxidation of separate components zf the fuel occurs nitrates
of celluloses and nitrates of polyatomic alchols (nitroglycerine,
dinitroglycol). Components of fuel incapable of intramolecular
oxidation in connection with a deficiency or absence in them of active
oxygen borrow the oxygen necessary for oxidation from nitrates of
celluloses and nitroglycerine.

The method of calculation of power factors is examined in an
example of double-base (ballistite) fuel.

20
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The burning reaction of a double-base fuel in general form can

be recorded in the following way:

C.H$O, N - X CO, + Y CO + Z Hs +U H,O+ N, (1.6)

where a, b, c, d - number of gram-atoms of corresponding elements in
1 kg of fuel; x, y, z, u, d/2 - number of gram-molecules of gases in
combustion products of the fuel.

Special investigations [16] show that under conditions of burning
of doublc-base solid fuel in a thrust chamber, the influence of
dissociation on combustion temperature of the fuel is negligible.
Under these conditions the equilibrium state of the gas mixture of
C02, CO, H2 and H20 is determined by the composition of fuel and

constant Kw of equilibrium of reaction of a water gas

C02 + H -* CO + H,O.

41ith an increase of temperature the reaction of water gas shifts

to cne right. The equilibrium state of combustion products does not
depend on pressure, since the reaction of water gas occurs without a
change of the number of moles. Therefore the constant of equilibrium

of this reaction depends only on temperature.

In fable 1.6 are given values of the constant of equilibrium of
water gas depending on temperature.

Table 1.6 1

=160 aw I IO I I00 I M3 1 220 12 1 21 IWO M

Here

ff1qi [CO)

where [H2 0], [CO] etc. - concentration of corresponding substances.

If one knows the temperature of gases, then their composition

is determined by Joint solution of equations of weight balance:

c- 2x + y + u;

6= -2z + 2u

21
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and of the equation of equilibrium of reaction of water gas

Solution of the given system reduces to a solution c" a quadratic
equation with respect to the number of moles of CO2 in products of

combustion.

So we obtain

x -- iiKw (K.M±+R+)+

+ (.+ R+ a) -4 -1) 4--P; (1-7)

x, ,_- I - (l.")

where

-M e a-

If one knows the composition of gases and their temperature,
then by tables of heat content of gases one can determine heat
content of 1 kg of combustion products of fuel by the formnula

H- ca. + y)- + -H,.- AHlm.o±-+ ,.. (1.9)

wLere H H etc. - heat content for each of the gasez in

kcal/mole.

Values of heat content of shown gases are given in Table 1.7.

The Internal energy of combustion products at different
temperatures can be determined from the expression

H- u+ Mn t

where n - tota2 number of moles of coMbustion products of fue} ;

r - gas constant of one mole equal to 1.986 x 10
- 3

By assigning a series of values of temperatures, it is possible
for each of them to calculate composition of gases of combustion
products, their heat content and internal energy, and construct
curves H - f(T) and U - #(T).

If we know the initial heat content H0 of combustion products

22
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Table 1.7. Heat content of gases.

0 0 0 0 0 0
100 0,68 OE-8 0,80 0,45 0.6
200 41 40 ,60 0,96 ,40
300 2,26 2g 2.30 1,37 2.99
400 3.39 2,77 3,20 2,23 2,78
30D 4,22 3.50 1,00 3.06 3,50
G0 .,33 4,20 4,68 4,. 4.2)

"00 7,70 5,70 6,66 5.04 5,67
1000 10,24 7,29 8,57 6,97 7,21
1200 13,00 8,68 30,53 8,42 8,79
1400 -5,68 10,52 12.70 9,93 30,43
1600 18,41 12,22 14,39 11,47 12,01
180 21,28 13,q3 17,24 13.03 1',79
2000 24,17 15,65 19,63 14,63 15,5
2W0 27,08 17,45 22.09 16.32 17,2.4

2400 30,02 19,12 24.57 18,02 18,+7
M0 32,99 20,00 27.12 - 9,70 20.72
2M0 3XY.6 22,cs 29:70 21,46 2c2,48
30O 38,96 24,45 32,30 2,20 24,26

at the time of formation of gases during burning of the fuel, then

from the graph H = f(T) can be found value TOp , corresponding to

value H0 (Fig. 1.2).

N U HI *
- 2
AA;

M I

W M " jm i.w- ix -~ e ig ___

Fig. 1,2. Graph of calculated power
charscteristlcs of a fuel.

As ncted above, the initia, heat content and initial value of
internal energy are equal to each other and are equa. to calorIlIty
of the fuel Q . Therefore from the graph of U = O(T) can be found

temperature TO., corresponditig to val.ue U -= Q.

If caloricity of t0 fuel is unknown, It. can be found by the
DePauw method discu sed below.
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In ths. presence ofi cuvsJ.,n UT o any tmeauew
candetrmie tueheat capacities and the adiabatic inde~x from

expresuio,

b7means of numerica. differentiation of function Ki(T) arid U(T).

if AT io a step of temperatures in tne table of' function H(Tr)

andUM then the valu7s of true heat capaciti"#s for temperature T

ca edetermined frmexpresons; _

Average heat capacities inL an arbitr'ary interval of temperatures

T - will be determined from exprezsions:

and accordingly is determined the mean value of the adiabatic index.
F1 The force cf fuel f V is detenn.ined from, expressionI

where R - nr (r - universal gas constant).

Rocket technology usually uses the value of force of a fuel f,
determined from expression

Values f and f. re connected by the dependence

The number of moles o' powder gases n is determined ir the
process of calculation of the composition of produ,:tts of burning.
The nE.mber of moles of gases is not changed depending on t!heir
tempe&ture and can be determined directly by the formula

2~4



The volume of gases of products of burning under normal

conditions (0oC and 760 mm Hg) is determined from the expression

p22,4n

The method of calculation examined above is based or, the
assumption that the composition of combustion products of a fuel is
completely determined by the equilibrium of' water gas and that
dissociation of the gas can be disregarded. For high-calorie fuels
it can be necessary to calculate basic reactions dissociation:

CA *- co - '1/,0;
Hi ,O OH + '/,H3;
HO. H, + '/,O,
Ho - 2H;

N,+ Ol * 2NO

Calculation of the shown reactions considerably increases the
labor of calculation. In work [163 a method is offered for
calculation of the composition of combustion products of fuel, taking
into acccunt dissociations, with the aid of successive approximatIcns,
whereas the zero approximation is taken the result of the calculaticn
which takes into account only equilibrium of the water gas according
to formulas (1,7), (1.8). The essence of' ,;I- method reduces to the
following.

Let us assume that to the shown five reactions of dissociation
correspond constants of equil rium K -K5 whose values in the

function of temperature arejen in tables. Then parital pressures
of products cf dissocAation crn be in the first approximation
calculated by the formulas:

Co%, H,
0, T70- K, OH - - K,; (1.11)
H-VHA; NO = VN1"0-,.

in which chemical symbols designate partial pressures.

here values CO 2 , CO, H2 0, H are taken from the calculations of

the zero approximation (1.7), (1.8). Since the composition of gases
was expressed in moles, then it is necessary preliminarily to
produce a conversion of concettraticns of gases into partial pressures

pi, assigning the value of p = ]A by the formula

where n is the number of moles.
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By calculating in the first approximation the composition of
products of dissociation, we definitize the composition of basic
components C02, CO, H2 , H20, N2, whose amount in products of burning

decreases. For this we definitize values M and R in formula (1.7)
for calculation of C 02 Proceeding from balance of material, we

obtain:

R- R-(20+ NO+ Oft

Mt A-T(H + OH) + (20g+ NO+ OH), (1.12)

where
R -- 4 - - (CO,1+ HOr.

NO ---- + a - 1H,- O0,O.

Index (0) corresponds to the zero solution.

Further we calculate by formulas (1.7), (1.8) definitized
values of partial pressures of basic gases C02, CO, H2 0, H2 .The

corrected value of N2 is found from expressien

HMm -- (NO +N).

Since during dissociation of basic components the number of moles is
increased, then the sum of partial pressures of components will he
increased and will be larger than assigned pressure in the chamber of
the engine pSaA" In order to remove the shown divergence, we correct

the value of partial pressures according to dependence

At this point the first approximaticn is finished. If it is required
to produce a second approximation, then the whole calculation is
repeated, where the composition of basic components obtained in the
first approximation is the initial point for the second approximation.

5 1.8. Calculation of Caloricity of Fuel by the
Method of DePauw

The principle of calculation of caloricity according to the
method of DePauw consists of the fact that caloricity of a fuel is
defined as the sum of the thermal effects created by participation
in burning of fuel of its separate components.

We will designate by Bi a change of caloricity of a fuel caused

by introduction in its composition of 1% of a given substance. Then
according to DePauw
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where n - percentage of a corresponding fuel component.

The possibility of such a method of calculation is based on tho

following assumptions:

1. Independent of the value of Q. an introduction in the fuel

of 1% of a substance always causes a a kcal change in Q7.

2. Changes of caloricity of the fuel, caused by different
components, are additive.

These assumptions are not theoretically flawless, since with a
change of composition of fuel during introduction in it of one or
another component, the composition of gases is changed differently,
and consequently also the thermal effect of burning of the fuel.

Nevertheless the method of DePauw in application tc. double-base
fuels leads to small errors, since the shift of equilibrium of water
gas, during calculation, into liquid water gives a very small thermal
effect.

This occurs as a result of an almost full compensation of
thermal effects of processes:

COa + H3 CO + HO - 10.4 kc*&

and P
H$,4 -, lgO, + 10X6 hca.

Whenever introduction into a fuel of a defined component shifts
equilibrium in the direction of formation of water, the lowering ofthermal effect of burning of fuel by 10.4 x AnH2 0 kcal is almost

completely compensated by the increased thermal effect of condensation
of water by 10.6 x A nH 0 kcal.

in Table 1-8 are g~ven values of constants 8 according to
DePauw.

Table 1.8

D gmtion I I I
of substUaCe Chemica formula koal Remarks

Niltrocellulose 1,3N-6.7 N - o~o
Nitroglyoerine C1H(ONO )3 +17,0 o grit an
Dini.tratoluens ofClr rairtge in
Centralits CO.dh(C 2KH), -22,5

Vas eline CA,
M18MBInL oxide O4 0
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3 1.9. Example of Calculation of Power Characteristics
of a Double-Base Solid Fuel

We will examine a double-base fuel of the following composition:

Nitrocellulose N = 12.1% .................. 56.1%
Nitroglycerine C3H(ONO2) 3................ 28.3%
Centralite CON 2(C 2H52(C 6 H5 )2 -......... 2.0%
Dinitrotoluene C6HACH3(NO2 2 ....... 12.1%

Vaseline C2 0H4 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . 1.0%
Water H20 ................................. 0.5%

Total ...... !00%

The chemical formula of nitrocelluldse can be composed by
proceeding from the following dependences [16]:

C -21,85- 1.180(Nh - 12,75);

H - 27,32 - 2.,9 (N% - 12,75);

0 3640 + 0,444 (N% - 12,75);

N - 9,10 + 0,722 (,V% - 12,75).

where N% - percentage of nitrogen in nitrocellulose.

For N - 12.1% the formula of nitrocellulosc has the form

Cft.,Hn.,OjNj,.,.

Knowing the composition of the fuel, it is possible to compose
a conditional formula of the fuel

where a, b, c, d - number of gram-atoms of corresponding elements in
a conditional molecule of the fuel.

For example, in nitroglycerine, whose molecular weight is 227,
there are three atoms of carbon. The rela-ive content of nitro-
glycerine in fuel Is 28.3%, or 283 g per 1 kg of fuel. Thus, the
number of gram-atoms of carbon of nitroglycerine, referred to 1 kg
fuel, is obtained equal to

281
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Calculating the number of gram-atoms of carbon in all components
of the fuel, and summarizing these values, we will obtain value

a M-a,. Similarly calculated are values b, c and d.

Results of calculations are given in Table 1.9.

Table 1.9
Carbon Hydroge n O370 Ktrosan

Oorponerrt ' b d

1itroceulo. . . .... 12,65 16,29 20,21 4,81
Nitroglycerire ..... 3,74 6.22 11.22 3,74
Cerrate ......... 1.22 1.43 0.07 0,14
inlitroluere .. . 4,63 2, 26 1,32V.Behlt ... .. .... 0:76 1,57

Water ........... 0 0.23 0,20

Totl . .. ... 23,00 3D.03 34,42 10,01

W,-e obtain the following conditional fuel formula

A check of correctness of the calculation is produced in the
following way:

a.12+J. 1-Ic.16+d.14 1000.

The equation of fuel decomposition has the form

CJHM."O.4NIO.,I - xCO, + yCO + H, + UHsO + 5,00N,

Assigning a series of values of temperatures, we calculate by
formulas (1.8) values x, y, z, u of gram-molecules of gases in
combustion products of the fuel.

For example, for temperature T = 2400 0K we obtain

_K. _. _ +e---- _- _ 37a15.01 -34,42 + 23,0)+ 34.42

A- IL~I 2..V -5,73;

Ja -A +/ ! -- 573 + J/573'+ "230(34.42- -,6;

y - a -x 2-00 -3.62 -19.38;

a - - -- x, 34.42- 23,0-3.62 , 7,80;

M- X - 15.01 - 7.80 - 7.2 1.
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Results of calculation for different temperatures are given in
Table 1.10.

Table 1.10

No _I so ImI Ias I M MI WO 21

3,32 3,40 3,50 3,62 3,80 4,04 4,3 1 4," 6,28 9,3r, I1,18
19,68 t19:W 19, ,O 19,38 18,20 18,96 ,65 18,23 16,72 13,'P1 11,92
a,10 I .'1 7,112 7,80 7,62 7,38 7,06 6,62 5,14 2,06 0,246,g2 7,00 ?.10 7,21 7,39 7,63 7,96 A, 36 9,87 12,.M! 14,7&3,00 5.00 3,00 5,00 5,00 5,00 5,00 5,00 5,00 5,00 5,00

43.02402 43.0 O,1 43,02) 7,3, , . 87 02, 1 4Q,78'

By Table 1.7 for every gas at a corresponding temperature wedetermine heat content and multiply by the number of moles of a
given gas in 1 kg of fuel.

The sum of heat content of all gases gives heat content of
products of combustion of 1 kg fuel.

For temperature T - 2400*K, results of calculation are given in
Table 1.11.

k9a

Table 1.11

Gsa,-, Mmber of Iheat n ,

mo[ln co.nten-t

CO 3,62 30.02 l0s
CO 19,38 19.12 370,4

7,80 24.57 194.5
7,21 18,02 129,5

Tot. ••• l,

Internal energy is calculated by the formula

(l-il- RT -H- -- rT- 897,7 - 43,02. ,986 1Q-. 2400 = 691.

Average heat capacities In the interval of temperatures from
0 to 2400 0 K are equal to:

- H 7 - 691-

CV
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The mean value of heat capacities 'n a certain interval of
temperatures AT are determined from expressions:

iCjAT == ; U' -

For example, for an interval of temperatures from 1000 to 2000 0 K,
corresponding to average conditions of flow of gases from a thrust
chamber:

308-37
= - =3,93;

lcvJ,,r = T 3.07;

Kr 1.2&

Results of calculations for different temperatures are given in
Table 1.12 and are shown on the graph (Fig. 1.2).

Table 1.12

I' M I M~ I M I 140 I 12 ' I "I
N IS7 898 730 568 410 264 82
RT 257 206 172 137 103 69 25
V 9W 691 558 431 307 195 57
, 0,386 n,374 0,365 0,355 0,342 0,330 0,282

cy 0,299 0,288 0,279 0,269 0.256 0,244 0,196
1,286 1,297 1,307 1,318 1.333 1,350 1,438

If we know the cR]oiicity of powder Q., then, using the graph

of function H(T) at value Q= H0 we find the initial temperatures cf

burning at constant pressure, TOp. Analogously, using the graph U(Tj'

at value Q, = U0 , we find initial t-mperatures of gases during

burning of a fuel in a constant volume.

Calculation of Q is done according to DePauw.

For nitrocellulose at N = 12.1% coefficient

• =1,3.12, ! - 6.7 = 9,0.

Proceeding from the table of coefficients 6 according to DePauw
and composition of fuel, we obtain

Q,,=9,0.56,1 + 17.28.3 + 12,1.0-22,5.2-+ 32,5-1 =909-kcal
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Proceeding from this value of caloricity, we obtain

T#0 - 2WK; T,, -3050PK,

To power characteristics of a solid rocket propellant there also
pertaina the value of force of powder fv, determined from expression

I,- r.,

In which the gas constant is expressect in mechanical units.

Besides, for the examined example we obtain

R 427ar - 427. 43,02- 1,986.10-' -0,848.43,02 36,5,
f,-36.5.3050 = 1I150o L,

Analogously we obtain fp 36.5 - 2430 =8 8800 kg-r!kg,

Value fp Is called the derived force of powder.

The volume of gases is determined from expression
I

w - 22.4ft -22,4. 43,02 965 . |
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CHAPTER II

CHARGES USED IN RDTT AND THEIR PROGRESSION
CHARACTERTSTICS

S 2.1. General Characteristics of a Charge Form

The process of gas formation in a thrust chamber is ermifed
by the burning rate of the solid fuel, depending on its composition,
and the burning surface of the charge, determined by its geometric
parameters. During burning of a solid fuel of a given composition
the pressure in the thrust chamber is mainly det -,mined by the ratio
of surface of combustion to the area of the cri al section of the
nozzle, but during constant critical section by the area of the
burning surface of the charge. If the burning surface increases,
then burning is called progressive (progressive charge form).
Analogously, charges are of degressive form or of constant burning
surface (neutral charge). The progression characteristic of a
charge o is the ratio of the burning surface of the charge S to the
initial value of this surface S O.

Selection of charge form should e sure the character of the
change of pressure, and consequently o thrust in time in accordance
with the required characteristics of the vehicle.

If a change of engine thrust over a wide range is not required
by the flight dynamics of the cbject, then a considerable change of
pressure of gases in the process of charge combustion is undesirable.
In this case the upper limit -f pressure Is determined by strength
characteristics of thrust chamber walls, and the lower limit by
stability of charge combustion.

Besides, it is necessary to seek a small change of burning

surface in 12 process of charge combustion. The shown requirements
are satisfied by a charge made from unclad cyltndrical grain with

an internal channel. When cladding ends with an in;ombustible
composition, the surface of burning of the grain iemains strictly
constant, since an increabc of the burning surface of the internal
channel is compensated by a reduction of the external burning
surface of the grain. If ends are riot clad, then the burning
surface is weakly degressive.
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Th- :narge form snould also ensure relatively complete filling
by flt'1 of a given volume of the thrust chamber, characterized by the
ratio of fuel weight w to thrust chamber volume W Ram

During compact filling of the thrust chamber the density of
filling approaches the density of the fuel. However this sharply
drcreases the burning surface of the charge.

The degree charging of the volume of the chamber Is sometimes
characterized by the coefficient of filling of a cross section of
the chamber

%. (2.1)

where S - initial area of cross section of charge; FRau - area of

cross section of chamber.

During selection of the charge form it is necessary to consider

that a., increase of coefficient c is connected with a reduction in

the area of free passage of gases and an increase of the flow rate
of combustion products along the charge. This increases the danger
of unstable erosion burning of the charge. During selection of
dimensions of the internal channel one usually starts from the value
of the parameter of Pobedonostsev (X):

S6

the maximum permissible value of which depends on composition of
the fuel and pressuge 4n the chamber.

Another important circumstance which must be considered during
selection of the charge form is the thermal shielding of walls of
the chamber which is ensured by application cf charges fastened to
the body of the engine. Here the external surface of the charge
turns out to be clad and burning of the charge occurs only on the
internal surface and the end. In certain cases even ends are clad.
Jacketing of the external surface of the grain leads also to an
increase of the density of filling (loading) on accounc of' removal
of the radial clearance between the external surface of the grain
and the walls of the chamber. Maximum increase of density of
loading is attained during use of a solid rod charge (without
internal channel) which burns only from the end turned toward the
nozzle (Fig. 2.1). However such charges are characterized by a
small rate of gas formation and therefore can be used only for an
engine with low thrust with a long burning time. A tubular grain
with an externally llad surface and internal cylindrical channel
(Fig. 2.2) is characterized by a high burning surface progression
and a considerable growth of pressure in the process of burning of
the charge. Therefore charges made from such grains have not found
wide application. For compensation of the burning progression of a
tubular grain with an external jacket the grain 1'r,'m is changed by
introduction of degressively burning surfacei. For this, from the
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end of the grain over a certain part of its length longitudinal cut3
(slots) of narrow width (Fig. 2.3) are made. The additional surface
formed by the slots burns degressively. By selection of the number
of slots and their relative length it is possible to secure a small
change of burning surface of the grain.

Fig. 2.1. Rod Fig. 2.2.
charge, burning Tubular grain
from the end with external

jacket

Fig. 2.3. Slot charge

Compensations of progression of the form of a tutliar clad
charge can be obtained also by giving part of the tL';einal grain
surface a conical form (Fig. 2 .).

Fig. 2.4. Tubular grain
with compensating cone

A small change of burning surface is attained also in externally
clad grains with a star-shaped internal channel (Fig. 2.5), in
multiport grains and in charges of "wagon wheel" configuration
(Fig. 2.6).

A telescopic charge, consisting of a tubular grain, clad on the
external surface and with an internal cylindrical rod (Fig. 2.7) with
clad ends ensures constancy of the burning surface of a charge.
However fixation of the internal rod presents well-known difficulties.
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Fig. 2.5. Charge Fig. 2.6. Charge
with star-shaped of "wagon wheel"
channel configuration

Fig. 2.7.
Telescopic Charge

Certain construction of charges, for example slot and star-
shaped, are characterized by the presence of unburned fuel residues
which appeared with a sharp pressure drop at the end of charge
combustion. The presence of much unburned residue is undesirable,
since this leads to a decrease of the total thrust pulse.

An important characteristic of a charge is its total burn time
which depends on composition of the fuel and charge forrm. Charges
intended for boosters and for antitank rockets are characterized
by relatively great thrust and small burn time (on the order of
fractions of a seconO or several seconds). Sustainers are
characterized by a long burn time measured in tens of seconds.

In certain cases it can be necessary to select a charge which
ensures a stepped thrust scheme. It is known that in surface-to-air
rockets boosters of great thrust and sustainers of smaller thrust
are used. Applications of a charge which ensures a stepped thrust
characteristic permits eliminating the use of boosters.

A stepped thrust scheme can be ensured by filling the charge in
the chamber in the form of concentric layers which burn at
aifferent rates. Here the internal rapidly burning layer ensures a
thrust in booster conditions (Fig. 2.8). A stepped thrust scheme
can be attained also by selection of a combined charge form. However
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p I
this decreases loading density.

Fig. 2.8. A
charge consisting
of concentric
fuel layers with
different burn
rates

Many of the forementioned requirements of a charge form are
contradictory. The designer must look for a compromise solution
which ensures the best technical characteristics of thu vehicle.

Below are expounded methods of calculation of progression
characteristics of certain types of charges.

1 2.2. Single-Channel Unclad Cylindrical
Grain Charge (Tubular Charge)

Let us consider the progression characteristic cf an unclad

cylindrical grain with internal channel. /

We will begin with the relationships:

ZmI~;

where e - variable thickness of burning layer; eI - maximum

thickness of burning layer, 2e,=-'= -I-r (R, r - external and

internal radii of section of tube); S - total burning surface of tube;
ST - area of end of tube; W - volume of tube. Index 0 corresponds

to the beginning of burn.

From elementary geometric notions we write:

S- 2- [(R - e + r + e) (L- 2e) + (I - e)- (r+ ]

S- 2 (R + r) L + A -r,].
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After division by L(R + r), substitution R - r = 2e1 and

introduction of substitutions ;9-w we obtal.n

The grain volume i-, determined from the expression:

W -,- [(R -e)' - ( + e)'j (L - 2e);

whence it Is easy to cbtain:

WI

-(I+)Z-Pz.(2.3)

Eliminating z from expressions (2.2) and (2.3), we obtain

Usually is a value 0.03-0.)5. Examining 0 as a value of first
order of smallness and disregarding values of higher order of
smallness, we will obtain

,,,- 1-- ,.(2.4)

For example, when 6 0.05 ard I = we obtain a minimum value o(l)
0.90 from expression 2.LI) and o(l) = 0.903 from expression (2.3).

Obtained values of o indica';e that a charge made from a cylindrical
unclad grain can be considered a charge of small degressiveness with

linear a dependence of the progression characteristic a on relative
value of the burring charge *.

For the a-ea of the end, proceeding from expressions:

$, " ! --e)'- (P + e),];
So,- (RI- r').

It Is sirmo]e to obtain
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L7 a

or

Disregardin~g a' we obtain

For an end-clad grain the surface of burning is obtained
constant:

S-S6-2%(R+r)L; ~4)I

In the case when a charge consists of several single-port grains,
initital values of S0 and S are increased proportional to the

number of grains, but values c and o,,,, determined from expressions

(2.14) and (2.5), remain constant.

52.3. Slot Charge with External Clad Surfac?

We will examine a charge made from an externally clad surface
cylindrical grain with an internal channel (Fig. 2.3). R and r-
radii of external and internal cylinders, L - total length of grain.
Prom one of the ends over length t are cut slots of width 26. For
determination ofthe progression cbaracteristic aof the charge a we

willcxainesepratly te slidpar ofthegrain and the part
withcut, wichwe will call the slotued part.

Aanarbitrary thickness of the turning part of the charge e
the engh ofthesloted art s Icreaed y avalue e.

Considering that the '"ceiling" of t.-e slot takes the form of an arch,
we will take the length of the slotted part equal to xe, where A-
the reduction factor determined below. Thus, for an arbitrary
moment the length of the slotted part is equal to I + Xe, and the
length of the solid part L is E.-ie

Lat us deduce the dependence* which determine the progression
charar!teristic of a slotted charge.

For the solid part of the grain.

Lateral burning surface

Area of end

- I'- r+ )j



Total surface

Sc- .(r + e) (L --- ) +a I- -- (r + )]. (2.6 )

Volume

R, - ( + e),j (L - )(2.7)

For the slotted part of the grain.

In Fig. 2.9 is shown a sector equal to 1/8 of the cross section
of the slotted part. The solid line shows the initial perimeter of
the section, and the dotted line the current perimeter, corresponding
to combustion of thickness e of the charge. The current perimeter
consists of arc AC and the segment of line CN. Let us connect points
C and N by lines with the center of the section and note angles o and
a. Considering that

CN - R cos a - (r + e) cos 1;

we will obtain the full perimeter of the whole section

, 8 -[(r+ e)(- -,) + Rcos.- (r+ ,)cos, ].

where angles a and 0 are found from the expressions:

(sin 4 sin 4P +8+ (2.8)

The arc part of the perimeter vanishes when angle f, determined
from expression (2.8), takes a value T> 2

C N

Fig. 2.9. Sector of slotted

charge
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The lateral burning surface is determined from expression

+Rcos-ir+e)cosy](I+ *).

The area of the end will be determined by including in it the
area of the slot arch. Then

The total area of the slotted part is equal to
.-8 [(, +,') ( --, + ., ca.- (, + e) cos,, (, + ,.,)+

+ • IR (r + e)']. ( 2.9)

In this expression when ?>--, which corresponds to disappearance

of the arc part fo the perimeter, it is necessary to tate T

The volume of the slotted part will bekdetermined from
expression 0

W -8 (F, + F,).(I + le),

where F1 and F2  area of figures ADCB and CBN (Fig. 2.9).

F,- (----,) - IR,- ( + )'I.

Area F2 will be calculated by replacing arc BN by a chord:

S , I c-a- B'CN.? [iRcos - (r+ e)cotsl (R -r- -e) in?.

Thus,

W'i"- (,x- 4,p) I11- (r + e)l + 4 [R cos,2 -
-V + )osIl (R----e) sin ) (+ le). (2.10)

The total progression characteristic of the form of a slotted
charge will be found from expression

I
S-.S + r -8[(r + C) + R cos a -(r + e)cos,] yX

•X (I + 4t) + 2A (OP + e) ( - l--e) + 2 1 -R- (r + e)']. ( 2.11 )
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The volume of the grain is determined from expression

W - "+ WO-. [R"-(r +e)'l (Z-- -e) +
+ ((s-4) [R'-(r+ e)'J + 4 [Rco,=- (+e)cos, ]X

X(R-r-e)in?1(t+xe). (2.12)

Value S0 and W0, corresponding to the beginning of burning, are

determined by substitution in expressions (2.11) and (2.12) of value
e = 0.

Progression characteristics are determined from expressions:

.L WC so ; t .l I -;,

which allow us to calculate the value of function o().

Since the area of the charge section is different in the solid
and slotted part of the charge, then in this case it is impossible
to determine the filling factor of the section of the chamber from
expression (2.1).

By introducing the idea about the reduced initial area of the

section of the charge determined from expressions (S),---- we

obtain the following expression for, coefficient EO:

or finally

In conclusion we will examine the method of determination of the
coefficient of reduction X. During combustion of the thickness of the
charge e the "ceiling" of Ne slot takes the form of an arch as shown
in Fig. 2.10, where the dotted line corresponds to the current value
e, and the solid line to the beginning of burning.

B

-"-- C

Ir

Fig. 2.10.
Arch of
"ceiling"
of slot
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The perimeter of the arch ABC is equal to 8+--nv

Let us replace real arch ABC by reduced arch AKN, whose
height is equal to KA - Xe, and the perimeter is equal to the
perimcter of the real arch:

KA+KN..+ s.+ e- =,

Equating 1i n -2' we obtain

kt-I- e 22- e.

whence

X -1 = 0.6.

We will examine an example of calculation of the pr~gression
characteristics of a slot charge with the fojlowing geometric
parameters (dimensions in m):

R 0.40, r-0,,12; L 6.40; 1=2.13; a-- .

Preliminarily we find boundary value e = e*, at which the a'c
part of the perimeter of the channel of the slot part vanishes.

Value e* is from expression (2.8) when T -

whence e* - 0.26.

The maximum value of e is equal to emax = R - r = 0.28.

Results of calculations are given ir Table 2.1.

In Fig. 2.11 is given a graph of dependence o(*), from which it
is clear that introduction of a degressively burning slotted part
permits obtaining an insignificant change of the progression
characteristic j, where for the examined example amax = 1.06,

'mi n ' 0.97.

Coefficient c of filling of the section of the chamber by a

charge is equal to
we -- _ L2 '6 0 895

We note for comparison tnat for cyllndrical clad charges freely
packed in a chamber, we obtain E0 v 0.7.
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Table 2.1

WaB,-(&+e):V+e) 0,083 0,353 0,500 0,593 0,657 0,710 0,710 0,710
T 4,8 20.6 0,0 30,4 41,1 45 45 45

Sr 6,20 5,34 4,38 3,37 2,18 0,49 0 0

,.C 3.22 4.52 5.81 7,07 8.35 9,83 10,15 10,30
2S, 0,915 0.82-2 0,704 0,546 0,3S4 0,100 0,000 0

1 L0,33 10,68 10.88 10,99 10,98 10,38 10,05 10,30

KIR 0,93 0,65 .4i 0,2.. 0,084 0,034 0 0
en 1,95 1,74 1,48 1,14 0,755 0,206 0,012 0

W 2,88 2,39 1,49 1,36 0,84 0,24 0,01 0

- 1,000 1,032 1,051 1,06 1,051 1,005 0,973 0,995

0, - -/ -  j 0,172 0,172 0,347 0,530 0,710 0,916 1,00

1,0

0"

0,2 0,4 0,6 0.8 1,0

Fige 2.11. Progression
characteristic o(j)

The character of change of the curve of progression burning o( )

in an essential measure de'ends on the relative length of slots .

With an increase of this value, o(O) decrease. A close to unit value

of o(') corresponds to value - L 0.3.
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1 2.4 Charge with Star-Shaped Channel
Section Burninfrom Within

During use of charges with a star-shaped channel section,
reliable protection of walls of the chamber4 from the influence of
hot gases is ensured, inasmuch as they come in contact with the
internal surface of the chamber only at the actual end of burning.

The simplest form of such a charge is shown in Fig. 2.5.
However it has not obtained practical application, since in regions
of acute angles of the star a concent-ation of stresses appear which
sharply increase receptivity of the charge to mechanical harm and I
lead to its cracking. In order to bring this undes .ible phenomenon
to a minimum, acute angles at summits must be rourided s shown .n
Fig. 2.12.

I

Fig. 2.12. Star-
shaped charge with
rounded angles

During the study of geometry of a charge with a star-shaped
channel form it is possible to be limited to a nonsideration of one
the sectors with a summit in the center and with the vertex angle

The cross section of the channel is constant over all its length.

The determining geometric parameters for a charge of such a
form are:

Number of rays of star ........................ n
el

Relative thickness of burning arch ...... i _
l D

Radius of curvature at summit of ray ... r, r =

Angle, subtending half of the initial arc
of curvature ...................................

Angle, subtending half of the arc of the sector
during burning out of the charge by value e '$1

Vertex angle of forward charge ray ............. e46I



In general, burning of a charge with a star-shaped channel
section can be divided into three phases (Fig. 2.13):

1. The burn front consists of an arc with radius r + e and a
rectilinear section. Depending on selection of the initial geometric
parameters, burning can be progressive, or with constant surface of
burning (neutral) or degressive.

2. Rectilinear section vanishes. Burning occurs along the
arc of radius r + e with decreasing angle €. The end of this phase
is designated by index 1.

3. Front of burning reaches walls of chamber. Burning takes on
a sharply degressive character. Remainders of the charge burn at
lowered pressure. Besides, on the pressure curve there appears a
characteristic section of burn-down.

For the work process of engine only the first two phases of
burning can be used.

The third phase, flowing with a rharp lowering of pressure, is
accompanied by a fall of unit pulse, anomalies of burning, and
therefore during selection of configuration of the charge it is
necessary to see that the specific gravity of this phase in the
process of burning is insignificant.

Phase III

,I " i"Phase 1

. Phasei

IP,

Fig. 2.13. Three
phases of burning
of charge

Degressive remainders of the charge actually are a supplement,
to the passive weight of the rocket. In order to as far as possible
reduce this increase, in the engine before filling of a composite
fuel there are sometimes placed inserts of light material (foam
plastic), corresponding in form and dimensions to degressive
remainders of the charge [1].
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Let us find the dependence of the perimeter of burning on
thickness of the burning arch for the first phase (Fig. 2.14). For
this we will conduct from point 01 segment 01C', parallel to the

linear section of burning, and segment 01F, perpendicular to ray OM.

From the right triangle 001F we obtain

2I0 =-- si ,,= (--e,-r)un.

From right triangle 0 FC' w7 findoAC _. .-, -., 3- -), ,
w~ag

The length of the rectilinear burning section

BD - OC - (r + e) cig .

The initial value of the perimeter of burning

1

or In a dimensionleac expression

(o~ - i)sin 1 _ -

ff. 2. [i.2 + -ictg~j (2.14)

The current value of the (perimeter of burning

nOM8 r~~a 4T - 1,V+ 0 Ct9] (2.15)

The relative change of the perimeter of burning in the first

phase

n
(2.16)

We will examine, under what conditions in this phase of burning
constancy of the perimeter of burning can be ensured. During a shift
of the front of burning by value e a change of arc length will be
as. The length of the rectilinear section will be reduced by the
Value of segment e x ctg e. The perimeter of burning for every
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sector of the charge will be changed by value ae -e x ctg 0.
Consequently, the condition of constancy of the perimeter of burning
can be written as

.ctg 0. (2.17)

From triangle 00,C' ZOOIC'me-p. Hence the sum of angles at summit

01 can be written as

Substituting value a from expression (2.17), we will obtain

++P-Ctgl+O. (2.18)

Or when we have

+-'mciO1+4. (2.19)

Fig. 2.114. Diagrami for
calculatior of~ progres-
sion characteristic
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Prom equation (2.19) we find value e', single for every assigned
number of rays of the star, ensuring constancy of the surface of
burnlng in the first phase. These values of e* together with
corresponding values of a from equation (2.17) are given in Table2.2 [2j.

Table 2.2

0. -o . -e a- e , o .rd - o

4 26,21 1,5M 80 9 38,8 V 242 5,10 N 50

S 31:12 1.607 58,55 10 40.20 1,:183 7,$0 u 48,1)6 , 33 1 ,90 36,0( If 41,41 1,133 9,90 n -16.80
7 36,:5 1,3" 33,75 12 42,52 1,091 12,00 x 45,308 33 1,.313 31,80

The end of the first phase of burning (see triangle 001 P*) is

determined by equality

Wea +'T Oft' + ")

Hence we find thickness of the arch burning toward the end of

the first phase:

. co---st-- (2.20)

For the second phaee of burning the perimeter is changed as is
the length of arc #(r + e), where angle * at summit 01 is equal to
+ . Angle y is determined from right triangle OPF, as arc sin

(- ).

Consequently, for the second phase

At the beginning of the second phase

(2.22)
J -2( (+ s-),.
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The change of the perimeter of burning in the second phase
relative to the initial value for this phase will be

In certain cases the second phase can be absent (Fig. 2.15).
This occurs when

D (2.24)

Fig. 2.15. Diagram for two
phases of burning

IFor the end of the second phase the change of perimeter of
burning relative to i-cs value for the beginning of burning will be

- ,,'..* (2.25)

The ratio of area of the cross section of remainders after burn-

out of charge by value eI to the initial area of the end of charge is

called the remainder factor
A - A

where
k3'gj AJ;g

The value ofacoefficient A., determined with respect to area of

the chamber, is equal to [3]:

A. - I - + !+ )'+,+ + ;j) (0,5 - ),,. (2.26)
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The coefficient of filling of a cross section of the chamber by
the charge is expressed by the dependence [3]:

1 1(0 5 ++ 1- ('t- tg(2.2'j)

The relative amount of the burning part of the charge with -lad ends
will be defined as

where - current value of ratio of area of end of charge to

area of cross section of chamber.

Value c is determined differently for the first aind second
hases of burning. For the first phase of burning, analo.-ous to
2.27) we obtain

+ + , . + (2.28)

For the second phase of burning we obtain

+I + (i+0)(0-5-) n T). (2.29)

Using the first phase of burning formulas (2.28) and (2.15) and
for the second phase of burning formulas (2.29) and (2.21), it is
possible to construct dependence e-.($),

The relative change of full surface of burning of a charge during
burn-out of the charge by value el for the case of unclad ends will
be:

S-Wip (,.L -201) + 2-S,,
,*i 4 4.g A q - -, (2.30)

or

2s(-t,) + A
"+ (2.31)

For the case of clad ends
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When It is necessary to maintain a constant surface it is
expedient to orlignace from dependence a-f(Zj with neutral burning
in tne irst phase (Fig. 2.16). Such a form of dependence is
ensured when a - a*.

As calculations show [3], for' every value n there exists a
single geometri.c variant ensuring oonstAncy of the surface of
burning In both phases.

,4

Fig. 2.16. Simplified
dependence e(,)

Basic characteristics of these variants are given in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3 o

Q-rat ri Aies * .I

al 6 7 8 6 7 6

0,130 0,142 0,125 0.206 0,190 0.181
5,4 73,S 67 63,5 79.6 75,7

Ar X IS 12,7 11,7 6,8 8,3 6,9

An essential deficiency of a charge with a star-shaped channel

section is the great weight of degressively burning remainders. For
variant3 w .th a constant burning surface their weight is 16-18%. The
usefully utilized weight of the charge increases if one allows
certain progressive burning in the second phase. In Table (2.3) are

given characteristics of charges when as - 1.10. Prom a comparison

of data it follows that an increase of allowed progression sharply
lowers the weight of degressively burning remainders, and also leads
to an increase in thickness of the burning arch and density of
loading.
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In Fig 2.17 it is shown how basic characteristics of the examined
type of charge change with an increase in the number of rays of the
star with preservation of constancy of the perimeter of burning in tae
first phase. From the graph it is clear that with an increase in the
number of rays of the star there is a drop irl the coefficient of
filling of the chamber with fuel, and an increase of surface
progression. Simultaneously the coefficient of remainder A descends,
For practice, most interesting are charges with number of rays n n 6,
7, 8, for which constancy of the surface of burning is ensured with
a relatively high thickness of the burning arch and an acceptable
value of c0"

0 6

l~~#I Ox-. ... . .. ...--.-

-OAS

4.0' " '-

'. o -- . =-ii

347 $--,--S 0 I . f

g 0. 
O

0.155

~OW~

b
Fig. 2.17. Dependence of charge
characteristics on number of rays

In Fig. 2.18 basic characteristics of a charge of given type are
represented depending on relative thickness of the burning arch. As
follows from the graph, constancy or a change in minimum limits of
the surface of burning for a given type of charge can be ensured
only during relative thickness of an arch not more than ri - 0.15-0.20.

The simplest modification of the examined charge form is
represented in Fig. 2.19. Here between internal flanges are sections
of a cylindrical surface.



5,00

a)

n-a1

0.' .A

00O 0.15 0gap US Ax1
b)

Fig. 2.18. Dependence of charge
characteristics on relative thickness of a

burning arch e1

For internal flanges with rourndir.- the dependences given above '

remain in force with the only distinction that angle B must be

calculated as 1-,where n -part on forward section of sector
A(

Fig. 2.19. Modified form of
a charge with a star-shaped
channel section.
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The basic dependences for this charge take the lrm% -

+ t,,- ,) (I - 2e-)2 (I )

The initial value of the perimeter is

ff. 2n, (- -(0.5s-) (I - I) +; (,,_ 0, ) + i

+0. - :Mn 1:W

The current value of the perimeter on the first phase of burning

is

+ -sin I (r-+ e) 0 Ct 5

The .ondition of constancy of the perimeter of burning in theI
first plase preserves the former form (2.19); consequently, duringi
calculation we can use the data of the Table (2.2).

The end of first phase occurs when the relative thickness of the
,urning layer is

SConsequently, the duration of the first phase for such a ]

modification will be less than for the Initial variant.

For the second phase, a change of the perimeter of burning
obeys the dependence:

+ (0,5-, + e) (I -r.)-

The coefficient of remainder, determined with respect to the
area of the chamber, is calculated by dependence (2.26).

With an identical number of rays n ai.d equal thickness of the

arch elrthe modified variant differs from the initial by a smaller

coefficient of remainder. Simultaneously thp coefficient of filling
C. descends. With a decrease of n thickness e* descends and

accordingly progrpzi!)n of burning In the second phase Is increased.
Due to this, according to a ],)wering of n the upper limit of the
range, In wnich constancy of the surface of burning Is ensured, is

displaced In the direction of smaller values eI
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A change of the form of projections in the modified variant leads
to a new type of charge, whose cross section reminds one of a wagon
wheel (Fig. 2.6). Burning of such a charge also flows in three
phases. A distinctive peculiarity of its burning is a sharp reduction
of the surface of burning during transition to a second phase which
can be used to ensure a stepped thrust scheme in flight. However
when necessary, neutral burning of such a charge can be obtained. The
values of angle 6* ensuring constancy of the surface of burning are
given in Table 2.2.

As analysis shows, for such a charge constancy of the surface
of burning in combination with a relatively high coefficient of
filling can be obtained only when n a 5. A graph for determination
of basic parameters of the charge when n - 5 is shown in Fig. 2.20.

10 15.3F./.

1etermiat on,7

CAR.7

ON

parameters of charge of
the "wagon wheel" type

For charges of wheel-like form the possible values of F. do not

exceed 0.2, whereas for charges with a star-slhaped channel e 1 can

reach 0.33.

Therefore, charges of wheel-like form are expediently used in
and engine with a relatively short burn time.

The furthest development of the given type of charge is a wheel-

like form with alternating long and short projections (Fig. 2.21).

Different relationships of length and thickness of projections make

it possible to ensure censtancy of thust, a twc-stage change of

thrust, or a three-step change of thrust.
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Fig. 2.21.
Modified form of
"wagon wheel"
charge

In conclusion one should note that application of castlin
technology of charging an engine permits cbtaining charges with a
channel wnich varies over its length in dimensions and form. This
opens wide possibilities of changing progression characteristics of'
elementary geometric forms in a desirable direction.

2.5. A Charge Made from Two Fuels with
Different Burn Rates

When charging rocket engines with composite fuels it is possible
to obtain charges consisting of two fuels with different burn rates.

The relation of burn rates is an additional parameter which
expands the possibility of ensuring required burning behavior of a
charge.

It is possible to separate two basic types of such charges.

1. The interface of the two fuels coincides with a certain
intermediate position of the surface of burning. Here the process
of burning of the charge is divided into periods during which only
one of the fuels burn.

2. The interface of the two fuels never coincides with a
surface of burning and simultaneous burning of both fuels occurs
where the current relationship of their surfaces of burning is
determined by the interface profile.

Charges of first type (Fig. 2.22) found application in single-
chamber two-mode engines [4]. The burning process of the charge in
such an engine includes a start period (use of rapidly burning fuel)
and a sustainer period (use of fuel with slow burning rate).
Calculation of the progression characteristics of such charges
contains nothing new; for each of the periods of burning these



characteristics are calculated by usual dependences for basic forms

of charges.

Fig. 2.22. Diagram
of charge made from
two consecutively
burning fuels.

We will examine charges of the second type.

Let us consider the diagram of a charge In which fuel a with a
greater burning rate is located in the central part, and fuel 6 with
a smaller rate is on the periphery (Fig. 2.23).

Fig. 2.23. Diagram
of a charge made from
two simultaneously
burning fuels with
different burn rates.

Such a charge, in contrast to the one examined in the preceding
paragraph, permits obtaining the required law of change of the
u' i-race with any relative thickness of the burning arch. Here it

becomes possible to ensure neutral burning for charges with a great
relative thickness of the burning arch which are used In engines
with a long operation time. Furthermore, by selecting the Interface
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profile of the two fuels it is possible to ensure that the surface

of burning in the very last moment wi]1 coincide with the internal
surface of the chamber, i.e., to avoid formation of degressive
remainders. Charging of the engine in this case is produced in two
procedures. During casting of the slowly burning fuel in the body

there is placed a mendrel which occupies the volume of the internal
channel and the rapidly burning fuel. After termination of charging
the mandrel is removed and in its place there is set a second mandrel
which ensures formatiorn of the internal channel and charging of the
engine with the rapidly burning fuel Is produced [i]. In Fig. 2.24
there is a section of such a combined c!,irge which is utilized in
the second-stage engine of the "Minuteman" rocket [1].

/r j

ei

Fig. 2.24. Charge of
ballistic missile made
from two fuels with
different burn rates.

We will examine how the geometry of the combined charge is
selected. Let us assume that the burning rate of fuel 6 equals u,
and of fuel a equals kuu.

We will consider that during a change of pressure In the engine
the ratio of burn rates ku is preserved constant. We will also

consider that fuels a and b differ only by burn rates and have
identical chemical composition and power characteristics. The
problem consists of finding the form of interface of the two fuels
which will ensure burning of the charge without degressive remainders.
The set requirement is fulfilled if the burning front of fuel t at
every arbitrary instant has a circular arc with center at point 0
radius R + e (Fig. 2.25). At that same instant the burn front of
fuel a will stand from the initial position on a normal at distance
k e. Consequently, the profile of the interface will be determined

U
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by the intersection of circuifertnces of radius R + e and perime'ters
of burning of fuel a, constructed for the same instants. In general
the perimeter of burning for fuel a will consist of a rectilinear
section and an arc of radius r + kue.

r

Fig. 2.25. Basic geometric
parameters of a charge of

Ntwo fuels.

In examining the progression characteristics of a combined
charge it is expedient to introduce the idea of effective surface of
burning

S,- S# + k.,.

where S. and Sa - respectively surface of burning of fuels 6 and a.

Introduction of effective surface of burning permits considering
internal ballistics of an engine with the use of usual dependences
in terms of the burning rate of fuel 6.
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I
Applied to a two-dimensional problem we will obtain+I-,-a, 1+ A~n

where nf - effective current value of perimeter of burning.

In a general case I

Y -P) (r+-e)ct-0
where

T.- arccos(

e maximum thickness of burning arch of fuel 6.

During burning of fuel a the same phases of burning are I
possible which are observed for a usual star. Here also are possible
those cases when burning goes to an end with preservation of the

rectilinear section.

If line 01N intersects the curve of division of the two fuels,

at a certain stage of burning the cu~ilinear section of burning of
fuel a vanishes. One of the necessary conditions of neutral burning
is intersection at one point on the surface of the chamber of tLe
curve of division of the two fuels and ray\o 1 B. Here there should

be fulfilled relationship

The initial effective value of the perimeter of burning is
calculated by formula (2.13) and then multiplied by ku .

The coefficient of filling of the chamber is calculated by
formula (2.27).

Analysis of characteristics of combined charges shows that an
acceptable constancy of the effective surface (perimeter) burning is
ensured at small values of n. Thus, for example, best constancy of

surface (IS/$,.±i%) is attained for n - 3 when ku  1.74, for n =4

when k. a 1.48. For n 5, AS/p$-i±3% is ensured when ku m 1.32 [5].
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For n 4 during best constancy of the surface the allowable

relative thickness of the burning arch when =0.05-0.25 is
accordingly e1 o .46-0.29.

A basic deficiency of combined charges Is high sensitivity of
progression characteristics to a change of the ratio of burning
rates k U* During deflection of ku from computed values due to

scattering of burning rates of fuels there occurs deflection from
neutral burning and possibly the appearance of degressive remainders.
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C H A P T E R III

WORKING CHARACTERISTIC OF RDTT

6 3.1. Parameters of Gas from RDTT Nozzle

During deviation of basic dependences for parameters of gas flow
from a nozzle, one usually considers the process of outflow to be
one dimensional and steady, where flow parameters are not changed as
a function of time and are constant for every section perpendicular
to the axis of the engine and nozzle. If. moreover, one does not
consider the change of gas composition and its heat capacity along
the flow, and also heat exchange with walls of the engine chamber
-and the nozzle, then from the equation of conservation of energy we
obtain the following dependence for exit velocity of gases;

,_,(
where

'0, To -parameters of gas in chamber section ik which it is possible

to take speed of gases v 0  0 0; values p, v corresponds to an

arbitrary flow section.

In reference to [RDTT]J (P=) conditions we will introduce the
designation

f, -RTap

where TOp - combustion temperature of fuel at constant pressure in

engine chamber; fp - reduced force of powder.

For calculation of the lowering of temperature of gases due to
heat transfer from gases to the body of the engine, we will introduce
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in the expression (3.1) for exit velocity coefficient X 1. Here
we will obtain

* - 1 4 i t .- T  (3 .2 )

The method of determination of coefficient x will be examined in
Chapter VI. Certain authors introduce before the root in the formula
for computing exit velocity of gases an experimental "coefficient of
speed." We will consider thi6 ;uefficient included in parameter

V-, which is determined or definitized by experiment.

For a one second mass flow rate of gases G through a certain
section F of the nozzle we have the expression

a=g /i/,"_- ,0,0.r-P). (3.3)

During steady motion of gases the flow rate per second in all
sections of flow is Identical. Therefore the least section of the
nozzle corresponds to a maximum of the subradical expression (3.3).Besides

and expression (3.3) takes the form

Gg m2ki~ ~~ (3.5)

In reference to conditionslof an RDTT engine it is convenient to
give the last expressionthe form

A- . (3.6)

where

- coefficient which considers narrowing of the stream in critical
section.

Values A for different values of the adiabatic index are given
In Table 3.1. Considering constancy of flow rate per second along
the nozzle from expressions (3.3) and (3.5) can be obtained ratio

.,_ __._- (3.7)
7-Pa
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Table 3.1

f- tPuuLy IX Ipu aI aIMs USf IMii tic

A,3 f2o~ 2. 42 2,048 2,0 32,060 2,065 2,072 21078 2.041 IIn

.I

which sets the relationship between relative pressure T * . and area
P0

of the nozzle section F. Instead of the ratio of areas F
FP

d
subsequently we will examine the ratio of diameters ; I

HP

Table 3.2. Subsonic region iT f(k, ).'A I." 1A IAJX LN
3,@ 3.00 I'm0 L,00 LM00 1,000 3,000 1,000 ,01, 000 I ,%* 1, 000I
4,S M.9 go9 M~ 99 Me M9 M M9 Mi M0 9

"so 99 O 998 Wl 99799 997 99 999 997 999I I I IUIII
2,39W M W79 997 997 997 992 992 992 997

8. 993 "1 M9 997 997 9116 991 996 991 993 991
2:7 964 NO9646 996 996 963 983 93 99639

2:3 1% IN 009W3 973 0 9 973

I, M6 997 196 995 995 992 95965 92 4 99 4 M9"4

16 ot ot 9 9 1 9981 991 " 967 967 967 997 997

,4 M 941 940 940 99 979 939 939 979 99

1,4 90 M 411 940 94 4 999 39M
1.3 916 916 913 915 915 914 914 914 914 913 91
1,2 M6 aft 86 8M M7 78 O77 876 87C 875 874
1.3 816 815 83 813 813 f32 812 81 830 810 809

In Tabl 3.2 and 3.3 are given dependences i - f(C) for different
k. Table 3.2 corresponds to the narrowing part of the nozzle in
which to a decrease of C there corresponds a decrease of pressure,
In this part of the nozzle the flow is subs nic. Data of Table 3.3
correspond to the divergent section of the nozzle in which to a
pressure drop corresponds an increase of nozzle section. In this
part of the nozzle the flow is supersonic.

Example: From conditions p0 - 60 0 Q p = 15 cm, da 30
cm XP a

we find for the outlet section 4 - 2. When k - 1.25 by Table 3.3 we

find t a 0.0394, whence pa 0 0.039460 = 2.3 M.
cm

For the same engine, examining in the narrowing part of the nozzle
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Table 3.3. Supersonic region r u f(k, C).

149 0,539 00 .3 233 05 5 0,549 2.6 0,A
1,1 285 284 283 282 281 280 29j 278 277 270 2;5
1,2 205 204 202 21 199 198 197 196 194 192 191
1,3 156 155 153 152 1,5 150 148 147 146 144 143
1,4 13 122 120 119 118 116 115 114 113 11i 110
I, 0,092 0,08 0, 19 0,0957 0 0,0945 0.0944 e,0922 0.0910 0,0898 0,0887 0,0873
1,6 810 800 791 761 772 762 753 744 734 724 715
1,7 680 671 662 653 644 635 626 617 608 599 5'0
IS 380 571 563 575 56 338 529 520 512 504 405
1,9 498 490 482 475 466 459 451 443 436 428 420
2,0 428 421 414 408 401 394 387 380 374 367 360
2, 375 368 362 3m 349 342 3m 330 323 316 310
2,2 330 324 318 312 306 0 293 287 281 275 2l)
2,3 29! 286 280 275 269 ;,:64 259 253 248 242 237
2,4 2.59 254 249 245 240 23.5 230 V2s 221 216 211
2,5 232 228 2D 219 214 .10 26 201 1 7 12 IR7
2.6 M9 2%5 2.01 197 1PC 1188 14 1v 17 172 168
2.7 189 185 1&1 17? 173 170 166 162 158 IV. I.-(I
2,8 179 168 165i 162 158 154 151s 148 144 140 1J7
2,9 156 m5 149 146 143 140 137 134 130 127 1.14

3,0 142 139 136 133 130 128 12.5 122 111) 116 113
3,1 130 1 127 124 12L] 119 116 113 )t0 108 i 105 I02
3,2 120 117 115 112 109 106 104 , 101 0,0088 0,00061 0,00";5
3,3 111 108 105 103 101 0.00981 0,00955 0,00929 0.00904 0,00878 0,00x.1
3.4 102 0,0099 0.00972 0,00947 0,0092-3 8w9 875 851 826 802 778
3,5 0,00945 922 89 876 85 830 807 726 704 682 GO0
3.6 880 858 836 814 M9 772 750 731 707 669 67
3,7 818 797 777~ 757 736 716 696 676 656 63w 6143
3,8 7102 7143 724 704 6&5 665 .647 628 608 589 570
3,9 715 6% 6 ' 659 641 622 604 586 567 548 wi
4,0 670 652 635 617 600 582 5w5 548 &30 512 4!6
4.1 027 G10 594 577 560 544 527 510 493 477 40

4,2 588 572 55 541 525 50 493 477 462 446 430I. 5 3 2 0 9 48 44 49 44 40 401, 2 0 9 47 43 49 45 2 0 " 7
4.3 490 4? 463 450 46 44 40 35 34 30 W

4,6 ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .--.. _ __4_45 42_1_qs 35 37 6 38 33



II

the section where diameter d = 18 cm, we will obtain = 1.2 and by

Table 3.2 we find r - 0.878, whence p - 0.878.60 = 52.5
cm

The character of pressure distribution on the nozzle is shown in
Fig. 3.1. In the same place a curve is given of change of flow rate
of gases along the nozzle.

U

S- Fig. 3.1. Change of pressure
U, and speed along nozzle.

The character of change of flow rate along the nozzle is easy to
set by proceeding from dependence 3.2, considering relative pressure
iT as a function of 4.

Here, by introducing designation

Q Vi d- . (3.8)

we obtain the expression for flow rate in such a form

In Tables 3.4 and 3.5 are given values of function Fv( ) for

values of adiabatic inde!x k from 1.LO to 1.30. Table 3.4 corresponds
to the subsonic region and permits calculating flow rkte in different
sections of the entrance cone of the nozzle. Table 3.5 corresponds
to the supersonic region and permits determining flow rate of gases
in the expanded part of the nozzle and, in particular, in its outlet
section.

Example: For the example above, k a 1.25, € = 2 we obtain for

the supersonic zone F ( ) - 6.85. At value xf = 90000 we will
v p kg

obtain v - 2050 5. For the critical section ( - 1) we will obtain

* m

F (1- 3.30 whnce v 990 -.
V XPs

For a certain section of the nL rowing part of the nozzle with
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the same relative section 4 - 2 by Table 3.4 for the subsonic zone

we will obtain Fv(M) a 0.518 and v - 155 a.I

The graph of change of flow rate of gases along the nozzle is
shown in Fig. 3.1.

We will examine the influence of a change of external atmospheric
pressure on distribution of pressure along the nozzle.

If the design pressure in the outlet section is larger than
external pressure, then all characteristics of flow - pressure, speed,
flow rate per second - do not depend on external pressure. This is
explained by the fact that after the critical section there is a
supersonic flow of gas, and therefore no disturbance of the flow
spreading with the speed of sound can be transmitted in reverse
direction to the flow. Expansion of the gas and a pressurc drop from

p to p occurs only outside the nozzle and is accompanied, as it

were, by a buckling of the flow caused by the appearance of radial
components of speed.

Fig. 3.2 Flow from nozzle
with overexpansion.

Let us consider the case when the pressure drop po-Pa from the

chamber to the outlet section is small and the flow of gases all over
the nozzle is subsonic. In Fig. 3.2 to shown conditions correspond
the curves which are located higher than curve BKC. On this curve
point K corresponds to critical pressure determined by formula (3.4),
and only this point corresponds to sonic speed of gas. The remaining
points of curve BKC correspond to the subsonic region. In the examined
case the distribution pressure along the flow, and consequently also
flow rate and flow rate per second to an essential measure depend on
external pressure.

In this case flow rate per second can be calculated by formula
(3.3) and cannot be calculated by formula (3.5), since the latter is
true only for supercritical outflow.

If external pressure p is larger than design pressure pa

corresponding to supersonic flow, but less than pressure corresponding
to point C (FI.g. 3.2), then one of the following two cases can take
place.
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1. Flow with overexpansion. Expansion of the gas occurs Just as
in the case when pH -< Pa' and is characterized by curve BKD. Moreover,
since pressure in the outlet section is less than external (pa < p ).

then directly after the nozzle there occurs an increase of pressure
and compression of the stream with a system of oblique shock waves.

2. Flow with separation of flow from walls of nozzle. In the
nozzle up to certain limits there occurs overexpansion of gases. Then
due to breakaway cf the boundary layer the oblique shock wave shifts
from the outlet sec t ion to inside the nozzle (curve AE). With an
increase of external Pressure p the zone of breakaway of the boundary

layer shifts from the ou.let to the critical section. After the jump,
pressure In the flow is increased. Conditions of breakaway of the
boundary layer during flow with overexpansion is determined by
experimental means. According to Sommerfield [1], for a nozzle with

a half angle of conicity a 150 and when H > 16, separation of the

pH
boundary layer corresponds to condition - < o.4.P H

S 3.2 Change of Parameters of Gas Flow in Thrust Chamber

Let us consider the flow of gases in the chamber along the burning
charge of the solid fuel. In the first approximation we will consider
that burning of fuel and liberation of gases occurs evenly over the
entire surface of the charge whose cross section is constant over the
whole length. In this case it is possible to examine an idealized
scheme when gases pass over the lateral surface of the engine chamber.

77'
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Fig. 3.3. Diagram of flow of gases in
chamber; a) onset of gases from internal
channel; b) onset of gases from bottom.

Let us designate by X the mass of gas coming in one second from a
unit of chamber length.

Let us consider an elementary volume of the chamber with length
dx (Fig. 3.3a). During time dt over section x passes mass of gas
Fpvdt, and over section x + dx mass

F [pv + d (pv)] dt.
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The difference of shown values should equal the quantity of gaswhich during time dt will be liberated from the wall of the chamber
over an element length dx.

Thus Fd (pv) d= -dx . dt%

or p& ++9dpu.4rdi (3.10)1

We will compose the equation of momentum for a mass of gas in
element dx:

d(m) -pf dt -(p -t dp) Fdt

or

"dv + vdm -Fdp dt.

With substitution

, =Pp dx,

dm - Idx .dt.

we obtain

F dxp d + v, dx. dt - -Fdp. dt. (3.11)
dx

Dividing by Fdt, considering that _- v, and replacing dx from

equation (3.10), we will obtain

pv"v + v (pv + vdp) - -dp
or

2vdvu dp -t0dp m-dp(I +

and finally

(3-12)

As we will see subsequently, speed of gases in the chamber of the
engine is considerably less the local speed of sound. Considering in
this case the gas as an incompressible liquid (p - p0 const), we
obtain dp -2pvdv.

Integrating along the engine sia..ber and considering that for the
bottom v0 - 0, we obtain

A-inp.- mhV.2b 0 (3.13)
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i.e., the pressure drop along the charge of solid fuel equals the
doubled impact pressure corresponding to speed of gases for the end
of the charge turned towards the nozzle.

"% From expression (3.10), disregarding any change of density along
the flow (dp - 0), we obtain

i.e., flow rate of gases in camera, the engine chamber is proportional

to the distance of the examined section from the bottom of the chamber.

For the end of the charge turned toward the nozzle, we obtain

(3.14)

where L - length of charge.

Furthermore,

17

since during stabilized flow the biggest flow rate per second of gases
along the charge equals the flow rate per second through the critical
section of the nozzle.

Thus, we have

a Gl,V- - t-g -

Substituting the value of flow rate per second from expression
(3.6), we will obtain

w(3.15)

where F - free area of passage of gases along the charge of solid fuel.

Substituting in equation (3.13) value vmax from expression (3.15)

and value po from the state equation, we will obtain

or finally

A (A-
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FF

For example, when - 0.3 and A 2.06, which corresponds to k = II 1.25, we obtain

* (2,06 -O3)' 0 03

Pressure drops 4% along the charge.

Above we showed that during travel of gases in the chamber over
the lateral wall or during burning of the charge from the lateral
surface, the pressure drop along the charge is equal to double the
impact pressure. It is not difficult to show that even in the case
of burning of a clad charge from the end the pressure drop from the
source of gas for nation to the chamber is equal to double the impact
pressure (Fig. 3.3b). Actually, we will examine a certain section
of the chamber AAI, close to the surface of burning, and we will apply

the equation of momentum to the mass of gas between the surface of thc-
solid fuel and this section.

The equation has the form

sV- (p (+ dp) F1d -Pdp dt.
- - -Fdp.

Considering that the flow rate per second of a mass of gas equalL

dot

we obtain 
"7 "VF"

We see that even in this case the pressure drop equals double the
impact pressure.

6 3.3. Reaction Force (Thrust)

During flight of a rocket with a working engine the main vector
of forces of pressure, effecting the rocket, is determined from
expression

(3.16)

where p - p - excess pressure in examined point of surface; n - unit

vector of normal; S - total surface of rocket, consisting of external
surface of rocket Se and internal surface Si of the chamber and

nozzle of the engine.
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Thus

Th us(p - -p.) ;idS + j ( ,p- .p.) d $ m +P (3.17)

The augend of (3.17) constitutes aerodynamic force, and the addend
the reaction force.

Thus, the reaction force can be defined as the main vector of
forces of excess pressure effecting the internal surface of the chamber
and nozzle of the engine:

P- fmi(p-p.) (3.18)

Let us note that in expressions (3.16) and (3.17) it would have

been possible to write under the integral sign pn instead of

(P-PM), since

jf p.;ids afL

However, it is necessary to consider that in aerodynamics it is
accepted to consider the excess above atmospheric pressure according

to formula (3.16), and since in totality forces Q and F constitute
the main vector of forces of pressure, even in the expression for
reaction force it is necessary to consider excess pressure:

fc f (p -p.)uidS ==4JpidS - p.f IdS. (3-19)

We will examine at first the addend of the right side of (3.19).
If the chamber is supplied with a plug in the outlet section and is
filled with gas, then internal forces of pressure will be balanced.
If, however, one removes he plug, preserving constancy of pressure
along the internal surfade, then internal forces will be unbalanced
by a value -pqFas where Fa - area of nozzle exit section. Thus,

p. d I(3.20)

where n is a unit vector of the external normal to the nozzle exita

sectioii.

Expression (3.19) takes the form

jIp~dS +p.F.
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We will project the last expression on the axis of symmetry of
the chamber and nozzle taking tle positive direction of the axis
agaitnst the i'low. Here we obtain

P- fPCOSdS-PFb (3.21)as

where a - angle between normal to surface and axis of symmetry.

The integral in expression (3.21) will be calculated for the
outlet cone of the nozzle, for the entrance cone, and for the engine
chamber.

Indices will denote: 0 - bottom of chamber; 1 - beginning of
entrance cone; x( - critical section; a - outlet section.

- Fig. 3.4. Diagram
of distribution of
thrust along nozzle.

Let us consider the part from the outlet section F a to critical

section F X (Fig. 3.4). By two sections, perpendicular to the axis,
we will Cu? an elementary ring in the form of the frustum of a cone,
the lateral surface of which is equal to dS. The projection of this
surface on a plane perpendicular to the axis is equal to

dS- cost-- d.

The "minus" sign indicates that growth of S corresponds to a
decrease of F.

For the outlet cone of the nozzle the integral in expression (3.21)
takes the form

am asd...I~p. am ,p)+fdip. (3.22)

From Bernoulli's equation we have

pdv- -dp,

whence F
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Expression (3.22) takes the form

-. j f p co,.,S--p.+pP.- v.a-f iv.. (3.23)
all

Analogously for the cone of the nozzle we have

fJpcoidS- -p,,F, + p,'---, + A woo.
+ 'u (3.24~)

rn-a

Above we saw (3.13) that pressure for the bottom of the chamber
exceeds the pressure at the entrance to the nozzle by a value of
double the impact pressure

Thus, considering that F0 - FI , we have

'Pp,,+ ,- ,Ppe

and expression ( 3 .2 4 ) takes the form

jjPC03.dS--p..,pA. V. (3.25)
m!

For the bottom of the chamber we have a force of pressure

d P4o"Pm (3.26)

Combining expressions (3.23), (3.25), (3.26), we obtalil from (3.21)

P-- v.+ P. (2 ,p ( 3
(3.27)

Expression (3.27) for reaction force is obtained by direct
integration of forces of pressure over the internal surface of the
chamber and nozzle.

From expression (3.27) it is clear that the biggest value of
reaction force corresponds to flight of a rocket in a vacuum (pH
- 0). Moreover

, SY o + F.p.

Certain authors say that the reaction force is the augend of the
right side of formula (3.27), relating the addend to external forces.
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The forementioned conclusion of the expression for reaction force
Indicates an inaccuracy of similar treatment, since both components
in totality are equal to the value of the main vector of forces of

pressure effecting the internal wall of the chamber and nozzle.

With well-known reason it would have been possible to relate to

external forces only component F p and to include it in the

aerodynamic force. Besides, it is necessary to consider that in
aerodynamics one calculates aerodynamic force by proceeding from the
expreeion

~~-n JJIp)tSmJfdS-PfI.

where component -pnF. is directed in the direction of motion.

If, however, one gives to aerodynamics a "foreign" (for an engin-
component p F directed again.t motion, then we will obtainH a

7'h!is means one must demand that aerodynamic professionals conduct
the calculation of aerodynamic forces based not on excess, but on
absolute pressures. It is doubtful whether this is practical.

Furthermore, in examining the work of an engine on a stand it
would be necessary nevertheless to considVer component PHF.

Expressions (3.24) and (3.25) permit calculating not only the total
quantity of reaction force, but also its separate components.

For example, add expressions (3.23) and (3.25), one can determine
that part of the reaction force which was apportioned to the nozzle:

P. - - 1 P.F. - P.. (3.28)

Let us note that expression (3.28) can be positive or negative.
In particular, it to possible to select such a nozzle and such
operating condJtorie of the engine during which P - 0. Such a
nozzle will not rush to be detached from the engine chamber.

Example: Let us consider the following conditions: p0  120
2 cm

da m30 cm; d. 15 cm; fp 90,000 m; k - 1.25; Fa z 70.6 cm2; c

diameter of chamber D am 0 50 cm.

For the shown conditions we will obtain:
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Cm 

k
Taking external atmospheric pressure p - 1 M, by formula (3.27)

cm
we will obtain

P- -",+ P, (P - P.) - - 5 * 70,6 47 - ) = 3M + 20 wa O w.

In this example augend 2 Va composes 92% of the total reactiong

force. 1

Let us determine the force effecUing the nozzle by using formula
(3.28). We have

F.. I c*',

0
p .,, - t.. ,, + P ,,e - p " .t s o 3M + 4 ?. -7 0 6 - -12 0 . 19 0 ,w - 2 0 10A

The "minus" sign indicates that force of pressure applied to the
nozzle is directed in the direction of flow. By value it is 11.6%
less than the force of pressure of gases on the bottom:

Pon - Wo 120.1%-M23S520 :

directed against the flow.

Let us consider uncer what conditions the main vector of forces
of pressure applied to the nozzle is equal to zero. On the basis of
expression (J.28) this condit[on takes the form

,- v+ Fpe - F6p Q

Substituting values G and v. from formulas (3.6) and (3.9), and
also

o'e obtain
?F. (c)FPo + -.F.P, -P,-

whence we obtain the condition

For the given example = 2; a 0.0394; Fv( ) = 6.85,

consequently,
F, OGA 2,06'5,85

+ 4o,034 1,43.
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Thus, for the examined conditicns, if the area of the cross
section of the engine chamber in all exceeds b 43% the area of the
critical section. and the area of outlet setion exc-eds area of

last in four times (c . 4), then nozzle wil be balanced.

During deviation of the expression for reaction force we
originated from a stabilized flow process. Moreover speed, density,
and consequently also momentum of gases in the chamber remain low.
In reality the shown parameters of flow are changed, especially in
the initiiil stage of work of the engine when a rise of pressure
curve occurs. Let us give an appraisal of error allowable for
disregarding the shown factor.

During a change of pressure in the engine chamber trie temperatur
of gases ad flow rate remain practically constant, and density is
changed proportional to pressure. Momentum of gases in the chamber

K Ww~-(V~. - P..P.

where W - volume of chamber; 6 - specific gravity of fuel; w -

its weight; WaM - volume of gases in chamber.

Considering that p = P and W 2 where A - density of
gf Ram A

loading of chamber with fuel, we obtain

If pressure in the chamber will be changed, then we will obtain

We will compare the obtained expression with the basic value of
momentuw

entering in the expression for reaction force

Examining the initial period of the rise of the pressure curve
from zero prmax' we can rite approximately

XV
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where t1 corresponds to the moment of achievement of pr X Further,

If

where T - full time of outflow.

Let us still take in the expression for E

0 --OP

Here we obtain

For an appraisal of value c it is possible to take:

v. 2000 T; 0- Ai2

I' 90 000 , f2

Here we will obtain

10 0 6 7 0 ."1,-106 o 0,43.10_.
00-- W-i -- 9i J 0 000

Thus, under shown conditions all change of momentum, and
consequently also the reaction force due to deflection of conditions
of work of the engine from stabilized, does not exceed 0.5%.

During deviation of expression (3.27) for reaction force we
assumed the output flow of gases to be parallel to the axis of the
chamber. In reality in conical nozz*.es the flow is divergent, and
reaction force is determined by axial components of the exit velocity.
It is not difficult to show [], [2] that when accounting for the
shown circumstance the expression for reaction force takes the form

I ""[ .+F P.- .] (3.29)

where c, -half of the angle of conicity of the nozzle.

When = 150 the correction factor I os' z0,983.

S 3.4. Pulse of Reactive Force. Unit Pulse

The total pulse of the reaction force during the time of work of
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the engine is determined from the expression
'I

where T - full work time of engine.

It is not difficult to show that the total pulse of reaction
force practically does not depend on the form of curve P(t). Fror,
expression (3.27) for reaction force we have

1---L 0Odi + P. p. di -F.p~t (3.3j)

1 6

For the augend of the right side we obtain

Fur the addend we have

fi -F., ,A ¢

The last exprission during calculation of dependence (3.6) for
flow rate per second takes the form

F- pdt 7-p- A &.C A0 0

Finally we obtain

I1 J+ Clcdo eY P P
£ A

In the last expression the first two components depend neither
on the form of curve P(t) nor on the duration of work of' the engine.
On the last factor depends only the last member, composing a small
part of the value of reaction force.

A unit pulse of reaction force I is the total pulse related to
one kilogram of weight of fuel:

4- -E" + (3.31)

Considering that - _n-- pj
- O --82
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and disregarding any change of p0 in the last member, we will obtain

,.--i-Vxh (3.32)

The unit pulse .!s the most important power parameter characterizing
effectiveness of a fuel during its use in the examined engine. In
those cases when engines with a long time of burning of fuel are
examined, .t fs frequently necessary to consider not only a change of
pressure, but also a change of thermcdynamic parameters of gases in
the chamber, including temperature, adiabatic index, and force of
fuel.

In these conditions instead of unit pulse it is more convenient
to use the idea "specific thrust," defined as the ratio of thrust to
flow rate per second:

P+ p.-U,. (3.33)

It is simple to see that

however, it is necessary to consider that the unit pulse characterizes
average effectiveness of fuel during the time of work of the engine,
but specific thrust can be referred to a defined instant of work of
the engine.

In view of the fact that the augend in expression (3.33) is the
decisive one, it turns'out to be convenient to take into consideration
effective exit velocity,(determined from expression

v +- -L F (p.-v.-" (3.35 )

Moreover the expression for reaction forc? takes the form

P-- -(3.36)

and for a unit pulse

(3.37)

For the example examined above we h.ve:

o,-2050; 0-14,5; F,*-70.6; p,=4,7; p,-1.
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Moreover

. (P. )- 70.6 (4.7 -) 176;

0- 6+176 = 722f;

Effective exit velocity in the examined case exceeds speed va in

the outlet by 8.5%.

1 3.5. Dependence of Unit Pulse on Form of
Nozzle and Pressure
in Engine Chamber

The simplest type of nozzle used in rocket technology consists
of a conically narrowing part with a half-cone angle within limits
of 30-45° and an expanded part with the half angle close to 15'. t I
narrowing and divergent sections of the nozzle are connected by a -
toroidal annular unit whose radius of curvature is selected withr. th
limits of 2-3 radii of the critical section.

UO Fig. 3.5. Optimum shaped
nozzle: ------ conical
nozzle; shaped

d
nozzle a 4.4.

In certain cases shaping is used which ensures a decrease of
losses in the nozzle and an increase of unit pulse. In Fig. 3.5
there is shown a shaped nozzle which ensures augmentation of thrust
by 2% as compared to a conical nozzle [1]. By technological
considerations it is more convenient to use conical nozzles. The

d
basic characteristic of a nozzle is val , - The larger ;, the

d
bigger the pressure arip and growth of speed in he nozzle.

Let us consider the dependence of reaction force on the expanslor
ratio of gases in the nozzle, considering as variables the pressure ir.
the chamber of the engine and the area of the critical section.

Remaining constant is the flow rate per second of gases.
Differentiating the expression for reaction force

P -'A + F. ,_p.)

with respect to pa' we obtain

+ -(3.38)
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From equation pvdv - -dp we have

Considering that G a gp aVaFa , we obtain

0 ±!',. -P.

and expression (3.38) takes the form

dF a
Since - # 0, since with a change of area of cross section thedp8

da  d

pressure does not remain constant, then equating to zero, we will'dPa
TPa

obtain condition

Pe - P.

We will estimate the sign of the second derivative

dip di d, f,

r~v(P.) + dra

Setting pa a p we obtain

< 0.-k. - 7<o ,

(
which corresponds to the condition cf a maximum of the function Thus,
the maximum thrust, and consequently also unit pulse, corresponds to
that expansion of the nozzle with which pressure in the outlet section
will equal external atmospheric pressure.

We will examine which nozzle fits this condition. Considering
that

and taking p. 1 !Lw6 oba = . For value pO 120 U IndtinPH =  eoti a P0  0c
cm am

we obtain r a 0.00835 and by Table 3.3 we find
a

8.- . 3.5



Figs 3.6. Dependence of
12 thrust on relative' expan :,on

of nozzle.

For value p0 - 60 ! we obtain accurdingly -

cm

Figure 3.6 gives curves of dependence P(;) foi values t [
curve 1, and - curve 2.

d a P
Optimum value depends on ratio - and is determined by

Table 3.6. [
Table 3.6.__

Coa t o 2,5 1 3 0 4. i 4.A 1 o

0.0 0,2 0,013 0.005 0,006 0,004 0,0
°, °,03

From Fig. 3.6 it is clear that the maximum of function P(C) is
not sharp. Furthermore, calculation of losses in the nozzle shifts
the optimum in the direction of short nozzles, which Is terms of
weight. Therefore for the engine of fir'st stages of rockets value
; do not emerge from the limits 2-2.5.) For' the engine of second and
third stages values ; increase, which will agree with data of
Table 3.6. Thus, for example, for the engine of the third stage of
the "Minuteman" rocket d 375 mm; d = 88 mm, which corresponds
to 4.7.|

With an increase of the angle of the conical nozzle losses of
thrust are increased, induced by deflection of speed3 of gas streams
from an axial direction. From expression (3.29) it is -,!ear that
when the value of the half cone angle of a nozzle is a = 150, loss of
thrust will be 1.7%. At the same time a decrease of the angle of

d a
the cone at a constant ratio 4 z a leads to lengthening, and

Hp
consequently also to loading of the nozzle. Within limits of values

- 10-25" the unit pulse weakly depends on angle a. Selection of
the form of the nozzle is produced still taking into account
technological factors.

Dependence of a unit pulse on pressure in the chamber is seen
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from expression (3.32):

During pressure in the chamber 100 U and more, when
cm

of products of full combustion of the fuel is small, it is possible
to take thermodynamic parameters of the gas in the chamber as not
depending on pressure. Under these conditions the first two members
of the right side of formula (3.32) do not depend on pressure in the
chamber. The dependence of a unit pulse on pressure in the chamber,
determined by the last member, for values: Xfp = 90,000 m; k - 1.25;

-2; p 1 c is shown in Table 3.7.= 2; PH cm

Tablec 3.7.

all: (1)w -- 1.7 -0.7 0 +0,44I+0,70 +0,971 +','5 +1,28

During pressure in the chamber of p 1 100 k we have
cm

-+ 4. -- 0394 " -. -- , " - -

209 + 22,9 - 58 - 226.1 "

In Table 3.7 are given values of' change Lll, unit pulse in %,

with respect to value Ii, corresponding to p0 = 100
cm

From Table 3.7 is seen the small sensitivity of unit pulse to

pressure in the chamber in the range of pressures close to P0 M I
cm

It is necessary, however, to note that with an increase of caloricity
of the fuel temperature of gases in the chamber is increased.
Besides, dissociation of products of full combustion CO2 and H2 0,

which leads to lowering of the unit pulse. With a lowering of pressure
the degree of dissociation increases. Therefore, sensitivity of a unit
pulse to a change of pressure in the chamber increases with an increase
of caloricity of the fuel and with a decrease of pressure.

The dependence of a unit pulse of powders on different factors
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is investigatea in detail in work L3L. in tni-i wc It s
that the dependence of unit pulse on ctioricity of a po;der i

determined by an expre.ssion of the form 11 AQ"

§ 3.6. Outflow of Gas Containin4 Solid Particles

During burnout of certain solid fuel thero, is liberated a
considerable quantity of solid particles remo,;od by the gas flow.
In those cases when dimensiuns of these partic.es are 3ufficiently
small, it is possible to allow that temperatu:w, an, speed of zc-lid
particles remain equal in conformity witi- ttmporatuie aod specd 0,
gases in the flow. The assumption about ,":uaiity of speed al.
temperature in a mixed flow Is Justified appxroxinazely whten dlam-.er6

of particles are less than 10 3 _0 or.i. Furthermore , iL i.° possible
to disregard specific volume of solid particles a3 comparud to
specific volume of gases, since the density of solid particles
considerably exceeds the density of gasez arid, iroreove:, the weight
part of solid partlcles is u ua ily sma) 1.|

Under the shown assumptions the influence of solid particles on
characteristics of flow will be expressed only In change of heat
capacities cp, Cv, adiabatic index k and gas constant R of a mixed
flow.

These parameters can be determined from the expressions [1]:

) ( -- , + Se. (3.39)
_ )4+ C (3.40)

,ii

-c- = AF= A (I -,) R.

where Cp, Cv, k, R - parameters of mixed flow; c - weight part of

solid particles; c - specific heat of solid particles. I
The process of expanslon of a mixture of gases and solid particles

can under shown conditions be considered adiabatic.

Proceeding from the equation of energy

A- + - T -AD ~+ CTO

and the adiabatic equation
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and taking v0 * 0, we obtain

Replacing

TVr, (. --= ,) P (I - -Iwe obtain

or

n-V:f.,(, ) (3.41)

where function fv is determined from Table 3.5 for output quantities

d
and d a

Analogously we obtain for flow rate per second

o- (3.42)

where

Value A can be determined from Table 3.1 from input value k.

For reaction force we obtain

P. _- o 1.+ F. (p.-p),

where G and va are determined by formulas (3.41) and (3.42), and

value pa = TaPo is determined with the use of Table 3.3.

Specific thrust is determined from expression

+U- ( - .
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Example: To determine paran'ers of flow for the iocve-ex':, ned
conditic.ns: d * 15 cm; . 2; k p6.S; p0 = 120 ,-; Xf

( cm " I -

90,o'I0 m. For these conditions In the absence of solli ;,articI-s we

obtained v a  2050 0 = 14.5 3- 3290 kg; i y 22 "

Let us now consider the case when at the same compo,; tion ;vndl
temperature of gases the flow contains 10% solid particl.Ks (c - .2).

Let us take additionally R - 3b r-; heat capacity of ;cid particles

kcal
c 03 35 " Here we will obtain

C AR 3 07

€P ck, = I,Z5.0,337 = 0,421.

By formulas (3.39), (3.40) we obtain )

.(I-.)c,+ec 0,9-0.421 + 0,1.0.35
(I- ). t, + c 0,9.0,337 + 0,.0.3$

We determine exit velocity va. Preiiminarily ty Table 3.5 we fleru:

,(,;) = . (.225; 2) = 6,89;
v. (r .() V - V6J, 6,&0. 300= 1 _ 3

We calculate flow rate per second; preliminarily by value 'X = 1.L2

we determine by Table 3.1, A 2.045, whence

AF.gi. 2,04517,65-120 =52

We determine pressure in the outlet section. Preliminarily by

value 1.225 we find by Table 3.3, a = 0.411, wnence
aA

Pe-- POSl 120'0,4! 11 4,92 2

We calculate reaction force

P r@+ P4(pe pe)- L- 1-953 + 70,6 (4,12 -1)= 3307 .

We calculate unit pulse

P 33D7 a
-218 ±S
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We compare parameters of flow In~ the presence and absence of solid 7
parti C' in thie flow,

02~ 2;

203 145 4.7 3M~ 228

-4, ~6 +4,7 +2 +0,3 -4,0

From the given calculation it is clear that when c 0.1 the
specific thrust decreases 4%. At the same time introduction of
metallic additions In the fuel in the form of powder of aluminum orwt
boron increases effectiveness of the fuel on account of an Increase
of its temperature of combustion and specific gravity. The question V
of the expediency of use of such fuels, is decided by taking into
account all the shown factors. A

Furthermore, it is possible to nearly take exit velocity and

specific thrust by varying proportionally i-,and flow rate per .?

second - inversely proportionally V-t~. Reaction force remains
practically constant.

S 3.7. Calculation of P'arameters of Outflow of Gases 4
wif-Fthe Aid of' Tables of Gas AA

Dyic Funcionsj

In the expression for sp.ecd of gIas

considering that speed in the criticai sectionV

and introducing designation

I V
we obtain

whence itS (3.'

A (3-41



For temperature and density we ob ,in accrdi:ng.vy:

I+ I
1 -i(3.45)

The biggest value x = Amax correspcds t( !,fiT:,te ,_-xpan:ion ';f

the stream inte a vacuum.

Besides

't+ I was

whence

m -5 ( .47)

Thus, the coefficient of speed , io cihanged from 1 = 0 to 'A

and is equal Lo one in the critical section.

When k = 1.25 Xmax = 3.

Functions A(A), T(O), and :(l) nonotouu:=y d-,zrrease fro, one to
zero during a change of X from zero to A

Expression (3.7) by substitution of#value n( ) from expression
(3.44) can easily be reduced to the form

4 1
I~x-I a,- I I(* +-(

We will examine the expression for reaction force

P +,-p.). (3.4 fl

Throwing out index a, we cbtain

Further, p a

Using value a from expression (3.43), we obtain
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or finally

+T'-fpt L --- j .(3.51)

Let us further consider expression

p = ,% FPO k+1---- - (3.52)

Putting expression (3.51) and (3,52) in formula (3.50), we will
obtain after conversions

P=Fpo(I + 1) I - ! i,- F(

Introducing into consideration function f(X), determined from
expression

IM.)-0 + ,)LI r j = , + ) .,

and the coefficient of the nozzle C,. we obtain the expression for

reaction force

ppM -FP. (3.54 )

where F and X correspond to the outlet section.

Obtained functions:

I-ip

,0k) = lkQP)I'~= = ;,

"-

40.) ( + . L --

are tabulated for different values k L41.

The order of calcAlation of parameters of flow with the aid of
gas dynamic functions is as follows.
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F. rom thermodynamic calculatlo. of powtr a~~'r.-:s of

gases in the chamber we determine va~ '1' 3 P( 3P[ k, Ii, f

2. W~e determine the critical spee-I of ,sound fl'UITIxrSlr

%...J/ Xf.

3. For the examined section, in pax icu-Lir for the outlet
section, we calculate for given IK

and by the table of function q()X) by reverse interpolation we find .

4. We calculate

5. On tables we find functions T(X),3 E(X, IT(A) , f(;)

6. We calculate directly

7. We calculate thrust of the engine from expression

P . qFpf (X)

8. We calculate flow rate-per second from exPress ion

where A-is determined on Table 3.1.

9. We calculate specific thrust from expression
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CH AP T ER IV

BASIC PROBLEM OF INTERNAL BALLISTICS OF RDTT

1 4.1. __peed of Burning of Solid Rocket
Fuels

By burning rate of a solid rocket propellant we understand speed
of displacement of the surface of burning in the length of the char-tie.
Inasmuch as rocket fuels burn by parallel layers, the direction of
the burning rate always coincides with the normal to the surface of
burning. The product of burning rate and fuel density is the mass
bur'ning rate m, equal to the mass of gas forming per unit time from
a unit area of the burning surface. Characteristic values of
burning rates for different fuels are given in the tables of ChapterI.

Burning rates of contemporary rocket fuels under [RDTT] (PTT){

oscillate within limits from 1 to 50 mm/s [1]. High speeds of
burning are desirable for charges in unguided rocket missiles and

boosters, and also for sustainer charges burning from, the end surface.
Small burning rates are necessary to ensre long work time of
sustainers with charges which burn rom within, in a radial. directon. -

The burning rate of a fuel is determined by its physcal-chemc-i!
characteristics, pressure in the rocket chamber p. initial temperatue
TH and speed v of the gas flow moving along the surface of burning.

Mthematicallv th. s dependence can be expressed so:

aI

where functionz9 f(p), n(T ) ad 4(v) are usually considered

independent of one another.

They are determined by omposition of the fuel and pecullarlties
of he technologial poess of Is manufacture. For nitroglycerine
ballistite fuels value u Inreases In proportion to the content of'
nitroglyerine. Of known ,fluence are conditions of pressing [2].
For" composite fuels u depends on the type of oxidizer and the degee
of granulatlon of the oxidizer, and also n the presence of catalysts
in the fuel.
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As data of Table 1.3 show, of the most wide-spread oxidizers the
maximum burning rate is ensured by potassium perchlorate and the
minimum rate by ammonium nitrate, which is used for manufacture of
slowly burning compositions.

Let us consider the dependence of burning rate on pressure,
which In general form is written

B--f(P).

For ballistite fuels in a range of low pressures (to 30-80

kg/cm 2) the relationship between burning rate and pressure is

expressed by formula

p(4.1)

which in internal ballistics called the exponential law of burning.

With growth of pressure exponential dependence becomes linear:

m A + Bp
or

a . (1 (4.2)

The linear law of burning holds true for pressures from 40 to 200-3C0
2 2 2kg/cm . In the interval of pressures from 30 kg/cm to 150 kg/cm

during determination of burning rate with approximately identical
accuracy it is possible to use either the exponential or the linear
dependence. At high pressures in the binomial of the linear law it
is possible to disregard value A, which transforms it into the
monomial dependence utilized in internal ballistics of artillery
armament:

a =np. (4.3)

The dependence of burning rate of composite fuels on pressure
usually is expresse-d by formulas of the same form as for ballistite
fuels. Taken for separate intervals of pressure, they sufficiently
exactly approximate the experimental curve. The universal expression
of the law of burning for composite fuels will be examined below.

The value of exponent v for contemporary rocket fuels changes
within limits of 0.1-0.85. Higher values v are characteristic for
ballistite fuels (see Tab2e ll). For composite fuels, the burning
rate to a smaller degree depends on pressure.

It is necessary to indicate one of the probable deviations from
the general dependence, the so-called "plateau" effect, observed
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during burning of ballistite fuels wlh aidiltos ,
compounds of lead [4]. For such fuel the burnlin- itc in o oertain
range of pressures does not depend on i.ressure ( 0).

Let us consider the equation of heat balance f r the szvrface of
burning of a solid fuel

mC (T.T.) = .+ MQ.

In the right part of equality stands the sum of quantft.e3 o;,
heat supplied from the gas phase by means of convection q. and " i

liberated as a result of reactions In tie solid phase from -4 unit
surface area of burning per unit time. The left part of the
equality represents the change of heat content of the mass ut' so, i
fuel, equal to m, during neating from initial temperature to
surface temperature Ts . Here cT - speciflc heat of' the solld fuel.

The equation is based on the assumption that transmission of .heat of
the charge surface by radiation of the flame can be disregaried.
Hence

We will first examine the solution for a ballistite fuel.

During heating of a ballistite fuel thermal decomposition of its
components occurs with formation of a gas mixture whimch contains
combustible substances (formaldehyde and other complex orfar.Ic
compounds, oxide of carbon, hydrogen), oxidizers (mainly NO,) and

inert products.

The surface of burning adjoins a so-called zone of gaslflcatior,

in which on account of restoration )f NO2 to NO oxidizing processes

flow. These processes are accompanied by a great libteration of heat
(nearly half the caloricity of the fuel) and growth of temperature cf
gases (up to ll00-1400 0 K).

After expenditure of reserve NO2 formed during gasification

of the fuel, oxidizing processes stop. In addition, there is not
further temperature rise which in the limits of a -ertaln regicn is
preserved constant and equal to TI . This region is called the

preparatory or preardent zone. The subsequent stage of chec:-ical
activity Is connected with accumulation in the gas mixture of active
centers, which occurs all over the preparatory zone and leads to the
appearance of a luminescent flame. In the zone of the luminescent
flame burning of CO and H2 occurs on account of restoration of NDO o

N2. Here, temperature increases to a level. corresponding to formatio.n
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of an equilibrium mixture of combustion products, i.e., to TOp.

At low pressures the width of the preparatory zone between zones
of gasification and luminescent flame is measured in hundreds of
micron. This excludes the influence of the luminescent flame on
processes arising on the surface of the fuel.

Supply of heat to the surface of charge will be entirely
determined by thermal conduction of the zone of gasification. The
real profile of temperatures in the zone of gasification will be
replaced by a linear characteristic coinciding with the tangent to
the profile at point S (Fig. 4.1).

Solid ph-ase Z1one of
reu.ti3n PreparateM..

lackir.j to nV

Ma~eu ur7 r4 V1
rits,

L 

I

Di)'E& rce fftm srfave of btumng

Fig. 4.1. Diagram of burning
of ballistite fuel

Then during steady state thermal conduction

Tao Ts

where X - coefficient of thermal conduction of gases; XI
gasification zone width.

Putting value q M in equation (4.5), we obtain

"(- T.- M"T i

The mass rate of decomposition of the solid phase is determined
by the surface temperature Ts:

aMSpta -uhieRj
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T- density of fuel; u - burning rate; k - chei'iccl coi,.r.ant;

E energy of activation; R - gas constant.

As analysis of an exact solution of this problem shows, during
a change of pressure over a wide range, value T s changes little.

Thus, according to V. N. Vilyunov [51, for one of the fuels durinr7
2

a change of pressure from 10 to 70 kg/cm the burning rarte ircreaw-e.
3.5 times, whereas T is changed from 808 to 9240 K, i.e., 14%. Su: ,

a high sensitivity of the speed of gas formation to a change of
surface temperature is explained by location of the operatinr point
of the process on the steep section of the S-shaped curve of the
examined dependence. Practically, speed of gas formation 1s ]lrmitcd
not by kinetics of chemical reactions, but by supply of heat to the
surface of burning. This makes it possible, in the equation of heat
balance for an approximate solution, to consider temperature T s

constant, taking its mean value for the pertinent range of pressures.
After that, in expression (4.6) all values, with the exception of X1. j.

can be considered physical-chemical fuel constants. Designating |
their complex by F(T), we obtain

--M (4 .7)

For the zone of gasification oxidizing processess flowing on

account of restoration of NO2 to NO are characteristic. As a result

of reactions in the zone of gasification a gas mixture containing
combustible component CC and H2 and large quantities of nitrogen

oxide will be formed.

Gasification zone width can be defined as

X,- (4.8)

where v - - - speed of motion of gases formed normal to the surface
Pr

of burning; Pr - der ncty of gases; r - time of completion of chemical
reaction which is decisive for the zone of gasification.

A. C tA. r."/-'j ' ( i4. 9)

where cAl and CAs - concentrations of substance A forming in the

course of the reaction from substance D on borders of zone S 1;
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dc average chemical reaction rate.

According to laws of chemical kinetics the speed of the
reaction of first order, in an elementary act of which one molecule
participates, is equal to

u C-, 9 . (4.10)

The speed of the reaction of second order, an tlementary act of
which requires an encounter of two molecules of substance D, is equal
to

W -- K -( 4 .1 1 )

Here K1 and K2 - chemical constants.

Concentrations of reactants can be expressed as the product of
relative concentration n and density of gares. Then for the reaction
of first order:

#-7 . Pt - K.n,e KI 0--A) Pe (4.12)
RA, RAS

SA *- A 4.3

Inasmuch as in all cases, independently of pressure, value n
changes within limits nAs and n a, and temperature T within limits

Ts I and TI, time T does not depend on pressure, i.e., T(n, T)

- const. Besides,

X,- =. M't(n. r(4.14)

Putting expression (4.14) in expression (4.7), we obtain

101, - ) ( )
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Inasmuch as P,--gr in the uase n 'oi the zoie ,':

gasification the reaction of first or+er is decisive, wt ohtain i

Ji 1,( T. )/ ". (4 16 )

where l(T, n) -complex determined by physical chIJ;-ical proiellnnt

properties.

For a reaction of second order

dCA 4
nA 'W -If4i'pr - - -.,'. -  = K, (I -- .)W e- -  ( "

whence 1

"A. /iA$ hA, - hA3
*1 = E .!l )

hT )r gK, (I - ' (]- ")"-

X= , (, 7).

Putting expression (4.19) in expression (4.7) and solving
consecutively with respect to rh and X, we obtain:

M- -, (7, a/ .2

2(T, )

Thus, In both cases an increase of pressure leads to reduction of

the gasification zone width, and this in turn leads to an increase
of heat supplied to the surface of burninv from the gas phase. In
view of the complexity of chemical processos flowing in the zone of
gasification, it is very difficult to separate the decisive reaction.
The order of the determining reaction is set by the relationshin of
rates of flowing reactions of different orders, which in general !ead,
to dependence

Initial equation (4.6) can be used for determination of the
burning rate of a composite fuel. During heating of surface layers
of a composite fuel thermal decomposition of the mineral oxidizer
and binding substance occurs. The zone adjacent to the surface is
filled by the flow of products of disintegration of fuel and
oxidizer directed from the surface. During mixing of gaseous
components processes of burning start. These processes are completed
at a distance from the surface XI = 50-100 uw. [171. The zone in
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which processes of mixing and burning occur is called the zone of
granular diffusion burning. Within limits of the zone of burning,
the temperature of gases continuously increases. Beyond its limits
there is a constant temperature equal to T0 . Let us introduce

average effective temperature of the surface of burning s Then

according to the diagram (Fig. 4.2)

*Z (4 .22 )
,,l',--T.--T)Xs 4

During burning of a composite fuel two limiting cases are
possible. At very low pressure the speed of process will be
determined by speed of the burn reaction in the gas phase (kinetic)
burning). At high pressures, when speed of chemical reactions is
great, speed of the process will be determined by mixing of gaseous

components, which corresponds to diffusion burning.

Solid Phase gorula Hot gusoo-s prod-
diffuson-unt (ro lzbers-

(no roaotion) fieo tion or hoit T

Dl~e n esfoe ot bwv-d iFig. 4.2 Diagran of burning

of composite fuel.

For the first case, derivation of the dependence coincides with
the derivaticn for a ballistite fuel. Inasmuch as during burning of
a composite fuel bimoleculer reactions in the gas phase predominate,
for this case formulas (4.19) and (4.20) hold true.

Let us consider the second case (diffusion burning). During
decomposition of particles of oxidizer in the gas phase there will
be an accumulation of decomposition products of dimension

d:= (4.23)

where mOR - mass of oxidizer particle.

The time of existence of such an accumulation can be considered
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proportional to the area and cross section of the particle and
Inversely proportional to coefficient of diffusion D, which
characterizes intensity of molecular diffusion of the two gaseous
components --

If one disregards chemical reaction time and considers that the
burning rate is determined only by time for mixing of components,
distance X 1 will be defined as

- (4.241

Substituting value d from expressior (4.23), we obtain

I~IX -- (4. 25)

Putting e. ression (4.25) in expression (14.22) and Folving the
equation with respect to Xld, we obtain

X.0 , .26)

Inasmuch as

t p, ODJ-

then

Putting expression (4.27) in expression (4.22), we obtain

as 4 ( P )". (4 .28)
(L' ( 7' )

or

,,s (1.29)
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In general, in a wide range of pressures, and also during partial
mixing of components on the surface of burning, the burning rate of
a composite fuel represents the total effect of diffusion and kinetic
burning. Thickness of the zone of burning here can be expressed as

X1 - Z. + ZX, (4 .30)

where Z1 and Z2 - coefficients expressing the share of participation

of each of the forms of burning.

Substituting values XIx and XID from expression (4.21) and
(4.27), we obtain

(4.31)

Placing expression (4.31k 1n (4.22) and solving with respect to
burning rate, we obtain

S ,, V,,- .-0) P +  ,,..

or in generAl form

P-7. (4.32)

Hence

C + bp .33)

Here coefficient a plays the role of a pLrameter of reaction time,
and coefficient b - parameter of diffusion time. For an assigned
composition of fun) with a rise of burning temperature (increase of
content of oxidizer), coefficient a decreases. The value of
coefficient b descends with a decrease of dimensions of particles.
In Table 4.l are given experimental values of these coefficients for
fuel based on ammonium perchlorate and rubber P-13 [6].

As separate experiments show [6], formula (4.33) describes well
the dependence of burning rate on pressure in the range from 1 to

100 kg/cm 2 , when exponential and linear laws coincide with the
experimental curve only on separate sections.
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Table 4 .1 _

COM&en of oxidirar. % I
AverGe dimn.1on of 120 16 120 16
oxidize/, p i1cl1es iia 9,9 10,8 4,35 6,6

S6,I25 3.2 4,5 2,7

At values a and b shown in the table burning rate by formula

(4.33) is expressed in cm/s if pressure is expr<.ssed In k/cm2 .

Subsequently, during solution of proble s of internal ballistics
we will use the MKS system.

Besides, value a shown in Table 4.1 must be multiplied by 106,

and value b- by 2.16 , 10. I

4.2. Influence of Speed of Cas Flow On
Speed of Burning of Fuel

When the gas flows over the surface of the charge at high speed
the burning rate of the fuel is increased. This phenomenon is
observed during burning of long charges in an engine with a small
area of passage for gases. The effect of increased burning rate of
the charge at high speeds of flow of gases is in literature
frequently called erosion burning. Such a term is unfortunate,
Inasmuch as the influence of the gas flow on intensity of
gasification of the solid fuel has mainly a thermal character.
Experimental determination of the increase of burning rate was
conducted in two directions. The first of them i5 connected with
burning of small flat samples (tablets) of fuels which are introduced
on a special mandrel into a gas flow with known gas-dynamic
parameters [7]. The second direction is based on burning of charges
in a model engine with interruption of burning.

By producing measurements of fuel charges quenched at different
instants, it is possible to establish how burning rate of' a fuel
changes with a change of chamber cross sections. In turn, the value
of cross sections of the chamber Jointly with pressure recorded on an
oscillogram determines speed of gas flow in different sections cver
the length of the charge and in different instants. Measurements of
quenched charges show that burning rate of a fuel increases over the
length of the charge in the direction toward the nozzle, i.e., fuel
charges burn nonuniformly over the length.

In Fig. 4.3 are given results of experiments in an engine with a
interruption of burning for a series of ballistite and con.-osite

fuels at p - 67 kg/cm 2 [8]. Along the ordinates is the ratio of
burning rate of a fuel at the examined sp:ed of gas flov; to speed of'
burning in the absence of flow-
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8,1 - Fig. 4.3. Dependence of burning
2A rate of solid fuel on flow rate

• / of gases along surface of burnIng.

,4

composite fuels u, - 0.241 and 2.18 cm/s, curves 2-7 - ballistite fuels
u a 0.81; U.86; 1.17; 1.20; 1.23; 1.29 accordingly. From the graph
It follows that an increase of' burning rate is observed starting
with a certain threshold flow rate X. For speeds 1>1,p burning rate

15 changed linearly in the first approximation, which permits the
experimental dependence to be presented in the form

I + ,( .)

or

( +435) I
According to source material [8], [9] the value of coefficients

k Vand kcalled coefficients of erosion, Is changed In inverseI
proportion to the burning rate of the fohel in a calm medium. The
valuc of these coefficients is larger for fuels with a low combustion
temperature and small for fue.s with P. high flame temperature.
Separate data obtain~ed at dIfferent pdressures Indicate the fact that
value k descends with an increase of pressure in the engine.

According to available data value k for all practical purnoses does

not depend on initial temperature of the charge.

For ballistfte fuel of type JPN v 180 hn/, and value k in

thm range v 200-40 r/s can be accepted equal to 0.0022 s/r [9].
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For the majority of composite fuels, characterized as compared
to ballistite by higher flaie tenperatures and burning rates, the
erosion effent appears considerably weaker.

Inasmuch as flow rate auring assigned ratio i- is simply

determined by the parameter of Prof. Yu. A. Pobedonostsev -

ratic c can be expressed in a function of tnis parameter. For
determination of c - #(x) for ballistite fuels with calorivity Q)-

800-900 kcal/kg, Ya. M. Shapiro offei ed dependence

,()= I + 32 - 10- (n - tO). ( 4.3 6)

This formula is accurate when x> 100 At smaller values K one
should take #(x) 1 1. Known are empirical formulas which allow one
to determine value E for any section of the charge depending on the
value of local velocity v.

Possibilities of contemporary computing technology allow
development of such methods of calculation or intrachamber processes
in RDTT which permit considering a spacial change of separate
parameters. In this case the dependences for determination of a
local change of burning rate obtain practical interest.

In general, during determination of ballistic para..eters
averaged over the chamber it is necessary to use dependences of type
(4.35) and (4.36), expressing the integral effect of a change of
burning rate over the length of the charge.

Let us consider causes of erosion burning.

The above qtated burn scheme of a solid fuel Is preserved even
for conditions of flow around the surface of a charge by a gas flow
until boundary zonez - zone of gasification (ballistite fuel) and
zone of granular diffusion burning (coposite fuel) - are beyur;i the
borders of the turbulent flow nucleus. Here distributin of
temperature near the surface of the charge remains constart, and
consequertly, heat flow directed toward the surface of burning does
not change. At a certain value of increased flow rate, borders of
turbulent flow will shift to the depth of the shown zones. Turbulent
heat transfer of reacting components is characterized by a higher
intensity as compared to warm mass transfer, which is carried out
In boundary zones by means of molecular diffusion and thermal
conduction of gases. Therefore in the first approximation it is
possible to consider that on the border of turbulent flow all
processes of chemical interaction and mixings peculiar to boundary
zones will be completed. Moreover, in the case of ballistite fuel,
the border of turbulent flow should be at the temperature of the
preparatory zone TI, in case of a composite fuel - temperature of
the flame T O .

Thus, the Influence of gas flow on burning rate of a fuel
appears as a reduction of the depth of zone XI, which at an assigned
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difference of temperatures TI - T (oallistite fuel) or To -

(composite fuel) determines the value of the temperature gradient at
the surface of the charge, and consequently also value of heat flow
fed to the fuel.

Erosion conditions take place in an engine with high values of
the parameter of loading K on the initial stage of burning of the
charge as long as the cross sections of the chamber are small.
According to burning out of a charge a fast deceleration of the gas
flow occurs and the erosion effect vanishes. The diagram of pressure
in these cases carries a degressive character. Design pressure is
determined by the height of soaring accompanying erosion burning,
as a result of which engines are obtained heavy. In avoidance of
this it is necessary to limit speed of the gas flow in the chamber,
not allowing a considerable excess threshold value of speed. For
a charge with constant area, all over Its length, of free passage,
lowering the speed of gas flow in the section turned toward the
nozzle is inevitably connected with a decrease of density of loading
of the engine. The Olptimum solution consists in creation of a
charge with a free section increased in the direction of the nozzle.
One of the variant solutions is a stepped cha-ee, consisting of
several charges with identical thi,.:ness zf burning arch over the
length of the chamber, but with areas of free passage, steps,
increasing in the direction toward the nozzle, During manufacture of
charges made from composite fuels it is possible to form a channel
with continuous growth of section from nose cone to nozzle with the
aid of a punch of special form.

§ 4.3. Basic Equations of Internal Ballistics of
RDTT

We will start with the general dependence for the burning
surface of a fuel 

i|

where * - relative amount of burning fuel; o - function depending on
form of solid fuel charge.

The burning rate of solid fuel at its normal temperature we
determine from expression

f

where for a monomial exponential law /(P)=u,1 ' for a linear law
f(p)=A+BP and for the universal law of burning f(p) +

Function O(x), characterizing the influence of flow rate of
gases on burning rate of fuel, will be determined depending on the
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parameter of Pobedonostsev: I
S-S 7  (437)

Since parameter K is a function of 4, then it is possible to
write the dependence fo- burning rate in the form

X I(P) ? (M'

The expression for flow rate of gases per second we will write
in the form

We throw out index 0 and write p instead of p0, since
subsequently we will examine only pressure in the chamber. Paramete r
X determines the change of temperature of gases in the chamter on
account of thermal losses. This parameter is changed in function
approximately as a hyperbolic dependence (see § 6.3)

X I -. 39)

The expression for a one-second flow of gases can be wr uten
in the form

&SF M f Ip (,), W.. o
di~ (4.40)

where 6 -density of fuel.

For flow rate per second of gases we have

W OUP"-7--  (4.41)

where n - relative amount of gases emanating towards instant t.

The weight quantity of gases in the chamber at the examined
instant will be determined from expression

0( -+ T),
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where yw- weight quantity of gases of igniter, which will remain in
the chamber until the moment of ignition of its whole surface.

For an arbitrary instant the free volume in the chamber is equal

to the initial free iclume - plus volume ! liberated from
9EM* 6

the burning part of the charge, minus covolume a of remaining gases.

The equation of the gas state takes the form

WON-

Replacing 1 u .A, where b - density of loading, we obtain

p • (4.42):T - I + +, + dl(+-I +.

Integration of equations of input and expenditure of gases
(4.40) and (4.41) Jointly with the equation of state (4.42) permits
determining o, n and p and to obtaining the pressure curve in the
function of time of burning p(t).

Value y can be determined from the equation of state for initial
moment

where pO - initial pressure at the time of ignition of the charge

of basic fuel; f - force of fuel of igniter charge.

In general, equations (4.40), (4.41) are not integrated
analytically, and obtaining the pressure curve requires application
of the method of numerical integration with the use of computers.

s 4.4. Solution of Basic Problem of Internal Ballistics
of RDTT When Parameters o(4, =)

and X( ) are Constant

We will examine the. case, when for a given interval of time the
dimensions of the charge of fuel and conditions of heat transfer will
be changed insignificantly and in such a way that functions a(*), *(K)
and x(*) can be replaced by their mean values, which we subsequently

for brevity will designate a, €, .
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Let us copy equations (4.40)-(4.42) in the following form:

if (L) 443)

.

_____ +____ (14.45)

We designate

S
X---- + X. +

y 4' - 2 -I-T. (4.46)
SY

where

Then

if,.,

We will estimate component A,_y - _

VIP

Considering p CtoV; k,' -f k-I/=7hM, we obtain F-

0.013, which is approximately 1%, therEfore subsequently we will

disregard the covolume of gases. Fquations (4.43)-(4.45) take the
form:

Af (P

P B / ' ( . 7 )

whence we obtain

dy p (14.148)
dir f1-N

where
N , y vAF.p
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Differentiating expression (4.47) with respect to x, we obtain
p 'r + p

y,= --.-
& nX

Placing it in expression (4.48) and separating variables, we
obtain

4X dp

-V-, P (4.50)

We will estimate the last member in the denominator of the right

side.

Considering

p= IOO 1075 , x 500.., 8 O 160 ,

we obtain - -00083, which is approximately 1% with respect to one.

Disregarding this valuY, we obtain(

P (4.51)
PAX)

Integrating in corresponding limits, we obtain

ihf, n -lb = N. ) -- (N .o ( 4 521

where

P

(N. p)= d (P -.,_ P (4.53))(P
Thus, under the shown assumptions a solution is obtained in general
form for any form of function f(p), expressing the dependence of
burning rate on pressure.

If function T(N, p) is tabulated, then, assign.ing value p, It Is
possible from expression (4.52) to determine value x and value q':
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which determines the relative value of a burning charge of solid
fuel. The method of calculation will be examined in § 4.7.

s 4.5. Determination of Maximum (Limiting) Pressure

For determination of maximum pressure it is necessary to equate

and d. From expression (4.51) we have

n I IV

Equating d2 to zero and considering that + is a finite quantity
dx 6 6

which varies from x - 1 to x I = we will obtain the condition

of maximum pressure from expression

N T-- = (4.54)

which is necessary to solve relative to PmAx"

Let us see what value of x or 0 corresponds to Pmax' determineL

from expression (4.54). If in expression (4.52) for in --L under thex 0
integral sign we place value p = Pmax from expression (4.54), then

the denominator will turn into zero and the integrand expression

will approach infinity. Here even the integral itself and

consequently also will become infinite. Thus, the obtained valuex 
0

Pmax corresponds to x and we essentially have not maximum

pressure Pnp but ultimate pressure, which real pressure approaches

asymptotically.

For determination of this pressure it is necessary to assign a
form of function f(p).

With the e;ponential law of change of pressure

I (P) "

from expression (4.54) we obtain
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With a linear law of burning

wc obtain f(p)=-A+Bp

AP.P, V-B (4.56)

And with law

"I~p)=

we have

P (r a-eN) (4.57)

Let us note that formula (4.5.") can be derived from simple
physical prerequisites, if one considers the equality of income cf
gases to those expended.

Actually, in thiA case, equating expression (4.43) and (4.44),
we obtain I

"/f,'

whence we obtain expression (4.54) Just as formulas (4.55)-(4.57).

Example 1.

Lut us define ult mate pressure in the chamber of a oooster
during the following iaracteristics of loading. The charge consists
of seven cylindrical unclad charges of' balliLtite fuel.

Dimensions of the charge (in cm):

0=,6; d=1,I, L= 77,

2
Critical throat diameter d, = 5.6 cm. Here F = 214.8 cm

Density of fuel 9=1.6- ' =16W".
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Initial surface of the charge is determined from expressions:

S6 7a (D + d) L - 11400 c.N.

S so + 2Sre = 11730 cul.

Initial volume of the charge is determined from expression

W - Sn L = 1.66.7.75 = 129

Propellant weight

a.,- Ir. 6 -12,9 =20,6

Progression characteristic o() is determined from expression

t 2*, (4.58)

where

Moreover

Sm -S. (l,).

A change of area of the end is determined from expression

. -~ ~ spfl .t (, - j ( 4 5 9 )

The parameter K of Pobedonostsev is determined from expression

s- s-s, (4.6o)

Internal diameter of the chamber Da m = 17.5 cm, where Fa=

240 cm2 - Parameter W(,c) will be determined from expression

I(L - I + 3,.10-4 (s - 10).

The coefficient of thermal losses we determine from expression

(4.39)

O, I 016 (4.61)
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Force of the fuel f = 85,000 m (sic).
P

The adiabatic index for products of burning k - 1.25.

Dependence of burning rate on pressure is determined by
expression

#f-/p) = --

where a + bp"

&=7-1(; 6-3.25100,

Here u is expressed in m/s and p in kg/m 2.

Parameter N, characterizing pressure in the chamber, Is
determined from expression (4.49)

N=' A~p NO

where B() ( ) ()0/I•

Besides, for adiabatic index k - 1.25 on Table 3.1 we find A =

- 2.06.

Discharge coefficient € we take equal to 0.98.

Besides, we obtali

H,-160o,11730J/ VM °00 "10-

Value B() calculated by the formulas (4.58)-(4.61), are
given in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2.

0 I,_) 166 156 ,172 0,840 1:075
0.01 .9n 1641 152 1,167 0.843 1,070
002 09ig 163 I,50 1160 0,846 1,063
0,03 0,9'i 161 146 1,147 0,849 1,053
015,04 l3 143 1138 0,832 1,046
0,05 0,997 0 156 141 1,131 0,855 i,042
0,10 O, 9". 150 127 1,067 0,867
0,20 O,.. 134 106 1,025 0,86 0,951
0,40 0,977 101 82 1 0,911 0,932
0,60 0,95 67 6S I 0,927 0,930
0.80 0,933 34 35 1 0o38 0905
1,00 0,942 0 46 1 0,947 0,917
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For an engine of examined type the rise of the pressure curve
occurs for values * within limits 0-0.10.

Therefore for approximate determination of the highest pressure
we take value * CP 0.05.

Here

Nq, S 916.10.1.012 0,879.10-,
h,"~~~~ ( '-(- 0.879" 10 -4"7" 101

. - , )" = 157,10- kg/m 2

or

Pep - 157 k j

Character of the rise of the pressure curve will be examined
subsequently.

In Table 4.3 are given value pnp () calculated by proceding

from values B(*) in Table 4.2.

Table 4.3

9 .;M J o'1 .f0.01 0 0 OP .10 O 0.2 0 O A D LOD~CA s I I "
POP 7 K' U511691 162 IMa 157 15.3 13G 114 % 92 91CM

2 1

Example 2.

We will determine ultimate pressure in the chamber of an engine
of a ballistic missile.

The charge consists of an externally clad cylindrical charge
of composite fuel with internal channel and with longitudinal cuts
(slot charge). Results of calculations of the progression
characteristic are given in 9 2.3.

Supplementary data:

I =1750 r; fP g0 X M,2;

Du.- 0A14 . 4 0,19 4j Ar, r,,, O .9. .
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.2f. =_- _ --_-- -.

The dependence of burning rate on pressure will be determined by
7 14

formula (4.33) at values a - 1.05 x 10 ; b - 1.3 x 10. Since walls
of the chamber are isolated from the flow then coefficient X of

thermal losses in this case are less than in a booster chamber. Let
us take for it expression

Parameter *(K) we determine from dependence
N

Values K, f(), x and B(j) are given in Table (4.4).

Table 4.4+ I. 1 .1 °1 °oo lo.3 0 1 0061 0.0 0.J I ° .1 .

S 148 135 126 1118 1113 105 80 48 28 0
1~,) 1,53 1,112 1.083 1,038 1042 1,016 1 I I I

I1097 9_6 0,Wo

The parameter of loading N will be determined from expression

N-

where AF, 0.§.20,.Uo

s.Vlx, I 7.50 -10.: i3V7AAj

N_ 13 )-'.I IW)

From Table 4.4 it is clear that minimum value B(*) * 1.012
corresponds to ' = 0.10. This value B(*) corresponds to minimum p

which we will find considering

1,113 .1 -_ = , 0 1)

then /-N. 1 ~01~I01v'
I- N OI 1 1.- 0 0 , -1 -" t

Pa, r IWTi
P 48,5 -a 48-."
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Values p ) are given in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5

o I* - I .I ,0 1 I I '
-4. I' 0 I' 48 30 52 51 44

5 4.6. Sensitivity of pmax to Parameter
of Loading Pressure Stability

We will write the expression for the greatest pressure in the

exponential law of burning

p. (4.62)

We will examine the change of Pmax during a small change of

values in the expression for the parameter of loading N, for example,
during a small change of the area of the critical section FP or

surface of fuel S0. Logarithmizing and differentiating both parts
of equality (4.62) and replacing differentials by increments, we
obtain

Analogously from the expression for N we obtain

Thus, we obtain

+, I?;- (14.63)

Taking v ; 1- - 3, we obtain that a change of any

parameter in N, by 1% changes maximum pressure 3%. The nearer v is
to one, even greater is the coefficient of A-N, consequently, even

greater is sensitivity of pressure to parameters of loading. Let us
see from a purely physical side why the process of burning cannot be
stable when v > 1.
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From expression (4.43), (4.44) when f(p) -U
p  it follows that

the second input is proportional to p% and consumption of gases is
proportional to p. When v < 1 we obtain the picture depicted in
Fig. 4.4.

Consumption

Fig. 4.4. Condition of
income stability of' pressure in

chamber.

PS PS

The point of intersection of curves corresponds to a certain

pressure pe' at which income is equal to outflow. If for some cause

pressure was p, > Pe' then consumption will be more than income and

pressure will drop. If P2 < Pe' then pressure will grow. Thus,

equilibrium pressure will be stable.

If v > 1, then we will obtain the picture depicted in Fig. 4.5
(equilibrium pressure unstable). If the burning rate law is
different than exponential, the question about stability of
equilibrium pressure can be solved by comparison of graphs of
income from consumption. For an analytic appraisal of sensitivity
of pressure to parameters of loading it is possible for any function
p(N) to write:

d p - l (AFV) MN
NPmp'(N)dM

p p N

or, replacing differentials by increments:

NP'(N) AN

We will call the pressure Index a function y(N), determined from
expression

0 T (N) m .NY (N)

In this case we obtain dependence

AN
P

connecting a relative change of pressure with a relative change of
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the parameter of loading N. The less y is, the less is sensiti."Ity
of pressure to conditions of loading.

Income Fig. 4.5. Condition of unstable
Consumption pressure in chamber.

In case of an exponential law of burning y V Is constant.

For the binomial law from expression (4.56) we obtain

or
B

- 1+ "- Par

Thus, index of pressure y increases with an increase of pressure.
For the universal law we obtain

3 1

=~

and taking into account expression (4.57)

When

- 5,6.10', 6=5.103

we obtain
iZ- 1,12 ,10'.

Thus, for the examined law of burning

) - +hp',

with an increase of pressure, sensitivity of pressure to conditions

of loading decreases.

For pressure pe-So-- o -50-14,;p -6,3.13 we obtain y - 4.17.
o .For pressure 106:;p'".59,1' we obtain y - 2.56.
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5 4.7. Method of Construction of the Curve
of Pressure for a Constant alue B(t)

Proceeding from constancy B(*), we obtained dependence (4.52):

/I, In .i -0 (N. p) -0 (N. p,).

or

7-- (4.64,

We will originate from expression
(P) - -- L'- i-

Here expression (4.64 takes the form:

P,

or

d,
&XfIn 1 -- ___

But from expression (4.57) for p it follows that

I- Na

Moreover, we have

lop

Introducing designation

xp L

we obtain

U./ I- (4.65)

We are now free of parameter N under the sign of the integral

and the latter can be calculated as a function of one variable n.
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Integrand has a discontinuity at n 1 and has the form

shown in Fig. 4.6.

Fig. 4.6. Graph of function
A K() utilized for construction
A K 2a of a pressure curve.

10,

XII

For conditions p0 < Pnp; no < I (usually taking place in

practice) it is possible to assign value fl, close to one, for
example H! - 0.95 or n - 0.98, and construction of the pressure curve
if conducted up to this value of parameter R. Introducing
designation

X

K(n)- jv.

we obtain expression (4.65) In the following form:

rW U'" i. £" ( -a (14 .66) ]

The last expression on the basis of formula (4.57) can be
recorded In the form

- - -- /n- K (n) - K (n.)]. I .

Integral K(f)wIth substitution z-' takes the form

Integrals in brackets are found by elementary methods (substitution
(substitution 1 + z - x; 1 - z y),
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Finally we obtain

- In

K()-. - n ,[/ -, (48.68)

Values of function K(l) are given in Table 4.6. Expression
(4.67) permits setting the dependence of pressure p on x or on the
relative value ' of a burning fuel.

Table 4.6
F'mcs~on K (r)

:L..L,..I I 0.. *.4 if.001 0 GAS ex

O,'I 0 0,014'LI , OXY; 00319 0,04-31 0,,~5- 0,(rA210,0781 O,0.-I3 0,10270,1 0.1153 0,122 10,1412 10.1546 0,IGA210,18.'0 0,1961 0,2103 0,2249 0,2397
0,2 0,2548 0,2701 0,2A57 0.3016 0,36i,3N3.2io,3,509 0,3679 0,3853 0,4029
0,3 0,4.09 0,43q1 0,4378 O4767 0. 4 00,5157 0.5a357 0,56 0,5771 0,59820,4 0,,200 0,6421 0 7111 10,7331 0,73 f O,784. 0,8101 0,8.42
0,5 0,8630 0,8 9'3 0,9183 0,946n 0,9;6!, fl062 1,0370 1,066 1.1011 1,1344
0:6 1:16M5, 2036 1IM 2770 !352 1,3147 1 3%4 1,4374 1,4"8 1,5256
0, 7 1,57 1,620.' 1,6761 1,7219 1.775:5 I' 319. lA '04 I,i516 2,01.M 2,0O826
0 2.15112,2274 I2,3q ) 2.3As | .477212,s7142.,722 2,7.07 2,R9 3,0-26

3,3216134'W 2114191814,5221 4,9482 5,5457 6,5432

The sequence of calculation is as follows.

1. By the method examined In § 4.5 we calculate the parameter
of loading N and the biggest pressure p.

2. Proceeding from characteristics of the igniter, we assign
value p0 and determine

3. Assigning several values H

e 11< 1,

we determine corresponding values L.-,
x0

4. Proceeding frog expression (4.46) for x, we find

As a result of calculations carried out we obtain dependence
p(*).

If it is required to obtain dependence p(t), then it is
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necessary to find dependence (t), proceeding from the equation of
income of gases

whence at constancy of 0 and

1un:. (4.69)

For value

+ d.,

After obtaining dependence p(*), as Indicated above, the 5
integral in expression (4.69) can be calculated by the method of
numerical integration.

Let us consider a special case, when p0 
> P; R > 1; this can

take place during excessively great dispersion of the igniter,
inasmuch as pli depends on parameters of the basic fuel charge and
does not depend on weight ofathe igniter. It is not difficult to

see, that in this case with a growtn of * pressure in the chamber
will approach value p - P, but approaching t:.Is value from above.

During construction of the pressure curve it is necessary to consider
that in this case HO > 1, and since when P = 1 the integrand has a

discontinuity, then calculation can be produced only for values n > 1.

Let us convert expression (4.65) into the form

f In pp

Previously used substitutions permit leading the last
expression to the form

po2 6 (4.70)
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where (n)= In + 311" '.

Formula (4 ,7 0 ) permits constructing pressure curve p(*) for the
case when p 0 

> P

Let us consider the case when dependence of the burning rate

on pressure is expressed by formula

I() =-NI.

In this case expression (4.64) takes the form

-af,'rt7  f _,.

By introduction of substitution

the last expression takes the form

alf, In =p.,1 ,

Finally we obtain

In PL (M(H,v) --M(I,v)I.=47-f~. (4.71)

13

where Af(1,,)- dn

At v = , value A coincides with the value of function K(n),

introduced earlier.

At v - 1 by substitution (1-IIT)' z we can obtain

2

At v - analogously we obtain

Mf (nft )3Hk~ "

Example of construction of pressure curve during constant B
(2).
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For the condition of Example 1 1 4.5 we construct the initial
section of curve p (*). Additionally we assign the following
parameters:

W -2%0i c 50  1- 50

Density of loading

£ - i -f 0,93 !

We determine the initial value of parameter x:

S 16
*- - --I "6 - I 0,71,

We conduct the calculation using expression

or Pu9,,1 _ I,'t (K (n)-()

or"

Ig -L .. ,4 k (n) -. K (n,)i.
S. )

where

Am P

According to the data of Example 1 S 4.5;

A- tS710ii -0'0'52

Further calculatidns are shown in Table 4.7. Values K(H) are
determined by Table 4.6.

Table 4.7
K (,6) 0,4M4

/(fl) 0,45.4 .O8J 1,204 1,6-0 2,27 332 4,192 5.6
g(l)-K (l,) 0,436 0,750 1,166 1,773 12,68 3,738 5,092

Ig "M 0,0114 0,0177 0,026q 0,0 0,0 10,0773
m,0, t2IJ(r1)- K(f )I1

1,016 ID27 1.042 1,063 1.06 1,140 1.195

s0OLO 0,019 0.030 0,045 0,075 0,100 0,138

•mI1 30 79 94 110 125 141 149 154
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5 4.8. Character of Growth of Pressure Curve Under
DIfferent Loading Conditibns

From the example examined in the preceding section it is clear
that pressure very rapidly approaches a maximum and that when * -
- 0.10, i.e., when 10% of the charge Is burned, pressure in the
chamber will differ from the maximum by 5%. Let us see whether in
all cases there occurs such a fast growth of the pressure curve.
Above we saw that during constancy of the surface of burning (o -

= const) and constancy #(x) and X(*) pressure does not have a
maximum, but asymptotically approaches value pnp, determined by the

parameter of loading N. Therefore we will assign a defined value

R = P, at which one may assume that practically the highest
Pnp

pressure is attained. This pressure will be noted by index 4:

Subsequently we will take n* - 0.95 and will look for that
*, to which it corresponds. Let us see, what parameters *0 depends
on. From expression (4.67) it follows that

In pr K(I+) _K(n 0)I" (4.72)

Furthermore, from expression (4.46) for x it follows that

1). (4.73)

From expressions (4.'2) and (4.73) it follows that at fixed n*
value * increases with an increase of pzp and decreases with an

increase of 6, Xfp and A.

In Fig. 4.7 is given the obtained calculation of the graph of
dependence *0-I(P,p. A) for a model engine. Calculations show that

the influence of initial pressure on value * is insignificant.
Since the engines of ballistic missiles are characterized by large
densities of loading and small pressures, then values j* are obtained
approximately 0.01. This means that pressure in the chamber very
rapidly approaches value p., determined by dependences (4.55),

(4.57) and these formulas can be used for plotting pressure curves
p(O,)
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,0 45 Fig. 4.7. Graph characterizing
0.4 speed of auproach of real pressure
/ / $ p to maximum P..

0,8

.16O NO-0d

5 4.9. Determination of Pressure in the Chamber of
an Engine with Variable Parameter B()

In 1 4.7 we examined the method of construction of a pressure
curve at constant values of parameters a, * and X. In a general case
of a variable surface of burning and variables of condition of heat
transfer it is necessary to consider the variable character of shown
functions. The exact method of determination of dependence p(1) or
p(t) requires numerical integration of equations (4.43)-(4.45) taking
into account initial conditions *0 = 0 and p p 0. Below is

examined the method of approximation of pressure curve p(,) with
variable c(t), #(x) and X(*) with use of the method expounded in
£ 4.7. For this we will divide the ascending branch of the pressure
curve p(*) into sections in such a way that for each of these
sections it is possible to take B(t) constant and average for the
examined section. Besides, for the i-th section from Si to i

calculation formulas take the form %.

XIn-!-- Pip IK(n,)_K(n,_1 l'  (4.74)"X-' it,,, (I - ,,

where values noted by the sign ('), correspond to mean values of
parameters o(), (x), X() on the section from t to

X, - + t,,
I

where -9
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Calculation formula (4.74) will take the form

K ("j - K (Hj_ ) + D ig

where
D--

The method of construction of the pressure curve with variable
parameter B() will be examined in reference to conditions of Example
1 1 4.5 and the example of construction of a pressure curve with
constant B(*) 1 4.7.

Initial data: I4-M5000 A 8-1600 -a-; x,--0.71; Ns-0.916.10-;
a --7.01; 6 ,=,25.-10'; rio- 0so 6P I .27&

Values x, p, and B(*) are given in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.
(

The sequence of calculations is shown in Table 4.8.

The result of calculations of curve p(*) for the ascending section
of curve p( ) is shown in Fig. 4.8. A maximum of pressure corresponds
to - 0.08. On the same figure is shown curve pn (*). From a con-
sideration of graphs of Fig. 4.8 it is clear that alter achievement
of maximum pressure the curve practically coincides with curve pnp(.
For construction of curve p(t) it is necessary to determine dependence
t(o) with the help of dependence (4.69).

The appearance of curve p(t) i.s siown in Fig. 4.9.

Lw

Wm(

-- t

0.0 L o p 0 q06 0~ 0. C O 1.0
Fig. 4.8. Ascending section Fig. 4.9. Graph of curve p(t)
of curve p(*) obtained by calculation
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Table 4.8

l'a-I 0 0,01 0,02 0,03 0,04 0,03 0,0
2 0,01 0,02 0,03 0,04 0.03 0,0, 0,10

3 B %V') 1,073 1.068 1,058 1,049 1,044 1,035 1,015

of -NN.: t(,) 0,8.8310-+ o,0 0W6 0,875 0,877 0.M 0'%1
3 No 0,398 0,002 0,616 0,613 0,614 0,020 0,631

4 1 - N. 0,402 P,398 0,394 0,387 0,386 0,380 0,369

7 0,841 0,844 0,847 •.0,80 0,853 0,858 0,863
41 2,303M, 3,13.101 3.13 3,13 3,13 3,13 3,13 3,13

S) )0502,5.I 0 I ,6 104,2 103,0 103,0 1W2,0 0,9.4

10 POP 175.10 172 165 160 158 155 146
II (9):(10) a D 57,6 61,4 G3,2 64,3 65,1 65,7 68,0

12 "l" . pj--..:p,, 0,286 0,471 0,6. . 0,730 0,795 0,85 0,J 5

3 . + 0,72 0,73 0,74 0,75 0,76 0,78 0,81
14 + 0,71 0,72 0.73 0,74 0.75 0,70 0,78

15 "" ,j:zA.. 1,015 1,014 1,013 1,012 1,012 1,025 1,038 1
16 Ig (XI : X,-.) 0,0065 0,. U60 0,00C 0,0052 0,0052 0,0107 0.0162

-17 (11).(16) m DIIg(xa:4,_) 0,374 0,36S 0,354 0.334 0.33$ 0,703 1,100
18 K ( 1 _.,) 0,396 0.7A 1,238 1,72 2, PS 2,622 4,7J3

19 ( ) + (18) - f((0) 0,770 i,156 1 ,U12 2,05 "436 3,325 .8335
0 n 0.464 0,596 0,708 0,7S6 0&38 0,910 0.i.4

21 Pj"l,.- 81 103 117 126 1133 141 144

1 4.10. Outflow After Termination of Burning of Fuel

Methods examined above permit constructing a pressure curve p(t)
up to the end of burning of a fuel. For all the time of burning of
the fuel combustion temperature in the chamber is taken constant,
so that fp a const.

After termination of burning of fuel pressure in the chamber
of the engine rapidly drops. Besides, disregarding heat exchange I
with the chamber, it Is possible to examine expansion of gases in
the chamber as adiabatico Upon completion of burning of a fuel,
work of expansion of gases is accomplished at the expense of internal
energy of gases, i.e., at the expense of a drop of their temperature.
Let us consider the method of construction of pressure curve p(t) for
the period of time from moment t1 (termination of burning of fuel) to

full outflow of gases.

After termination of burning of a fuel in the chamber there
remains a certain weight quantity of gases Q, at pressure pl. Value

Qi will be found from the equation of the state of gases

Q- "1hw±l (4.75,
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After termination of burning of a fuel the given force of gases
of a fuel is impossible to consider constant, since adiabatic
expansion of gases and a fall of temperature occurs. The expression
for flow rate per second is conveniently given the form

where n, w - relative quantity of emanating gases and their specific
volume.

Furthermore, total flow rate of gases from instant t1 is equalto

-all Q, - Q -

where Q - weight quantity of gases in chamber for arbitrary instant

t, and 1 - weight density of gases. Consequently:w

-- (4.77)w. "'W .

Equating expressions (4.76) and (4.77), we obtain

whence

S u- A4,,.
di Kw ( 478 )

Designating z - R from the adiabatic equation we have:
Pi

WWf Y" T , Ivir T

dwm - T d.

Putting w, dw and z in expression (4.78), we obtain

SAPepVPV

Taking the beginning reading of time from the moment of'
termination of burning of the fuel and integrating on the left from
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zero to t, and on the right from one to z, we obtain

,- .,-_2k .- ) (4.79)
9*Af.p Vp-.w t ,

During replacement of plWl - xf and substitution
p

t _ _ _,. (4.8O)

expression (4.79) will take the form

The obtained dependence is applicable when pressure in the
chamber is higher than critical, since formula (4.76) for flow rate
per second is true only In this case. It is necessary, however, to
consider that subcritical outflow can take place when pressure in

the chamber is low (P-2E when p.-I '/cM). Therefore, with

sufficient practical accuracy it is possible to use dependence (4.81)
for all the period of outflow of gases after termination of burning
of the fuel. Values z - f(Bt) calculated by formula (4.81) are
given in Table 4.9. Using this table, it is simple to construct the
section of the pressure curve after termination of burning of the
fuel.

Table 4.9I -- -u I i 0
JL a0.0O 0.022 0036 0,02 02 001 0 04 2Y

2M~ 0,272 0287 0,30 0,32 0,4 0,3M0 0 420 0,479 0,5831 °0:1 i °1 ' 0 :092 00: 1 ' :0' o, 0:06 °""03349

Let us consider conditions of the example given in s 4.9. We

have .- 22,0 , F0-24.8 cm'; /, .85eX m. For the end of burning

z-GO47; p-9 gt

,AP0 (- I)- )VI

ON ..2.6.248 ._.0,25 0.8w.54
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Assigning different values z, we determine Bt by Table 4.9.
Dividing by B, we obtain corresponding values t. Results of
calculations are given in Table 4.10 and are shown in Fig. 4.9
(final section).

Table 4.10

p 9! 64 046 3 9 4,5 1.6
at 0 0,036 0,072 .128 0,25s 0.349 0.479
t 0 0,0o o,o9 o0,017 oo2 0,044 0,09

Let us consider what duration of free outflow of gases depends
on. If in all cases we consider outflow completed at a fixed value,
for example, at z - 0.02, then duration of free outflow will depend
on parameter B, decreasing with its increase. From the expression
for this parameter it is clear that duration of free outflow is

proportional to value W

For, such an engine and fuel charges WHaM Is proportional to d3,
d 2  1

and F d. Consequently, for such an engine duration of free

outflow is proportional to the diameter of the chamber.

S 4.11. Change of Temperature of Gases in the Chamber

During derivation of the equations which determine a change of
pressure in the engine chamber, we originated from constancy of
temperature of gases. Besides, temperature of gases T 0  TOp was

determined from the energy calculation of burning fuel at constant
pressure proceeding from dependence.

Q. - C, TO,

During burning of a fuel in a constant volume combustion
temperature is determined from relationship

t Q. M- C+',

whence it follows that
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We considered thermal losses in the chamber by coefficient
x < 1, determined from experiment or calculation. Thus, for an
ideal process we considered temperature of gases to be constant.
Such an assumption would be we].l founded in case of constant
pressure in the chamber. However, in real conditions of variable
pressure, temperature of gases does not have to remain constant.
For determination of temperature of gases in the chamber It is
necessary, besides the already used three equations - income,
flow rate and state of gases - to compose an equation of energy
balance.

Let us assume that in a certain time dt a weight quantity or
wd* burns and wdn of gases flows out. During combustion of fuel,
energy is liberated (in mechanical units)

where K- mechanical heat equivalent.

Considering that

t, A RA R

will obtain A

- ( 4.82,

Energy dU is spent:

1. On Internal energy of additional gases in the chamber

RT
u,- -d,) k (4.83 )

where T - variable temperature of gases in chamber.

2. On a change of internal energy of gases in the chamber,
connected with a change of temperature of gases:
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where y -initial relative quantity of gases from igniter.

3. On losses of energy due to heat transfer from gases to walls
of the chamber

where q a q(t) .- heat flow per second from gases to walls of chamber.

4. On internal and kinetic energy removed by gases flowing out:

-T R'4. ( 4.86)

The expression for dU4 emanates from the following considerations.

During outflow of gases through the critical section, gases pcssess
internal and kinetic energy. According to motion of gases along the
nozzle, internal energy decreases, and kinetic energy increases. In
the limiting case of outflow through an ideal infinitely divergent
nozzle into a vacuum all internal energy is turned into kinetic.
Besides, speed of gases

Vu-W RT,

f
where T - temperature bf gases in chamber at examined moment of time.

Kinetic energy of emanating gases

, . = dU.

If outflow occurs not through an infinitely divergent nozzle,
then not all internal energy is turned into kinetic. However, the
total quantity of removed energy dU4 remains constant and is

determined from expression (4.86). The equation of balance of
energy is obtained in the following form:

dU = dUj + dUj + dUs + dU6
or

+

+ kdt +-T13 4
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Dividing both parts of the equality by RT., considering thatT k-1
A*-(k-I)c,, cPT..-Qw, and designating T = , we obtain

's

Dividing by dt, we obtain

*--q+T(4.87)

If heat flow q(t) is known according to calculation data orexperiment, then equation (4.87) Jointly with equations of income
and flow rate of gases:

(4.88)

V yAFpp

and with the eqyatlon of state

(4.9o)

permits determining values p, 0, n, T for arbitrary instant.

Subsequently we will not consider heat transfer from gases towalls. Let us consiler special cases.

1. In case of burning of a fuel in a closed volume we obtain

Equation (4.87) takes the form

(4.91)

Integrating in corresponding limits, we obtain

, -- I
+---s (I -%). (4 .92)
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If at the initial moment temperature of gases In the bomb is
to TOv , then T0 a 1, and from expression (4.92) it follows that T * 1,

i.e., temperature of gases in the bomb all the time remains equal to
the combustion temperature of the fuel T0 v. If at the Initial moment

temperature of gases in the bomb is less than T0,v (on amount of

temperature of the air and gases of the igniter), then To < 1 and the

right side of the equality is positive. Consequently, T c 1. Since
the right side continuously decreases, then T continuously grows.
Thus, in this case temperature In the bomb continuously grows, but
remains less than T0,v. It is not difficult to see that if To > 1,
then T decreases, but remains larger than one. Finally, if burning
starts in a vacuum, then y - C .d always T - 1; T a T*v.

2. Let us consider a stabilized process of outflow of gases in

in the cnamuer, when ' = n. In this case from equation (4.87) we
obtain

-Nf I -
t--11+7 (493)

whence

In _
k

If In the initial moment T= then 1 - ki 0 - 0 and since the

right side is finite, then there has to take place equality kT - 1

k0

If 0 I i; kT0 > 1, then also kT > 1. Besides, since the right side

is negative 
An_-_

< I or - t

Thus, if xO  , then - decreases, remaining larger than .

Analogously It is possible to show that if T0 < ;' then r grows,
1

remaining less than .

Thus, during a stationary process in the chamber, when income
is equal to outflow and during absence of heat transfer to walls,

1
the temperature of gaces either is equal to 1, continuously
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approaches it from above or from below.

Let us consider a general case, when Income is not equal to1
outflow and when pressure Increases or drops. In this case '#n

Fo:, a certain finite Interval of time we take n - nj, where n is a
constant number. Equation (4.87) takes the following form:

or

(4.94)I

where

Comparing equations ('4.94) and ('4.93), we see that they differj
only by the numerical value of the coefficient of -r. Consequently,
we can conclude that during a nonstationary process in a chamber,

at every given moment value x approaches value ~,and temperature
of gases approaches TO

m

Let us write the expression for m. From equations (4.88) andI
(4.89) it follows that

iA., (4.96)

It is possible to show that for determination of value mn in
formula (4.95) with an accuracy of 1% it Is sufficient to dettrmine
value n with an accuracy of 5% and value T in expression (4J.9f)) with
an accuracy of 10%. Under these conditions it is possible in
in expression ('4.965) to replace RTOvT by value aR Op xfp, which we

took earlier. Besides, considerin, designation

will obtain:

and it-N 71

T-P ('4.97)
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In case of an exponential function f'(p) - ulP we have

Nu I-'

Considering the expression for p

whence

we can write:

and

=1 + (k - )(---'-" (4.98)

Having the pressure curve calculated by the usual method at
constant temperature in the chamber, it is possible from expression

(4.97) or (4.98) to determine value -2-- , which temperature of gases

in chamber approaches from above or from below. It is obvious that
the biggest deviation of temperature of gases from isothermal,

T0 v
determined from expression T = = T0p can be expected In cases of

the biggest deflection of the process in the chamber from stationary,
when pressure in the chamber increases or drops rapidly. This
occurs usually in the engine of antitank rocket missiles. In
Table 4.11 aro given results of calculation of temperature of gases
in the chamber of conditional antitank missile by the method of
numerical integration of equation (4.87)-(4.90) at value k - 1.25.

In the same place are given values 1 calculated by formula (4.98)f u .
From a consideiation of data of Table 4.11 we can make the

following conclusions6.

1. Under conditions of the examined problem, relative
temperature T differs from its value determined during a stationary
process (T = 0.8) in a chamber by a value of up to 10%.

2. Exact values of temperature differ from their approximate
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I I
values T by approximately 1% for the greater part of the period j
of burning of a charge.

3. For approximate calculations It is possible to originate

from dependence T *1, where m is determined from dependence (4.97)from

or (4.98).

Table 4.11

0 75 0,68 0.891
0, 260 0,847 0.642
0,2 347 0,3? 0,824
0,3 392 0,822 0,81:i
0,4 410 0,814 0,80)0,5 415 0,801 0,807
0,6 415 0, P& 0,803
0,7 410 0,W4 0,803
0,8 390 0,804 0,8 3
0,9 362 0,797 0, 7R4
0,95 310 OThl 0,750
1,00 183 0.736 0,683

I 4.12. Unstable (Anomalous) Burning of Rocket
Charges

The external criteria of anomalous burning are liberation of a
large quantity of brown vapors of nitrogen dioxide and a pressure
drop in the engine lower than the computed value determined by
assigned parameters of loading.

Anomalous burning frequently appears in the form of intermittent
burning, when after ignition of the charge and achievement of pmax

there is observed a drop of pressure to atmospheric, followed by
repeated soaring of pressure, changed by a drop, etc.. The number
cycles oscillates from two to three to several tens. In all cases
during anomalous burning a sharp lowering of the unit pulse is
observed.

The value of the limiting marinvi pressure in the engine

(PmaX)mln lower than which anomalou. o.rning is observed, is

determined by propellent properties and consitions of 1c ading.
Ballistite fuels are characterized by high values (Pra) m ,which

under ^avorable conditions of loading are near 20-40 kg/cm 2 . The

upper ,.-'.ire pertains to fuels with caloricity (Q. - 800-9U0 kcal/kg),

the lower figure to fuels with high caloricity (Q)K- 1100-123C

kcal/kg) [2]. For composite fuels the border of stable burning is
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lowered to several atmospheres.

Of the parameters of loading the decisive influence on stability
of burning is rendered by parameter x, which in turn was recommended
by Prof. Yu. A. Pobedonostsev as a criterion of stability of burning
of fuel in an RDTT. As experiment shows, for every pressure there
exists a limiting value x, higher than which burning becomes
unstable. The character of dependence(Pmax)min - f(xrp) is

represented in Fig. 4.10. From the graph it follows that with an
increase of maximum pressure at the beginning of burning of a charge,
allowable value x increases.

Fig. 4.10. Dependence of
minimum allowable pmax on
limiting value of parameter X.

/

Let us first consider the cause of unstable burning, connected
with a low level of pressures in the engine under favorable
conditions of loading (,c,3 p) The speed of chemical reactions

flowing during the gas phase of burning, to a great degree depends
on pressure. In the first place this pertains to reaction of
interaction of oxides of nitrogen with H 2 and CO flowing in the

ardent zone. During a lowering of pressure Jrn the engine lower than
a certain limit, the shown reactions are delayed so much that the
time gases stay in the rocket chamber becomes insufficient for their
completion. Products of combustion passing from the nozzle in this
case contain considerable quantities of unreacted oxides of nitrogen
(>20%), which, interacting with oxygen of the air, will form NO2

(a gas of' brown color). Inasmuch as these reactions need almost ha
of the heat liberated during burning of the solid fuel, their
incompleteness leads to a sharp fall of heat emission, and
consequently also value RT0 , that involves a pressure drop in the

engine lower than the rated value. Since with a pressure drop there
occurs a lowering of speed of gasification, the press.ure drop can
become progressive and lead to full extinguishing of the charge.

The process of gasification of a fuel can even continue after
a drop of pressure to atmospheric on account of the heat accumulated
in the surface layer of the charge. With accumulation, in the
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rocket chamber, of a sufficient quantity of products of gasification,
and in the presence of an initiation source in the form of heated
elements of the construction, a stormy reaction starts among these
products. On account of liberated heat a sharp rise of pressure
occurs.

With a rise of burning temperature (caloricity) of a solid fuel
the speed of reactions flowing in the ardent zone increases, and
fullness of the process of burning is attained at lower pressures.
This explains the lowering of the value of ultimate pressure with a
growth of caloricity of the fuel.

At valura of the parameter of Pobedonostsev xLap, unstable

burning appears at higher pressures pmax than that which, according
to the dependence of chemcial kinetics, conditions chemical I
incompleteness of combustion. For explanation of causes of the
influence of K on stability of burning of a solid fuel it is necessary
to examine the connection between burning rate and thickness of the
heated layer of the fuel. Distribution of excess temperature in the
solid phase during stationary burning of fuel is described by
equation

T-T,--(,--T,)e . (4.99)

where C - distance from surface of burning; a = c- - coefficient of

temperature transfer of fuel. k

Derivation of this dependence is given in § 6.8, Chapter VI.
According to equation (4.99) the depth of heated layer is a
conditional value, determined by a certain rated value of excess
temperature (T - TM

in- - ( .100)

Reserve of the quantity of heat accumulated in the surface

layer of the charge I m 2 Is

Qmj(T-.)cdcvm(T.-T.)&cje "d

whence
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Consequently, during stationary burning to every value of
burning rate there corresponds a temperature profile in the solid
phase. For example, in Fig. 4.11 are given design temperature
profiles in a charge made from ballistite fuel for different burning
rates [9]. With deceleration of burning, the depth of heated layer
is increased. Besides, the amount of heat accumulated in the
surface layer of the charge also increases.

Fig. 4.11. Distribution
imp of temperature in charge

made from ballistite
fuel for different

0.2cr/S burning rates (design
VF data).

-a -Is -- s 0
Disgtace f'rm turrdng sufs .e, 10

"3 cm

Consequently, a change of the temperature profile in a charge
during a lowering of pressure in the: engine is always connected with
an expenditure of additional energy on heating of the thicker layer
of fuel. If pressure descends slowly, the temperature profile
follows pressure and is reconstructed in accordance with change of
the stationary burning rate. During a fast pressure drop,
reconstruction of the temperature profile lags. Due to this the
burning rate at the initial moment descends to a larger degree than
this would be caused by a pressure drop (see Fig. 4.12). Lowering
of the burning rate can lead to un,table burning or even to
extinguishing of the charge.

--- Fig. 4.1.2. Change of burning

rate of a solid fuel during a
sharp decrease of pressure.

1I
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As is shown In 1 6.8, Chapter VI, the characteristic time of
thermal relaxation of a system with a mobile interface of phases is

2the ratio a/u . It is possible to consider that transition to

unstable burning as a result of a pressure drop will occur, if the
time of the drop is less than the time of thermal relaxation

<

Inasmuch as

dpld*l

the condition of stability of burning can be presented in the form

)

const > (4.102)

In accordance with the given scherre, the influence of the
parameter of Yu. A. Pobedonostsev on stability of burning of a
rocket charge is explained by the fact that with an increase of x
degressiveness of burning increases. At x x speed of the

pressure drop after the ercclonal peak of pressure attains the value
at which inequality (4.102) changes its sign. According to
in equality (4.102) the higher the pressure Pmax preceding the

decrease, even greater is degressiveness of burning, and consequently
also higher x can be allowed without transition of burning of the
charge into anomalous.

In practice stable burning of a charge is ensured by selection
of the operating engine pressure (Pmax > (Pmax)min) and the parameter
of loading x < x

But sometimes the goal is to extinguish the charge. Such a
necessity appears during different investigations of working
processes of RDTT. In this there is also one of th possible
solution of control of firing distance of controlled ballistic
missiles with RDTT with constant pitch angle at the end of the
powered-flight trajectory. As an experiment shows, there exists
a certain critical rate of pressure drop (dp/dt)np which quarantees
reliable extinguishing of the charge. The value of the critical rate
of pressure in the chamber. It is necessary to note that the
critical rate of pressure drop on the whole is an order higher
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than value dp/dt at which unstable burning of the charge starts [1.

1 4.13. Vibration Burning

In RDTT during certain conditions of burning there appear high
frequency oscillations of pressure, accompanied by considerable
deflections of the average burning rate of fuel from computed value.
This phenomenon obtained in literature the name of vibration, or
resonance burning. An external criterion of vibration burning is
the appearance, on an oscillogram, of secondary peaks of pressure.
The characteristic pressure curve for such a case during burning of a
charge with a cylindrical channel and externally clad surface is
shown in Fig. 4.13 [12]. According to indications of low-inertia
transducers, 0.38 s after ignition of the charge, in the channel of
the charge, there appeared oscillations of pressure with an

2
amplitude of n-0.07 kg/cm 2 . Then these oscillations began to be
strengthened, and at their maximum strengthening on the oscillogram

sharp jumps of pressure appeared (to 74 kg/cm 2), exceeding 2.5 times
the average pressure during stationairy burning. With a weakening of
oscillations, the process of burning returned to a steady state.

SRegion ofrual.. buarar..

Rap o C t* Fig. 4.13. Characteristic

dely 2 curve of change of pressure
in RDTT during vibration

burning.

Vibration burning is connected with strengthening of oscillations
of pressure corresponding to one of the forms of natural oscillations
of the column of gas in the internal cavity of the charge. The cause
of an onset of oscillations is unclear. It Is known that small
oscillations are a usual phenomenon accompanying all types of flame.

As the experiment shows, in most cases tangential oscillations
predominate. Frequencies of natural oscillations of a gas column
(,-l to 10 kflz) during burning of a charge change in accordance with
a change of geometry of the internal cavity of the charge. It is
assumed the focuses of the appearance of vibration burning are
located in places of antinodes of standing pressure waves, temperature
and densities of gas. Inspection of the surface of charges after
interruption of burning, performed after appearance of vibration
burning [13], [34] leads to such a conclusion. On the surface of
channels of charges in places of antinodes there are sections of
maximum burning rate of the fuel. The surface in these places is
covered by ripple, whose orientation makes it possible to judge
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about the direction vf oscillations (nee Fig, 4.14 [133).

Fig. 4.14. Ripple on surface
,,f burning of ballistite fuel
JPN .f-tc.- 1,iterrupted
vibration burning. The

ripple is oriented in a
tangertial direction.

i

REPIU2LE:
The probability of appearance of vibration burning in RDTT is

connected with such parameters of loading as ratio S0 /FXI (assigned

level of operating pressure in the engine), geometry of the charge,
initial temperature of the charge and physical-chemical propellant
properties.

As the experiment shows [12], for a ctmrge of assigned geometry,
according to a decrease of the critical section of the nozzle, in the
beginning, inclination of the charge to vibration burning increases,
then after achievement of a certain critical value of operating
pressure it sharply drops. Thus is determined the lower bound of I
completely stable burning. This phenomenon is represented in
Fig. 4.15 in the form of a graph &p/p,=j(SojFP), where Ap - difference

between height pressure during vibration burning and steady-state
pressure in the chamber. For a charge made from a composite fuel on
the basis of ammonium perchlorate, for which this graph is obtained,

2critical pressure equals approximately 20 kg/cm [12].

Fig. 4.15. Relative increase
of pressure in RDTT during

S- vibration burning depending
on S 0 /FK. Charge made from

composite fuel based on

-an-monium perchlorate burning

on the surface of a cylindricalchannc~I
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Stability of burning favors a noncircular form of internal
surface, hampering development of tangential oscillations. However
for certain noncircular forms a channel (starshaped profile)
possibly the appearance of new types of oscillations is possible,
for example, lateral oscillations in angles of the star [l].

Vibration burning is more frequently observed with relatively
great lengths of the channel L/d. There exists for separate
geometric forms a certain critical value L/d, determining transition
from stable burning to vibration [12]. Vibration burning is more
rarely observed for ballistite fuels with average caloricity

kcal
-8o-9oo .-g-, and also for composite fuels based on potassium

perchlorate, ammonium nitrate or ammonium picrate. According to
certain data, for fuels based on ammonium perchlorate a tendency
towards vibration burning drops with an increase of dimensions of
oxidizer particles [13].

According to contemporary views on the nature of vibration
burning, strengthening of weak oscillations in a gaseous environment
occurs in the presence of defined phabe connections between natural
oscillations of this medium and a strengthening factor - oscillations
of energy, inserted in the gaseous environment together with new
input of gas from the surface of the charge. As was noted earlier,
the rate of gas formation is determined by heat additions to the
surface of burning froin 0,e zone of gasification. Oscillations in
the gas phase, accompanied b a Thange of all gas-dynamic parameters,
cuase oscillation of heat flow to the surface of the charge. The
especially low thermal conduction or a solid fuel conditions
localization of thermal vlt[ations in the surface layer of the charge.
By this is determined high sensitivity of the surface of the charge
to such oscillations of temperature and, connected with it, speed
of gas formation. Speed of gas formation and, determined by it,
energy entering the gas phase plays in the examined process a role
of feedback. Between a change of speed of gas formation and a
subsequent change of parameters of the gas flow in the internal
cavity of the charge exists a certain break in time, a time lag.
Delay is determined by the time necessary for completion of physical-
chemical processes converting produ2ts of decomposition of the solid
phase into end products of combustion. Factors favoring
strengthening of oscillations are: high combustion temperature
(caloricity) of the fuel, high heat of phase transition, high
initial temperature of charge. Thus is explained the smaller
inclination to vibration burning of fuels with low caloricity, and
also fuels based on potassium perchlorate, for which the heat of
decomposition is almost equal to zero. A more complex role is
played by pressure, which, on the one hand, changes delay time,
promoting a strengthenl.ng of oscillations, and on the other hand,
increasing intensity of heat transfer, makes the process of burning
less sensitive to oscillations of boundary parameters.

The harm of vibration burnin6 is not exhausted by the possibility
of destruction of the body of the engine at high pressure exceeding
the computed value. Other possible consnuences of vibration
burning are:
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- cracking of the fuel charge due to vibration loads;

- local burnouts of the body of the engine after vibration
cracking of heat shielding;

-harmful influence of oscillatory loads on electronic
equipment of ttie rocket;

- fatigue breakdown of separate subassemblies of construction;

- lowering of unit pulse.
For struggle with vibration burning at present there are used

methods which have been set by empirical means during development of
different types of RDTT. Let us consider these methods.

Distribution in tie Internal Charge Cavity of Devices
Madc from Incombustible Materials

Depending on the form of a charge and construction of the engine
such devices can be fulfilled in the form of partitions dividing the
internal charge cavity into partz (FJ'.. 4.16a) [15], ross along axis
of the channel (4.16b), perforated plateo (4.16c). Suc devices
ensure acoustic "returning" of the cavity, disturbing conditions of
the appearaiice of ordered acoustic oscillatio.

icr

b)
a) GR PZ TI

REPN4OU'CiCLE !
Fig. ".16. Mechanical devices
for removal of vibration
burning: a) partition;
b) rods; c) perforated plates.

)
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Strengthening of Disordered Motion of Gases
in the Cavity Charge

In tubular charges burning over the entire surface, this
is attained by application of throiagh radial drillings in the arch
of a charge with a diameter c 0.4d of the channel, located over the
length of the charge in a helix. In charges of cross-like form this
is ensured by apirally located clad sections on the external
surface of the charge. The essence of this method consists in
improvement of heat transfer to the surface of the charge on account
of agitation of the main flow of gases. Besides, stability of heat
transfer is increased, the dependence of it on oscillations of
parameters of the thermal boundary layer descends [1].

Introduction of Damping Particles in the Gas Phase

As the experiment shows, introduction in the composition of
fuel of additions which then will form in combustion products
condensed particles of defined dimensions, ensures oscillation
damping of the gas phase. This effect can be obtained during
introduction in the composition of fuel of metals (aluminum,
magnesium) which participate in burning (Fig. 4.17) [15J.

J \ Fig. 4.17. Oscillograms
" - .... showing stabilizing action

C pqsition without of additions of metals.

composition with sall percentage Odition of mfapesit

§ 4.14. Ignition of Rocket Charge

Ignition is the initial stage of burning of a solid fuel. For
ignition of a charge it is necessary to bring its surface layer to
such temperature state with which heat emission on account of
thermal decomposition of the solid phase starts to be stably
developed. Along with the thermal pulse given to surface layers of
the fuel, for normal ignition of a charge it is necessary to create
in the rocket chamber a pressure which ensures stable burning of the
fuel.

Transmission cf heat to the surface of a charge during
combustion of the igniter can be carried out by means of radiation,
convection with products of combustion of the igniter flowing around
the charge, and finally, by hot solid particles settling on the
surface of the charge, In real conditions during ignition of a
charge joint action of many factors appears, which prevents exposure
of regularities of the actual process of ignition. For determination
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of basic criteria or inflammability of fuels special sources of
heat can be used which allow one to exactly measure the energy
content given to the charge. Experiments on ignition of solid fuels
with the aid of an arc reflective source [16] set the correspondenc,'
between assigned probability of ignition of one or another form of
fuel anO the quantity of established heat per unit surface of the
charge. The minimum quantity of heat ensuring a 50-percent
probability of ignition can be considered the threshold energy of
ignition. It was found that for composite fuels based on ammonium
perchlorate the threshold energy of ignition essentially decreases

2
with growth of pressure to 5 kg/cr , after which it is changed

2
insignificantly, being about 1 cal/cm . At pressures lower than

2
0.06 kg/cm ignition becomes impossible: burning of the fuel is
ceased together with irradiation. Threshold energy of ignition
is changed with a growth of heat flow to the surface of the charge.

The minimum threshold energy is ensured during a heat flow .70-150
2 2

kcal/m 2s and composes approximately 1 kal/cm 2
. During lowering

of the hear flow the amount of heat tapped in the depth of the

increases and threshold energy of ignition increases. For heat

flws102 2flows 10-20 kcal/m s it is approximately 3-2 kal/cm . Growth of
the threshold energy with an increase of heat flow above the optimum
value is connected with a decrease of time, and consequently also
depth of heating. These experiments convincingly show that the
temperature of the surface of a charge is not a criterion-of
inflariability. The criterion of inflamability must include along
with the critical level of temperature oT the surface the law of
distribution of temperature in the surface layer of a fuel.

During feed to a fuel of a suffiocient ignition thermal pulse,
ignition of the fuel occurs with a certain delay in time, called
delay time. Experiments on ignition of composite fuels based on

ammonium perchlorate by means of hct gas generated in shock tube

(p - 10-25 kg/cm2, T0 = 1200-18001 K, v = 50-100 m/s showed that

ignition delay time of a charge is changed in inverse proportion toI
average thermal flow to the surface of the charge. To ensure delay
within limits of 5-45 milliseconds the value of convection heat

2
flow to the surface should be 1000-100 kcal/m .s [17].

Inflammability of a fuel is essentially influenced by the

initial temperature of the charge. The threshold energy of ignition
with a lowering of the temperature of a charge increases linearly.
For fuels based on ammonium perchlorate the temperature sensitivity
of threshold energy is of approximately the same order as temperature i
sensitivity of the burning rate.

Inflammability of fuels essentially depends on their
compositiun. Ballistite fuels ignite more easily than composite.
Actual composite fuels are considerably distinguished in terms of
inflammability: fuels based on ammonium nitrate do .ot ignite
under conditions in which fuel based on anmonium perchlorate will
ignite easily.
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Ignition of rocket charges remains one of the least studied
phenomena in the working process of RDTT. Therefore, selection of
an ignit-r during development of a new engine is carried out usually
by experimental means. Along with reliability of ignition and
unfailing operation, the igniter of a rocket charge should satisfy
the following requirements,

- minimum dimensions and weight;

- monotonic action;

- absence of pressure jumps;

- safeguard of minimum time of entry of engine into operation;

- possibility of prolonged storage,

Az qn irnlter composition the most widely used in black powder.
The high 1,niting ability of black powder is determined by its high
content of heated solid pkrticles in products of its combustion
(up to 60% by weight), which conditions their high emissivity, and
also intensity of contact hec.t transfer. Intensity of gas formation
in known limits Is regulated by grain value. Also used are
pyrotechnic compositions based or. metals (aluminum or magnesium) and
mineral oxidizers (potassium perchlorate or nitrate). A deficiency
of these compositions is oxidation of metals during prolonged
storage.

We investigated the possibility of ignition of charges in RDTT
by means of injection in the chamber of spontaneously inflammable
liquids (chlorine trifluoride, bromine tri and pentafluoride).
During settling of the liquid on the surface of the charge a
chemical reaction starts between the injected substance and the fuel
with liberation of heat sufficient for ignition of the charge. Thus
it is possible to ensure ignition of the solid fuel at very low
pressures (to 0.C7 absolute atmosphere). However with wuch a method
of ignition the delay time of ignition sharply increases (tens of
times as compared to an igniter r, Ae from [DRF] (aJ) - black
propellant powder) and great jumps of pressure are observed [181.

The igniter composition is usually placed in a hermetic body
made from plastic or metal. Ignition of the igniter composition in
most cases is carried out by an electric detonator. Construction
of the body should ensure sufficient strength of it during operation
of the electric detonator, until the flame will embrace all the
ignitor. However the body does not have to be so durable that
destruction of it will occur with an explosion, since then the
rocket charge can be damaged.

Insufficient mastery of processes of ignition and certain
divergences in views on the mechanism of ignition of solid rocket
fuels found reflection in a variety of empirical formulas which were
offered by different researchers for calculation of weight of the
igniter.
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Let us give two characteristic dependences [10];

The starting point of the first dependence, proposed by
Ya. M. Shapiro, is value q - quantity of heat per unit surface of
the charge which quarantees reliable ignitin. According to the

recommendations of Ya. M. Shapiro q .7 kal/cm In the denominator .F

stands Q.- caloricity of igniter composition. Of the parameters

of loading, here there enters only surface of burning of the charge.
The second dependence Includes also throat area and density of
loading. These parameters were introduced in a calculation
dependence for the purpose of calculation of pressure of ignition
and duration of the influence of combustion products of the igniter.
A basic deficiency of empirical dependences known at present is the
fact that they are useful only In a narrow region corresponding to
conditions of the experiment from which they are obtained.

A correct selection of weight of the igniter to a considerable
degree determines the ballistic perfect'lon of an engine. With a
weak igniter, yield of the engine to oreratin7 conditions is
protracted, a delay of ignition of the char: e is possible. WIth
excess weight of the igniter prezsure peaks appear, threatening
strength of the construction.
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Footnote

1The presentation about the order or magnitude of T is given

by the following calculation: n, for ballistite fuel JP at pa

-50 kg/cm 2 T* +216C, u -20 mm/s [2]; for ballistite fuels a

0.3 x 0'3M 2/ha 0.89 x 107m 2Is, whence
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CHAPTER V

TUNING RDTT

§ 5.1. Scattering of Thrust Characteristics
of RDTranFdthe-Means o- Decreasin_

Having logarithmized and differentiated the calculation depen-
dences for pressure in the engine (4.55) and thrust (3.54), replacing
differentials by finite inV ments of parameters, we obtain the
formulas which connect a relative change of thrust characteristics
of [RDTT] (PflTT) with relative deflections of basic loading para-
meters:

P +ik (5.2)

For time of burning, taking e, = uipT, we obtain

_ ' -. A [s" + 2 V" - Ma (5.3)

According to dependences (5.1)-(5.3) the basic factors which
determine inconstancy of thrust-time curves of an engine are:
inconstancy of solid fuel combustion rate, scattering of its power
characteristics difference of dimensions of charge and nozzle of
engine within limits of allowances on their manufacture.

Of the enumerated factors the dominating role is played by
inconstancy of the unit burning rate of the solid fuel. As was
noted earlier, the unit burning rate of a solid fuel essentially
depends on initial temperature of the charge, which in turn conditions
the dependence on it of thrust parameters. For certain fuels used
in rockets of the army of the United States, during a change of
initial temperature of a charge by 503C, thrust of the engine is
changed 30%. For the ballistite fuels used in the Second World War,
dependence of thrust on temperature of the charge was considerably
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greater. Furthermore, at the same temperature in the same engine is
observed velocity straggling of burning of charges due to different
deflections from norms of the technological process during their
manufacture and variations in chemical composition of the fuel.
According to American data, change in chemical compositiot of fuel
from lot to lot may cause a change of thrust of approximately 3%.
For an engine equipped with charges made from one fuel lot there can
be a thrust variation of approximately 2% (1].

Deflections of thrust parameters from their computed values can I
also be caused by accidental factors appearing in the process of work
of the engine (increase of surface of burning due to the appearance
of cracks in the charge, climax C the critical section of nozzle I
etc. ).

The shown deficiencies of RDTT becorde especially unbearable
during use of this engine in guided rocketj. Inertial guidance
systems of ballistic missiles present stpirngent requirements to 4
constancy of engine thrust. During use of a liquid-fuel rocket engine j
constancy of thrust with an accuracy of 1% is comparatively simply
ensured by control of feed o- the liquid fuel into the combustion
chamber. Creation of guidance systems which allow considerable
changes of thrust, characteristic for unregulated RDTT, in the opinion
of foreign specialists entails excessive complication of the system
and increase of its cost with simultaneous lowering of its accuracy
and reliability.

Thus, for certain types of rockets it becomes necessary to
control RDTT to ensure required operating conditions and regulation
of its thrust characteristics. Basic directions in the solution of
this problem are:

- application of means cf automatic control which continuously
watch for a change of pressure in the engine or a change of accelera-
tion of the rocket, and removal of deflections of these control
parameters from program values by acting orn the working prouet of thet
engine;

- prelaunch adjustment, or tuning.

Application of reliably working, compactly designed automatic
dampers would appear to be the most promising and full solution of
the examined problem. Only thus it is possible to be free from
influence on thrust parameters of different accidental factors not
subject to preliminary tuning. During the use of such systems it is
possible also to change thrust of the engine in flight in accordance
with an optimum solution of the problem of exterior ballistics.
However development of means of automatic control of RDT, as far as
this is possible to judge by published data remains to emerged from
the stage of long-term investigations.

According to the mechanism of influence of effectors on the
working process of an engine, offered schemes of automatic control
can be divided into three basic groups:
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-adjustment by means of a change of the critical section of the
nozzle;

- adjustment by change of the unit burning rate of the fuel (for
example, on account of ultrasonic influences on the surface of
burning);

- change of power factors (combustion temperature) by putting in
the chamber additional components (water, hydrazine etc.).

Tuning, or prelaunch adjustment of RDTT, is the basic direction
of regulation of thrust parameters of RDTT.

Tuning in a considerable measure removes the influence of the
most essential causes of instability - dependen'e of burning rate on
temperature of the charge, difference of burning rates for different
fuel lots. Depending upon the set goal, we distinguish tuning of
the engine for constancy of thrust and pressure. Adjustment of
constancy c-f pressure is produced for the purpose of lowering design
pressure, which determines thickness of walls of the body, in order
to facilitate construction of the engine. The simplest means of
tuning on RDTT is by a change of the throat area.

§ 5.2. Influence of Initial Charge Temperature
on Basic Ballistic- Parameters oi-

7n -o nt -o l eI" N

The influence of the initial charge temperature on burning rate
of a solid fuel appears mainly in a change of the speed coefficient
u i. This position is true in the case of the hinmial linear law of

burning u = (I + Fp), so also for the exponential law u = up.

Although the influence of temperature also has effect on a change of

exponent v and cefficcnt T.7, hwcver for existing rocket fuels in
the working range of pressures this influence has a secondary value.
Formulas which consider a change of burning rate with temperature
carry a purely empirical cha acter. The simplest of them is a
dependence of the form [2].

M(5.4)

where ulT - burning rate at charge temperature T;1 Ul -- burning rate

at charge temperature TN, taken for calculation; B - physical-

chemical fuel constant.

'For simplification of Idesignations in this chapter we drop index
11.
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From the analytic dependence (4.5) for burning rate it followsthat at constancy of pressure (X= const):

(5.5)

-Cy
or

7N -
__ cr (5.6)

Designating

B T, T-- -.
Cr

we obtain

IN.7

Thus, by the analytical method we obtained a dependence which,coincides in structure with the empirical formula (5.4). Let uscheck the identity of value B entering formulas (5.4) and (5.7) inan example of fuel HES40i6. For this fuel Q. = 14' kcal/kg, cT =
- 0.35 kcal/kg 0K [3]. Considering T s = 8740K (mean value in range

2of pressures 10-70 k&/cm according to [4]) and taking T. - 40oC
(233*K), we obtain 

1

B 874 - ----- 233 - 241.

According to Table 1.1 for this fuel, experimental value B, correspond-
ing to accepted TN, is B = i/D = 244. According to data of a strict
analytic solution [4] value B for the given fuel during a change of
pressure from 10 to 70 kg/cm2 is changed within limits of 17%.

For simplification of calculations connected with tuning RDTT,it is more convenient to use another dependence [1]

r a , -  , (f5.8)

where D is a constant, analogous to B.
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Application of dependence (5.8) saves us from labor-consuming
calculations connected with raising to a fractional power during use
of the exponential law of burning, inasmuch as here there is used
an exponential-tabular function, numerical values of which are given
in all mathematical handbooks.

Selection of design temperature is determined by the specific
character of the lesigned engine. For an engine designed for use in
a wide range of emperatures, as TN one can accept the minimum

temperature of charge corresponding to the most unfavorable conditions
of burning of the fuel, i.e., case which is calculated to ensure
stability of burning of the charge.

In the given chapter for simplification of mathematical com-
putations we also took TN = Tmin

The distinction in selection of design temperature does not have
any effect on the value of the exponential coefficient D, but leads
to divergence of values UiN. If one were to allow that to design

T there corresponds ulN then, taking as design temperatureN I

TN , we should in formula (5.8) take as the coefficient of burning

rate

We will show that formulas (5.4) and (5.8), in spite of external
distinctions, can be examined as mathematically identical expressions
under the condition that in both dependences there is used the same
value TN. Decomposing the exponential factor of formula (5.8) into

a series, we obtain

(r D(-T) (T -TNO- D(T-TN)Y

e r = + 1 + 2! + 3!

We will estimate the error inserted Ly rejecting terms of the
expansion with a degree higher than one. The biggest value of error
one should expect for fuels with a high temperature dependernce, for
example, for powder JPE (D = &.O3}3). Assigning values T - TN = 900C
and D = O.0C4, we obtain

eN) =I + 0,36 + 0,064 + 0,00078 +...

Consequently, already the value of the third term of the ex-
pansion is nearly 5% of the sum of' the first two; the value of the
fourth term of the expansion is less than one tenth percent of this
sum. For composite fuels the value of the error will be considerably
less. Consequently, considering the large scattering of the
physical-chemical characteristics themselves, it is possible, being
limited to the first two terms of the oxpansion, to write the
approximate equality

eDtT-N), I +D(T--TN).
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I
Inasmuch as the second member of the sum in the right part of

the equality is essentially less than one, according to rules of
approximation calculus the right side can be converted so:

I + liD
I-D(rTr -T -,)

Thus, as a result of conversion of the expression we obtain theformula ) i
lID

Comparing it with formula (5.4), it is possible to write a
dependence for transition from formula (5.4) to formula (5.8)

DT. (5.9)

For appraisal of the temperature dependence, in literature they
frequently use the temperature coefficient of the burning rate

During determination of the temperature coefficient from formula
(5.8) we obtain

Values 7, for different fuels ar-e gi~ven in Table 1.1.

In tsial temperature of the charge alto influences the power
characteristics of the fuel. For ballistite fuels, the heat capacity
of which is approximately equal to heat capacity of products of
burning, the change of combustion temperature is numerically equal to
the change of initial temperature of the charge [5):

T 9,,-T, m + -- T ,. (5.12)

With a change of temperature of tne charge from -50 to +500C
product RT0 changes 3.5-4.5%, which corresponds to a change of 11 by

1.5-2% [5]. Hence the dependence of a given force of the fael on
initial temperature Is relatively weak.

By analogy with the temperature dependence for the burning rate,
it is possible to record
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e r , -20(r- ) 5 13)

IP, b=IN,, (5.j3

Value m one can determine from relationship

r(n -.e0l T- r ) ,

whence

i= I (r-To )" (5.14)
2 ( TOf 5.

A direct result of the dependence of burning rate of a fuel on
temperature of the charge is a change of operating pressure in the
engine. If one were to use the dependence for the exponential law
of burning of a fuel examined in Chapter IV, placing in it expressions
(5.3) and (5.13), we would obtain

i-n YA,-- ) , (5.15)

The first cofactor expresses the value of pressure in the rocket
chamber at design temperature

PN( ,AQ) (5.16)

Consequently:

(5.17)

A relative change of pressue in an engine with fixed throat area
will equal

'it (5.18)

From formula (5.18) it follows that a relative change of pressure
with a charge temperature rise does not depend on loading parameters,
but is determined by a relacive change of burning rate and force of
fuel on temperature, and also exponent v. From formula (5.18) is
follows also that at a fixed value of constants D and m pressure in
the chamber at small values to a smaller degree depends on tempera-
ture of the charge. By this once again is confirmed the importance
of safeguarding low values v for developed fuels.
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In connection with this one should note the ballistic advantages
of fuels during whose burning there is observed a "plateau" effect.
If operating pressure In an RDTT lies In the region of the "plateau,"
then, inasmuch as in this region - 0, dependence of engine parameters
on temperature of the charge will be minimum.

Example 1: To estimate in what limits is changed pressure in an
unregulated rocket engine in a range of temperatures from -40 to

+50°C during use of fuels with high and low temperature dependence.

As a fuel with a high temperature dependence we will examine solid
JPN (D a 0.0038, v a 0.69). As an average value characterizing the ?
temperature dependence of composite fuels, we will take D = 0.0014 at
v 0.4.

For solid JPN on the basis of dependence (5.12) we obtain:
4

Tqjv -3160 +30 -3190 K;
= 3160-60 = 3100° K.

and from formula (5.14) we have

In (3190/3100)am 0 fl ,00016.

According to source material [1] for certain composite fuels I
m - 0.0002. Considering the proximity of calculations of m for powder
JPN, we will round it to 0.0002 and take this characteristic to be
identical for fuels of both types.

For powder JPN

For a composite fuel is

Example 2: To estimate the influence of index v on maximum
pressure in an unregulated engine. We consider composite fuels with
equal temperature coefficients D = 0.0014, but with different indices
v w 0.7 (fuel of type Alt-161) and v = 0.4 (fuel of type A from Table
1.4).

For a fuel with v - 0.7

f-1
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As compared to the fuel for which v 0.L4 (see Example 1), for
Alt-161 pressure at maximum temperature is 27% higher.

As characteristics of the dependence of pressure on temperature
0np

of the charge, sometimes we use derivative-n-. As it follows from

formula

1 i D+M
M - ---- (5.19)

With a change of pressure in the chamber there will be a change
in the flow rate of combustion pro)ducts and thrust of the engine.
Engine thrust can be calculated by the formula

p (I.) pr.F - pi. = pr.. ro., ( - -.) .

A relative change of thrust at the expense of temperature will be

Pr. Pr *J 1-,) -P,/Pr (5.20)

Considering the spallness of the second member of the difference,
it is possible to consider that approximately

Pr - Pr (5.--.(521)

The linear burning rate of the fuel at temperature T will be
defined as

Ur - "LrPr- = U, ixe •
or

U m r - . (5.22)

Time of burning of the charge at temperature T

Relative change of time of burning of the charge

e- (5.23)
t
N N1
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1 5.3 Tuning the Nozzle of RDTT for
Constant Pressure

Operating pressure in the ertgine should always remain within
limits determined, on the one hand, by strength of the rocket chamber,
and on the other hand, by stability of burning of a solid fuel. The
variable area throat sections can be presented as the sum of a certaIn
constant component, equal to the area of the throat section at design
temperature of the charge F,,, and variable of area F K. Designating

we obtain

(I + X. (5.24)

Putting expression (5.24) in formula (5.15), we obtain

-VxL N+, 1., (5.25)

-A

So that pressure in the rocket chamber during a change of
temperature of the charge will be preserved constant, it is necessary
to fulfill condition

I + X , - (5.26)

From equation (5.26) can be found the required change of throat
area, expressed in parts of area of it at design temperature. For the
composite fuel examined in Example I of the preceding section, the
change of throat area depending on temperature of the charge, calculate-i
by formula (5.26), is represented ir Fig. 5.1.

Fig. 5.1. Relative
increase of throat
area during tuning of
engine for constant
pressure (D + m - 0.0016).
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The relative change of time of work of the engine, adjusted for
constant pressure, equals

M "- - (5.27)

From a comparison of formulas (5."3) and (5.27) it follows that
for a engine with constant pressure, time of work at even temperatures
of the charge is larger, and maximum scattering of time with a change
of tempera'.-ure is less, than for an unregulated engine. Let us con-
sider how during preservation of constant pressure, thrust is
changed depending on temperature. We will consider that during
adjustment of the throat the oressure recovery factor a does not

change. Then relative change of thrust at temperature T will b.

(5.26)-' o'a) -TV

Example: To calculate relative change of thrust for an engine

adjustable for p = const - 50 kg/cm', with charge made from fuel of
type JPN at temperature +500C.

The necessary change of throat area

4 X aindM .1,43. F

We will accept that at design temperature T - -N40 C R 4, i.e.,

q(aN) = 0.25-f (XaN) --a3984. At T a +50-C, q(xaT) - 0.25-1.43
= 0.35b. With thi S value q( aT ) we go to gas-dynamic tables and

find at k = 1.25 the corresponding value of function f(Aam ) - 0.5438.

Taking cc = 0.9, we obtain

P 0.9 -0,'A83r - 50 = 1,395,

)' 0I.T0,Y94 -A

For a composite fuel of type A in analogous conditions we obtain:

1 4- X ,,.15. = 5o.I44 1,1 ;
.= 0.25.1 ,1 = 0,M

f (Aar) " 0,A,

0,.00.536 -

Thus, preservation of constant pressure by adjustment is
connected with a considerable change of thrust. To avoid this is
possible in that case when a change of F is carried cut with
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adjustable nozzles located at a right angle to the axls of the engine;
besides, the given value of unit pulse, equ,] to the ratio of the
pulse of axial thrust to combined weight of the charge, will with
temperature of the charge drop inversely proportional to a change of
the throat areas of the lateral nozzles

7-X

Consequently, such a method of simultaneous adjustment for
constant pressure and thrust is practically unacceptable. The only
possible method of tuning an engine where the condition of constancy
of pressure and thrust coincide, is prelaunch regulation of the engine.

V
rl

S I ?GZZ
iR!eordI J iVID Z- i 4

amzl I T1 o L

-. O +0 440 +60 TOG -40 -ZV 0 +20 +40 +60 TC

a)p - mist b) P -=t

Fig. 5.2. Diagram of selection )f sections of
shift nozzles: a) during tuning of engine for
constant pressure; b) during tuning for constant
thrust.

In certain cases for rockets of the simplest construction

instead of adjustment for constant pressure, it appears sufficient
to limit its change by certain limit2 so that, on the one hand,
pressure will never fall below level pmin' guaranteeing stable

burning of the fuel, and on the other hand, will not rise higher than
Pmax' allowed by strength of the construction. This can be attained
by step adjustment of the critical sectipn by application of a set
of shift nozzles. The diagram of selection of sections of shift
nozzles and selection of a working range of tem~peratures for each of
them is represented In Fig. 5.2a. Let us assume that the lower'
limit of pressure pmin at charge temperature TN corresponds to the

relative throat area taken for one. To ensure constancy of this

pressure, a change of (Fxp)max with temperature should follow

dependence (5.26). According to this dependenc is built curve

(Rp)ma F. Now let us construct the curve of cringe ( ipljmax- KMir,
ensuring in the engine constant pressure pmax* The curve is
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constructed by the same dependence (5.26) with the only distinction
that the initial point of the curve, determined the scale of its
ordinates, will correspond to a scalier critical section according
to equality

We will draw from the point corresponding to TN on the upper

curve p = p mn a horizontal segment F p = const to the intersection

with she lower curve. The point of intersection will determine the
upper temperature limit of application of the first shift nozzle.
The horizontal segment for the second nozzle again will start from

curve (F ()max' but not from the point, corresponding to T1 , but from

the one lying , ore to the left of it by 5-1 0 1C, in order to ensure
covering of the temperature ranges of the shift nozzles. A similar
chart built in relative values for a defined fuel permits producing
calculations for shift nozzles for any engine with this fuel. For
this one needs the graphically found relative values FP multiplied

by the absolute value of the throat area calculated for a given engine
in terms of the value of~mipimum permissible pressure pmin at

temperature TN. With the help of the graph it is possible to solve

the inverse problem, when one assigns the number of shift nozzles in
the set and it is required to set the range of change of pressure
in the engine during their use.

If one knows the deflection of the average (for a given fue! lot)

unit burning rate 6u 1 1 from face value uI', the influence of this

factor can also be compensated by a change of F... For this it Is

necessary that the value of throat Erea calculated taking into account
a change of temperature of the charge, be corrected by a factor

y (uI) = 1 4- .

I

We note that results of calculation by formulas (5.26), (5.27),
and also by formulas (5.18), (5.21), (5.23) are determined by
difference of temperatures T - TN and do not depend on value T This

permits present results of calculations in the form of graphs with a
sliding scale T - TN which can be used at any value TN.'

S5.4. Tuning the Nozzle of RDTT for
Constant Thrust

Will examine in the beginning the rondition of cono ;tancy of thrust
at different temperatures of the charge, when tuning is carried out
by a change of throat area with constant area of the outlet section.
This can be written in the following way:

oerI.)P-pfF. - [o,,'P.N)p, -Pil F.- (5.29)
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where 0T n cN - pressure recovery factors of nozzle during

different installations of regulating device (throttle), correspondli,-
to temperatures T and T and a - dimensionless speed in nozzle

exit section, corresponding to these temperatures.

From equation (5.29) we obtain

P' #,r Moor) ( " 3 0'

Substituting expression pT!P fron (5.25), we obtain:

r- = (I + X) - "N# N
er #TI ,) "( 5.31i),

Logarithmizing (5.31), we solve the obtained enuation with
respect to temperature of the charge

'I
T4wTaj+ ~I n ( I+ X) + ~n[ ~ ~ (.?

If one were to assign value X, for a fuel with known characteristics
D, m and v iu is possible to construct the dependence T = f(X). In
order to use the dependence, it is necessary to set the connecticn
between value X and a change of the gas-dynanlc fanction f(x ).

a

Since

q Aff . t. +

?WP 1 0 I+ X)

q O .= q() NO + X). (5.33)

Inasmuch as value q(X aN) is assumed assigned, dependence (5.33)

permits one in terms of value X to determine value q(x a ) , by which

with the help of gas-d. amic tables [6] one can determin., value f(AaTn"

_xaniple: Construct dependence T = f(x) for an engine adjusted
for constant thrust in the range of temperatures T = -40 to +60% .

Determine how pressure changes In the engine in the assigned
range of temperatures.

Propellant properties: v - 0.4, D = 0.0014, m = 0.0002. Take;
TN -40 0 C, Fa/FpN - 6.25, acT ' 'cN"
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The order of calculation is examined for one point X - 0.3:

With this value, in tables of the gas-dynamic functions at
k = 1.25, interpolating, we find:

(1 . 0 .0) (1 + A) = 0,16 1,3 = 0.2.

By tables of gas-dynamic functions we find: f(XaT) - 0.3373;

1 0,6 0,2652
.- 40" + 7i6 43 1.3 + V,16 In , + 33,3" C.

Calculating for other values X, we obtain the dependence
represented on the graph (Fig. 5.3, curve 1) and in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1

r-C -40 -12,4 +12,9 +33,3 +55

x 1 [ o , o , l o 3 o0

P/P 092 0 79 0,74

Tile relative change of pressure is calculated by the formula

Pr 40-sw) (r-rN)

On Fig. 5.4 are given values X calculated at D + m = 0.002 for
different values v, and on Fig. 5.5, corresponding to it, ratio
PT/PN

•.

For fuels with a high temperature dependence (high values D)
during tuning of a pozzle for constant thrust, as follows from formula
(5.32), the throat area must be changed in wider limits. In Fig. 5.3
curve 3 corresponds to results of calculations conducted for a fuel
of type JPN (v = 0.69, D = 0.0038). With an increase of D there
increases also the pressure drop in the assigned range of temperatures,
within whose limits constant thrust is ensured.

As follows from the graphs shown in Fig. 5.3 and 5.4, an increase
of v should be examined as a contributory factor ensuring the effect
of adjustment during small changes of the cross section of the nozzle
and operating pressure in the engine.
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Fig. 5.3. Dependence ol' relativ ,
increase of throat area on ten-

,Pel'atUl'c Of Chargelt whenl tunine,
__ on FRDTT for corstar,t tlhrust

:2: 1 - when v = 0,4, V +tn 0.0>
2_ -2 when v - 0.7 , I+M 0 . CO
3 - when v~ 3 .69, P + 0 .0

rac
-*, -3 -20 -10W~~ 40 so

0-*m-OO2

I,00

1. W X J i oU

Fig. 5.14. Dependence of relative increase
of throat area on temperature of charge when
tuning an RDTT for constant thrust for dif-
ferent values v when D + m 0.002.

In certain cases we are limited by application of shift nozzles
or application of launcher adapters to nozzles, ensuring constancy
Of thrust of the engine within linm1its of allowed scattering of thrust

-P

If one were to consider that for all shift nozzles the ratio
Fa/ ispesredcnsat the condition Of constancy of thrust
can be rewritten In the following form:
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Fig. 5.5. ependernce of relative change of
pressure on temperature of charge wher. tuning
an RDTT for constant thrust (D + m 0.002).

whence

DN tx

± rT~N)
e =(I + X (5-35)

F-ence we will find the necessary change of critical section of
the nozzle, ensuring constancy of thrust

Let us assume that (F) - throat aiea, ensuring at minimumn

temperature the minimum permissible valuie of thrust.

To ensure constancy of minimum valuae of thrust In the whole
assigned range of temperatures, throat ar-a should have been changed
In accordance with dependence
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(F.,). (F.pN)h + X) (Fp,, )Be (5.37)

or in relative scale

(P 3 p,) 1, -. (r- re

Accordingly, for maximum permissible value of thrust we obtain |

(F.p~p,)j = (Pgpj . -'-  ' (5.39) I

If in L e first approximation we consider thrust equal to
Fr()pF p, it is possible to use dependence

At temperature TN
N

JOMIR[('.,.)iII-=.

Putting equation t5.41 in equacion (5.40), we obtain

1 U,i) ;7(421 (5.42')

By dependence (5.42) is determ:ned the relationship of ordinate3
of the graphs (Fp) and (F )mil, in the scale of value (F.,

F]p max HP mmax
by dependences (5.37)-(5.39).

it is necessary to use such a graph (see FIg. 5.2b) Just -s the
graph shown in Fig. 5.2a.

5 5.5. Basic Diaramns of Devices for ChangeI of Critical Section of a-ozz-e

The simplest aevice for changing the c:-itical section is L set
of shift nozzles. For reduction of time or, preparation of the engir e
for launch, sometimes instead of shift nozzles, nozzle launcher
adapters are usea. (Fig. 5.6). To ensure exact correspondence of
dimensions of inserts and the nozzle during manufacture of the insert2,
final machining is done in combination with the nozzle for whlch they
are designed [7].
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a) b))

Fig. 5.6. Nozzle with launcher adapters:
a) interseasonal insert (for aveeage initial
temperatures of the charge); b) summer insert;
c) winter insert; dxp ,  - diameters

of critical sections of inserts a, b, c;
D(A 2 /C2) - landing diameter of insert assembly

with nozzle body.

Smooth adjustment of the critical section of an engine nozzle in
accordance with temperature of the charge is attained witht the use
of a throttle (F~g. 5.7), whicn can be shifted along the axis of the
nozzle. Placement of the throttle in the required position can be
produced manually o,, with the aid of a mechanical drive.

We know of a series o± constructions of self-adjusting nozzles
for which placement of the throttle in the position corresponding to
a given charge temperature is produced automatically, without inter-
ference of maintenance personnel.

Fig. 5.7. Diagram of
device for smooth change

of critical section of
nozzle.

In the diagram represented in Fig. 5.8 [8], shift of nozzle 3
relative to throttle 4 which is rigidly fixed in diaphragm 5, is
ensured by a spiral bi-metallic spring 6. The spring consists of two
bands of metal with quite different linear coefficients of thermal
expansion. One of the ends of the spring is sealed in the body of
the nozzle, the second can slip in the slot of the bod- of the engine.
A change of ambient temperature leads to deformation of the spring.
Here there appears a torque which, revolving the nozzle, shifts it by
the thread to the required position. At the time of starting of the
engine the axial component of forces of pressure of gases jam the
nozzle in initial position, ensuring invariability of Fp during all

the work of the engine. A deficiency of the scheme is the fact that,. !
tuning of the nozzle is produced actually in terms of temperature of
the body of the engine, which can considerably differ from the
average temperature of the charge.
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Fig. 5.8. Diagram Fig. 5.9. Diagram self-tuning nozzle withof self-adjusting pneumatic cylinder: a) general diagram ofnoCzzle with a bi- engine with self-tuning device; b) self-metallic spring: tuning system: 1 - body of engine; 2 -I - engine body, charge; 3 - centering diaphragm; 4 -2- charge; 3- throttle; 5- mobile cylinder; 6 - rod;nozzle; 4- throttle; 7 - piston; 8 - sealing arrangement; 9-5 - diaphragm; 6 - bi- fixed cylinder; i0 - return spr ig; f
metallic spring, volume filled by Vapors of low- oiling llKuli.

-77,-

Fig. 5.10. Diagram of self-adjustIng enginewith throttle travelling on account of tempera-
ture lengthening of the charge: a) variant wittdirect shift of throttle; b) variant w1th reverse
shift of throttle; 1 - body of engine; 2 - charge;

- nozzle; 4 -- butt ring; 5- diaphragui, 6 -
directing cylinder; 7 - rod; 8 -thrcttle; 9 - pin;10 - directing rod; 11 - crosspiece; 12 - igniter;13 - bshing.
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In the diagram shown in Fig. 5.9 [9], the mechanism of the
throttle device consists of throttle 4, mobile cylinder 5 and rod 6

Awith piston 7, fixed cylinder 9 and return spring 10. Inside the
fixed cylinder in the volume limited on the one hand by the front
bottom of the cylinder and on the other hand by the piston is a low-
boiling liquid. As such freon-12 and methyl chloride can be used.
In avoidance of leakage of vapors of the liquid during storage of
articles sealing devices 8 are used. With a change of temperature in
the internal cavity of the engine vapor pressure of the liquid changes,
and consequently also the pressure on piston 7 pressed by spring 10.
With a temperature rise the pressure of vapors increases and the
mobile system moves the throttle to the left. The throat section
Is then Increased. With a lowering of temperature the process is
carried out in the opposite direction.

At the time of starting of the engine during a sharp accretion
of pressure there appears a difference in internal and external
pressures having effect on the shell of the mobile cylinder. Excess
external pressure produces a pressing of the thin-walled section of
cylinder 5 and fastens it to fixed cylinder 9. Thus is ensured
fixation of the mobile system, and consequently also placement of
the throttle for the time of work of the engine.

In Fig. 5.10 [10] is a diagram in which placement of the throttle
is produced by a cnange of charge length with temoerature. This
diagram was offered in the first place for engines in rockets of the
class "air to air" and air to surface" utilized in a wide range of
temperatures (from -60 to +601C) under conditions where temperature
of the charge can considerably differ from temperature of the ambient
air. For different compositions of ballistite fuel, the linear
coefficient of thermal expansion oscillates in the limits a = 1.2 x

10-4 to 2.0 -C 1/0C [ii]. If as a mean value we take a = 1.6 x

10- 1/0 C, then in the range of temperatures from -60 to +600 C
absolute lengthening of charges with lengths 1, 2 and 3 m will be
accordingly 19.2; 31.4; 17.6 mm. Thus, linear shifts on account of
temperature expansion of he charge turn out to be sufficient for the
necessary shifts of the throttle.

Let us consider the basic structural elements of the variant
shown in Fig. 5.10a. The rear end of the charge with butt ring 4
rests in diaphragm 5. The front end is free and can shift In an
axial direction. From the front end of the charge through butt ring
4 and directing cylinder 6 by means of rod 7 passed through the
channel of the charge, is connected throttle 8. The rod is prepare:
from an iron-nickel alloy with a low coefficient of thermal expansion.
During axial lengthening the charge is centered on the one hand by
pin 9 in diaphragm 5, on the other hand by directrix rod 10, rigidly
fastened with crcsspiece 11. In the recess of the directing rod is
placed igniter 12 with an electric detonator, the wires from which
through axial channels of the rod and throttle are led to the nozzle
of the engine. The throttle is centered by diaphragm bushing 13.
Lengthening of the charge with an increase of its average temperature
leads to a shift of the throttle to the left and an increase in the
critica). section of nozzle. In the sealed volume in which the
igniter is disposed, during operation of the electric detonator there
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VI
occurs a sharp Increase of pressure, which leads to inflation of the
thin-walled recess of the directing rod and wedging of the mobile

parts.

In Fig. 5.10b the throttle is in the supersonic part of theI
nozzle. To ensure necessary shifts of the throttle, the mobile end
of the charge faces the nozzle.
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C H APT ER VI

THERMAL SHIELDING OF RDTT

S 6.1. Transmission of Heat from Gas
To Engine Wall

During burning of a fuel part of the heat from combustion

products is transmitted to the body of the engine and the charge.
Theintnsiy o het tanser is determined by the thermal state o

basic elements of the construction: walls cf the body, nozzle,
gas-dynamic control equipment. Designing of these elements and
calculation of their thermal shields are impossible without knowledge
of basic laws of heat exchange. Calculation of thermal losses is
necessary during the sol tion of the basic problem of internal
ballistics of an [RDTT] P.IT) and during calculation of engine output
performance, TransmissiOn of heat from combustion products of the
burning surface of the charge is the basic factor regulating the
burning rate of a solid fuel.

To specific pecullarites of heat exchange in an RDTT one should
relate high pressures and temperatures, high speed of gas flow
especially In the nozzle. For heat exchange in the thrust chamber,
characteristic is the contiderable change of speed of the gas flow in
terms of its length, as well as dtring work of the engine. This
creates definite difficulties daring use of calculation dependences
which are known from the general theory of heat transfer.

The basic characteristic of heat exchange is specific heat flov.
q, constituting the quantity of heat transmitted per unit time
through a unit surface, normal to the direction of propagation of the
heat. In the theory of' heat transfer the value of specific heat
flow, from the gaseous environment to ,he surface of the solid is
usually presented in the form proposed by Newton:

~(6.1)

where T0 - determining temperature of gas flow, usually static

temperature in the nucleus of +he flow; TC. B - temperature of surface;

o - coefficient of heat transfer.
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Transmission of heat from combustion products of the solid fuel
to elements of construction of the engine and to the surface of the
charge is carried out by ,onvectiorn heat exchange and rac.iatlon.
Inasmuch as these processes flow independe nt of one another, full
heat flow to the surface can be examined as the sum of two heat flows,
one of which is caused by convecticn (q.). and the second - radiatlo.a

(qA), taking in conformity with this the coefficient of heat transfer
as a 0 a + aV, where aE and al - coefficients of convection and
radiation heat transfer.

Convection Heat Exchange

In thermotechnics, depending on the character of motion of a gas
(free or forced) we distinguish two forms of convection heat exchange.
In an RD'TT the basic vole is played by forced corectlon, connected
with motion of the gas flow along the rocket chamber and nozzle. Free
convection, caused by a shift of masses of gas with different densi-
ties and temperatures, can appear in separate places, where there
are stagnant zones, for example, at the front bottom of the engine.
During a simultaneous flow of both procses, calculation of convect-4or,
heat flow is produced for the predominant form of convection.

Calculation methods of determination of the coefficient of

convection heat transfer are based on the use of dependences:

a) during forced convection

Nu/ f(Re. Pr); (6.2)

b) during free convection

Na =f (or. Pr). (6.3)

In these dependences enter criteria of similarity: NU =O ad

criterion of Nusselt; Re--I - criterion of Reynolds; Pr-c -

Prandtl number; Or -- - Grashof number, where d - characteristic

dimension; y, c, v, X -specific gravity, specific heat, kinematic
viscosity and coefficient of thermal conduction of gas, taken at the
determining temperature; v - speed of gas flow; j - acceleration due
to mass force (during bench tests J = g).

The expanded expressions of functional dependences (6.2) and
(6.3) are set by experiment. For calculation of convection heat
exchange during turbulent flow in long pipes, widely used is the
dependence [1]:

Na 0.023ReUP/ 4.. (6.4)
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This dependence hss obtained application in the theory of rocket
engines, although mot on of a gas through a rocket engine essentially
differ from motion ii. long straight channels with constant cross
sections.

Several works are known for checking the fitness of dependence
(6.1) for conditions of a rocket engine. For this in a liquid-fuel
rocket engine measurements were produced of local heat flow over the
length of the combustion chamber and nozzle. The value of heat f)Uw
was determined by the method of measui-ement of transient temperature
of uncooled thick walls or by calorimetric means according to a
change of heat content of the liquid during passage through a cooling
section of small length of section of the engine. Greenfield [2] from
experiments with a liquid-fuel rocket engine with liquid oxygen and
ethyl alcohol obtained an empiracal formula for the coefficien't of
heat transfer, coordinated with dependence (6.4). Recently such
investigations were conducted by Witte and Harper on an engine where
as a fuel they used nitrogen tetroxide and hydrazine [3]. Their
comparison of experimental data and that calculated by dependence
(6.4) shows that calculation with sufficient practical accuracy will
agree with experimental in all the length of the engine with the
exclusion of a small section before the critical section uf the nozzle.
Heat flow measured on this section considerably (40-50%) exceeds that
calculated by dependence (6.4). The authors explain this by the high
gradients of pressures on the given section of nozzle which change
the character of the boundary layer. These conclusions obviously,
are completely applicable to nozzles of RDTT. For conditions of the
rocket chamber of an FDTT the Justice of dependerce (6.4) is affirmed
by the structure of the experimental formula which sets the connection
between the quantity of heat transmitted to the wall of the chamber
and the average specific flow rate of gas (6.20) [4].f

Solving equation (6.4) with respect to the coefficie-nt of heat
transfer during forced convection, we obtain

(6.5)

Uniting the coefficient of the constant and parameters determined by
composition and temperature of combustion of the solid utzl (c, ,
X), we obtain

K. (7.
*102 ":: (6.6)

As it follows from formula (6.6), during assigned characteristics
of combustion products of fuel by a basic factor determining value
y, there is a specific weight consumption G = yv, i.e., mass flow

rate of gases, referred to a unit of area of the cross section of the
engine: G = G/F

Specific weight consumption constitutes the value which varies
with length of the engine. On the section of the charge, where the
area of the cross section is usually preserved constant by length,
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accretion of value G in the direction to the nozzle is caused by an
income of gaseq from the surface cf burning of the charge. After tho.
lower secticn of the charge, consumption of gases remains constant,
and specific weight consumption Is changed, as

4 / -2) Hp (6.7)

The biggest value C corresponds to a maximum of the gas-dyrai:,lc
function q(A) - I when A = 1 and is attained in the critical section
of the nozzle. In this section is ensured the highest engine value
a. According to expression (6.7) value G changes proportionally tc

pressure. Consequently :

SK (5.6a)

For characteristic dimension d, entering in criteria Nu and Re,
we usually take equivalent diameter

d .. ,(6.8)

where F - area of cross section of gas flow, flowing around Internal
surface of engine; n - perimeter of this section.

As follows from formula (6.6), val d weakly affects coefficient
a.. Putting expression (6.8) in formula (6.6), we obtain

.,n,., (6.9)

For a freely !.nserted charge with burning on the external surface.
of grains and on the surface of channels

1 itD,+ T... (6.10)

where n3. - external perimeter of grains.

The area of free passage for gases in for,-iula (6.9) for this
case is taken equal to

where XF- total area of facets of grains, including the area of
channels.
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Consumption in dependence (6.9) Is determlned on the external
surface of burning of the charge.

Inasmuch as use of dependence (6.9) for calculation of local
values of the coefficient of heat transfer in the nozzle on separate
sections leads to considerable errors, attempt were started to
definitize this dependence. Bartz [5] offered a formula which can be
represented in the form

4 A  --- idkp 0. (6.12)

where b - radius of curvature of wall in examined section; c - param-

eter which considers a change of properties of gas across the boundary
layer, caused by a change of temperature.

a - (,//po) ' . (,/ h )" ,

where Pf and Uf - density ant viscosity of a gas calculated at deter-

mining temperature; p0 and po0 - these are parameters caluclated

accordingly at static temperature of the gas and at stagnation
temperature.

As determining temperature in formula (6.12) is accepted the
value which we find from condition

T, = 0,5 (To - T,, .) + 0,22Pr"" (T - T, ,).

For calculation of the coefficient Df heat transfer during free
convection D. A. Frank-Kamenetskiv recnmT'(ndnh the dependence L]

4

Nu =V-. (6.13)

whence after elementary transformat itir.

4

Radiant Heat Exchange in RDTT

The value of a radiant heat flow is determined by the formula

qd &.. ., 4 96 r ( * !4 1 IT-LkoJ \Tw7J'

where c,, -- effective degree of blackness of combustion products, the

ratio of intensity of their radiation at a given temperature to
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intensity of radiation of an ideal black body gram the same su'face

with that same temperature; c.- effective degree of blackness of

the internal surface of the chamber.

The coefficient of heat transfer by radiation is defined as

STC. a
1""= "=" " .a""4,96"OT 10T i To (6.35,

Radiation of products of combusticr) of a solid fuel is composed

of radiation of a gas phase and of condensed particlcs.

Let us first consider radiation of the gas phase.

The basic peculiarities of radiation of gases In contrast to
solids is selectivity of the radiation, i.e., radiation of energy only
in defined narrow spectral bands, and the volumetric character of
radiation. During passage of heat rays tniough a gas there occurs
abborption of the transmitted rays of energy, which is stronger as the
quantity of molecules encountered in tht way of the ray increast-s.
This finds expression in the formula fcr degree of blackness of a
pure gas

IW
e --- - *

where k - attenuation factor of ray in layer, reduced to pressure in

1 [atm(abs.)]; p - pressu:e of gas; S - effective thickness of radla-
ting layer.

Thus, the degree of blackness of a pure gas is a function of two
parameters: T0 and pS.

Inasmuch as bi-atomic gases at the temperatures of a rocket
chamber are for heat rays practically transparent; radiation of the
gas phase is wholly determined by the ontent of triatormic gases C-,.
and H 0. X

For determination of the degree of blackness of chese gases c

and cH20- in thermotechnics are used excerimental graphs with two inputs
H20

T and pC02S for carbon dioxide and with three Inputs TO  1 S and
0 0O 12

for steam, where Pc0 and pH20 - partial pressures of the gases.
2 2

Effective thickness of radiating layer c chsracterizes the
peculiarity of radiation of a limited gas volume. For a cylindrical
vessel with radiation of the lateral surface during i change of
relative length of the cylinder k/d from 1 to - vaiue S changes within
limits from 0.6d to 0.9d [].

Graphs are built for a pressure of 1 Eatm(abs.) The relon of
use of these graphs of pressure can be expanded by Introduction if
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correction factors CCO2 and C which are determined on graphs given

in work [8]. The degree of blackness of the gas mixture is defined as

C, = +,co , + ,oo - -AU (6.16)

where Ac - correction, considering covering of the spectra of steam

and carbonic gas.

Calculation determination of E for conditions of a rocket engine

with use of the shown graphs carries a tentative character. D. A.
Frank-Kamenetskiy, stlmating the role of radiant heat exchange in
RDTT, thus considers a defined value of c r as a lowei, lrit [6]. As

the effective blackness of a gas cr he recommends taking the

arithmetic mean of two limiting values

Ir;a + j
2

For combustion pr.ducts of nitrocellulose with 12.5% N in a model
engine (S 6.5"10 - m) he obtained

0.56+ 7&

Similar to this the effective degree of blackness of the wall is
found as the arithmetic mean from the degree of blackness of the
surface material, conslderlnr abscrption of heat during a first hit ciF
a ray on a wall, and one, which cocrespcnis to full absorption of hear j
during multiple reflections from tLe Internal surface of the chamber:'

+l

= IC? +T " I
According to calculations conducted by D. A. Frank-Kamenetskiy,for. anegn o ml lme..sinn the coefficient of radiant heat

exchange in the range of temperatures 1800-2700'K can be from 0.075 to

0.24 kcal/m2sOK [6]. In work [4] the effective value of a was

obtained by extrapolation of the experimental dependence of the total
o .8 o

coelffci/nt a on to a value C = 0. At the intersection of
the graph with the ordinate axis a value a = 0.14 kcal/m 2sOK was

obtained, which corresponds to a temperature TO  2300-25001K.

Frank-KamenetscIy b: cal.culatcn obtained for this interval of
temperatures a. = 0.]7-G.16. Thus, the computed value will agree with

experimental data.

During burning of composfte fuels with additions of metals in
combustion products thire appears a great quantity of condensed
particles. If dimensions of particles are great as compared to a way:
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of radiation of the gas phase, their participation in radiant heat
exchange reduces to'simple blocking of the passage of rays through the
gases. In this case the degree of blackness of combustion products
can be defined by the well-known dependence

CAP -k, (PC, + P.,) + cF.1 S', (6.17)

The addend in brackets which considers weakening of the ray on
account of contents of condensed parti,'les, is equal to the product

of the number of particles per m 3 by the area of projection of the
surface of particles normal to the direction of the ray.

If one were to consider that the content of the condensed phase
in combustion products is 20% at specific gravity of the condensed I
phase 4000 kg/m 3 , we obtain c = 18.10 4/ITD3 1/m 3 , where D - diameter of

a particle. Taking FT 
= rD 2/4, D - 50 um = 5-10

- 5 m when S = 6.510
- 2

m, we obtain CFTS - 0.585.

Preserving for the gas phase the value calculated by Frank-
Kamenetskiy, kr(pc02 + PH20) S = 1.51, we obtain

- I -expI- (." +O.5M)I 0.88

Thus, in this case on account of the contents of the condensed
phase, the rated value of the degree of blackness of combustion pro-
ducts increased by 60%, and effective degree of blackness

o,-+- by 20%.

With an increase of dimensions of an engine, combustion tempera-
ture of the fuel and contents of solid particles, the role of radiant
heat exchange in RDTT increases.

A comparison of the intensity of basic forms of heat exchange in
RDTT shows that the decisive role in transmission of heat from gases
to the body of an engine belongs to forced convection. The share of
radiant heat exchange needs 20-30% of the total quantity of heat fed
to the body. Therefore, an analysis of the dependence of heat
exchange in RDTT on different factors is usually conducted with the
use of dependences for only forced convection.

In certain cases for application of simple calculation methods
known from the theory of heat transfer, allowing one to obtain an

approximate engineering solution, it is necessary to assign a constant,
averaged in time, value a, which we will call the average effective
value of the coefficient of heat transfer a.:

f(To- TC.)dt

(6.18)
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The numerator of expression (6.18) constitutes the full quantity

of heat Q1 transferred to 1 m2 of the wall of the engine.

Approximately, value Q1 can be found by the equilibrium tempera-

ture of the wall T which is set after termination of work of the
p

engine during equalization of temperature over the thickness of the
wall:

Mi. (r - T.) Ica,

where A - thickness of the engine wall.

The denominator of expression (6.18) is simple to calculate by
the oscillogram of temperature of the internal surface of the wall.
For a static engine with thick walls the denominator can In the first
approximation be presented as

p(T.- T..) di

where TC. B - time average value of T .

Then approximate value a. will be expressed as

C i T,- T) (6.19)

In Fig. 6.1 values a. cilculated by dependence (6.19) for experi-

mental data [4] are given. The experirnents were conducted on an
engine with a gauge from 51 to 298 mm with charges made from
ballistite fuels JP and JPN. Values a3 are represented as a function

of average specific consumption to the power 0.8. The linear
character of this dependence confirms the rightfulness of use, for
RDTT conditions, of formula (6.4).

According to the graph

a. 0,14 + o,o515,'. (6.20)

The first member of this formula is the coefficient of radiant
heat transfer, the second - coefficient of convection heat transfer.
The formula can be used for calculation of a in an engine working on

ballistite fuels. The time average value of specific weight consump-
tion is determined from condition:

(6.21)
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Fig. 6.1. Experimental
dependence of a on

, -- , y7(g/g)0. 8

*, AP V s 0 20Wso/

The value of the integral can be obtained for any section of the
engine on the basis of data of a ballistic calculation.

If during determination of the mean value of specific weight
consumption of combustion products through an examined section of the
engine one assumes that the area of the free secti :, of the chamber,
during a constant burning rate of the fuel, is changed A':.:early in
time, then

-D I - (6.22)

For a rocket chamber with freely inserted charge the most
dangerous section for heating is that which coincides with the lower
end of the charge. In this section the flow rate of gases attains a
maximum value for a cylindrical section of a chamber. Therefore a
check calculation of the chamber for strength, taking heating into
account, should be conducted for this section.

Below as an illustration are computed values of coefficients of
heat transfer, obtained for conditions of a model engine by D. A.
Frank-Kamenetskiy [61:

Table 6.1

a kcal/m 2s deg

Beginning T End of

of burning burning

dimensionsl i n-. 1012 $4,1

En of. 0.20 I ,0

Beginning %.

of chamber 0=:3+03 0,-I78I0 M.3 0,296

End of ,, 7,20 oX4
chamber • ,+ 1:I90 0.5m

, 0,688 0,6u

Nozzle ,010
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S 6.2. Propagation of Heat in the Wall
of an Engine

During the study of heating of walls of the body of a rocket
engine, the process of thermal conduction of the material is usually
assumed to be one-dimensional. Distribution of temperature in the
wall can be found by solving the heat-conduction equation

# r (6.23)

under the following boundary conditions:

-0 T(; 0) Const - Te (6.24)

O . -(6.25)

tA (6.26)

where TH- initial temperatur? of the wall; TC. B - temperature on

A - thickness of wall; X, %a - coefficients of heat and temperature
transfer of the wall.

Equation (6.26) Indicates that In most cases heat flow, directea
Into the surrounding medium, is negligible as compared to internal het
flow. In that case, when during flight of a rocket with great speeds
it is necessary to consider aerodynamic heating, the boundary condition
on the external surface Is given in the form

IL (I )'. -a (T, - )(6.27)

where T - stagnation temperature in an incident flow of air; a -

coefficicnt of heat transfer during aerodynamic heating.

System of equations (6.23)-(6.26) is true for both a single-layer
and for a multilayer wall, but with the only distinction that for a
multilayer wall coefficients a and A will have different values for
separate layers.

The exact solution of this problem, taking into account the change
in time of the coefficient of heat transfer and the change from
temperature of values a and X presents well-known difficulties.

The simplest method of solution is the use of an analog arrangement
of a hydraulic or an electrical type. The action of ouch an arrange-
ment is based on the community of mathematical dependences which
describe processes of propagation of heat in a wall and overflowing o."
liquid In a system of capillaries, or electrical current in a system
consisting of resistances and capacitances. In other words, analog
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hydraulic and electrical models constitute a computer for solution of
the problem of thermal conduction with a program of the solution
already embodied in them.

Resolution of the problem of thermal conduction on electronic
digital computers requires presentation of the heat-conduction equationin finite differences. I

Below simplified methods of calculation are examined which allow
one during minimum expenditures of time to estimate in the first
approximation we expected temperature of a single-layer wall of an
engine. Application of the simplified method of calculation is based
on the following assumptions:

1. The coefficient of heat transfer from gases to wall of the

engine is taken independent of time and equal to a certain effective
value.

2. Basic heat-physical characteristics of the material of the
wall (x, c, Y) are assumed independent of temperature.

System of equations (6.23)-(6.26) can be represented in
dimensionless form, if one crosses to new dimensionless variables and
criteria:

- Biot number

- urier criterion (6.28)
61 - temperature simplex

Then

X11
(6.29)

From the theory of heat transfer we know the solution of the
problem of nonstationary thermal conduction for an unlimited plate with
thickness 2A with equal distribution of temperature in the initial
moment during bilateral heat exchange with environment, having
temperature T O . Inasmuch as the intensity of heat exchange with

assigned coefficient of heat transfer a on both surfaces is identical,
heating of the plate should be symmetric and heat flow through the
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central plane of the plate should equal ze-o. Consequently, this
solution should also be true for an unlimitcl plate of half thicknes3
during one-sided he&ting and under the conditxi'n that heat removal
from the other surface of the plate be absent.

The shown conditions correspond tc formulation of the problem
about heating of the wall of an RDTT. Thus, for calculation of the
temperature field of the wall of an RDTT it is possible to use the
ready solution of the classical problem of thermal conduction, which
has the following form [9]:

er arcoeutisn, -. (6.30)0 - 4) + sin 4b € 4, CO C l

Here 01 are consecutive values of roots (from i 1 to -) of the

transcendental equation:

1- 0, t9 1 . (6.31)

On the basis of dependence (6.30) tables of e a f(Bi, Fo, i) [10],
were calculated, allowing one for any instant to construct a distri-
bution curve of temperature over the wall of the engine.

Good convergence of the infinite series in formula (6.30) makes
it possible for determination of value e, starting from certain
values Fo, to use onlyone member of the series. The error induced by
such a simplificati~n when Fo > 0.3 is not more than 1%. Using the
shown possibility, for calculation of heating of the wall of the
engine we obtain the following the simplest dependences.

For the internal wall surface

111., -- *,-  ( 6.32 )

For the external wall surface

(6,33)

On the average for all the mass of wall material

Si Me-*"' (6.34 )

In the exponent in all case we have ®1 - first root of the

transcendental equation (6.31), which in turn determines the values of
coefficients N, P and M:

MC2 sin'*, . M i C m am sin * I
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Value *1 and, determined by it, values N, P, M depe d
. :ly on

criterion Bi.

Numerical values of these coefficients are given in (The Mach-ne
Builder's Handbook,) V. 2, Mashgiz, 1962. For intermediate values c,7

Bi the coefficients are found with the aid of simple .near inter-

polation. Formulas (6.32) and (6.33) can be used wher Fo ) 0.3.
Formula (6.34) Is applicable also at considerably smaL. r values A
Fo, and when Bi > 0.5 - in all the region of Fo.

Calculating e..., CM CP it is simple to determine the corre.-

ponding absolute values of temperature

T-T( -) + or.

1 6.3. Coefficient of Thermal Losses
in a Rocket Chamber

The general expression for determination of the coefficient of

thermal losses in a rocket chamber has the form

X -- I 6 "" 1 - (6.35)

where Y - quantity of fuel burning per unit time; T0 - temperature of

combustion products; TOCI - temperature of internal surface of body

touching gases; a - coefficient of heat transfer; FB - area of

internal surface of the chamber.

Parameters a and Tc. are changed along the surface of the body

touching gases, as well as in time, conditioning a time change of

coefficient x.

The character of the change of thermal losses in an RDTT and

their total quantity are determined in the first place by such factors

as the type of charge, relative surface area of the chamber touching

gases, presence of thermal insulation coverings, temperature and

composition of combustion products, character of motion of gases in

the chamber.

The values of the coefficient of thermal losses and its determin-

Ing dependences are essentially different for an engine with a freely

inserted charge and for an engine with a fastened charge; therefore

these two cases are examined separately.
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Engine with Freely Inserted Charge

This case is characterized by the great surface area touching
gases, and also by its constancy during burning of the charge. The
basic part of thermal losses are apportioned to the cylindrical
surface of the rocket chamber. This section, including from 80 to 97%
of the internal surface of the engine, is washed by a gas flow with
relatively high speeds. Therefore, calculation reduces to calculation
of thermal losses on the cylindrical surface of the chamber. Thermal
losses in bottoms and the diaphragm are accounted for by correction
factor k

g
Flow rate in an arbitrary section of the charge for calculation

by formula (6.9) can be defined as

O(I), -. a lol. (6.36)

where 9. - length of the section of the charge above the given cross
section; u - burning rate, averaged over the length of the charge.

Hence

Ji..m . (6.37)

In formula (6.9) the perimeter of the free section can be
expressed as

Putting expressions (6.36) and (6.37) in formula (6.9), we obta n

(6.38)

Although coefficient k is a varialbe, averaging it in time, as

follows from formula (6.38), does not have to lead to significant
error.

The obtained dependence for a can be simplified if one considers

that ratio G,/F. is equal to the mean value C FCp for all the free

section of the chamber. The area of free passage for gases can be
presented as

+ (6.39)
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where Fp0  0- area of free passage at the beginning of burning;

.-- - coefficient which depends on initial filling of the chamber

with fuel.

Taking into account expression (6•39) the formula for a obtains
the form

0(0
a-Kr ~(6.10)

The difference of temperatures T O - TceB , if one were to use the

average effective value of the coefficient of heat transfer for a
given section of the chamoer, according to equation (6.30) can be
presented in the form:

T,- T.. .. A, exp - -
A=-

where Ai and 0 - coefficients which are a function of a.

The expanded expression for determination of x obtains the form

L]
0

KrD.

70 ( )a .,- (6.41)

The cumbersomeness of the obtained afalytic solution limits the

possibility of its practical use. Howevef this dependence can be
substantially simplified In reference to the limiting cases which
have wide application in technology. Such limiting cases are: an
engine with thermal insulation; an engine with a thick metal wall.

In the first case temperature or. the internal surface of the
chamber increases rapidly during operational output of the engine and
then changes very little. Therefore, for the basic section of the 14
pressure curve it is possible to consider (TO - To) ^- constant.0 C.B

In the second case (test engine) the temperature on the internal
chamber surface during work of the engine remains low, composing a
small part of value T., which permits averaging value (To - Tc. B ) in

time.

In both cases dependence (6.41) will be converted to the form:

,(6.42)
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If one were to take 0 ()- 0..' ,

we obtain:

X. I. X r (6.43)

Uniting the values which change in a narrow range, and the con-
stants into one coefficient A, and also taking Y G, we obtain

I A (6.43a)

An experimental study of thermal losses in an engine with a freely
inserted charge was conducted by Ya. M. Shapiro.

Experiments were conducted on a test engine with interruption of
burning at different instants. The quantity of heat accumulated by
the body of the engine during the time of burning of the charge was
determined in a calorimeter where the engine was placed immediately
after interruption of burning. Determining thus the thermal losses
for different times of burning of the charge, he obtained their
dependence on time t and on 4. This dependence Ya. M. Shapiro
presented in the form

A
X-- + (6.44)

For conditions Qlf conducted experiments

S A=o.30; 6=5112].

Thus, our earlier theoretical dependence in structure coincides
with The empirical formula (6.44).

Engine with Fastened Charge

For an engine with a fastened charge burning on the surface of the
figured channel and from ends, thermal losses in a rocket chamber will
be determined by heat removal to the covering of the body in the
prenozzle part and in the upper bottom. The value of thermal losses
as compared to a engine with a freely inserted charge decreases
sharply. During the use of heat shielding coverings the temperature
of the internal surface of the chamber, touching hot gases, can in
the first approximation be considered constant. The coefficient of
heat transfer a, whose value is determined by forced motion of gases
in the prenozzle volume or free convection in stagnant zones, is also
preserved constant in time. The change of thermal losses during
burning of a charge Is conditioned by the growth of the heat exchange
surface on account of burning of ends of the charge; the increase of
surface can be expressed by the formula

$0 + M). (6.45)
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Consequently, in this case the dependence for X takes the form

X ,m I-A(I + bl). (6.46)

An intermediate position is occupied by a slot charge. For it
at climax of the slots along with an increase of the surface of' heat
transfer there will be observed a lowering of coefficient a on a,'count
of a decrease of specific weight consumption G.

5 6.4. Construction Materials for

the Body of an RDTT

In. squch as for the body of an RDTT subject to the action of
internm . pressure the determining form of deformation is stretching,
from the structural materials, used for its manufacture in the first
place is required maximum specific strength cB /y, where oB - temporary

:'esistance of material to rupture. Of tLe other necessary qualities
one should mention plasticity, good chemical stability under conditions
of the environment during storage, manufacturability and good supply.
3asic strength characteristics of construction materials for bodies
of RDTT are given in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2

Specific Elastic Specific Specific
Material Brand gravity, modulus strength rigidity

Y E, kg/cm aB/Y E/y

Special steel for 6
rocket chambers [13] H-11 7.84 2"10 25.5 2550

Special steel for
rocket chambers [15] D6AC 7.85 19.4

Aluminum alloy [18] 75ST 2.77 21.7

Titanium alloy [15] Ti-6A1-
4V 4.5 28.1

Fiberglass lanminate on
epoxy-phenolic rt~in
[10 5-32-

301 1.7 2.2.105 24.0 1300

Epoxy fiberglass (ori-
ented for vessels under
pressure) [16] 1.8 31.2

Epoxy unidirecticnal
fiberglass (theoreti-
cally accessible
values) [16] 1.8 97.5
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At present the bodies of large engines in most cases are prepared
from sheet alloy steel. According to American data [13], strength
characteristics of utilized brands of steel lie in a narrow range, for
which as average indices it is possible to take: a. a 10 kg/mm 2 , aB -

2B160 kg/mmf.  The highest indices are possessed by steel H-il

(Cs a 183 kg/mm 2 , o a 200 kg/mm2). In the opinion of specialists, in

the near future the strength of brands of steel used in rocket building

may be ircreased to 280-300 kg/mm 2 [14]. However, according to a
decrease of thickness of the wall of an enjjine on account of an
increase of strength of the material, there is an increase in the
danger of weakening of the construction due to concentration of stresses
in places of accidental cuts and scratches.

Of other metals alloys of titanium attract special attention which
in terms of specific strengh exceed steel. Thus, for example, for 2
titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V at T = +200C, aB f 126 kg/mm 2 , 0s a 105 kg/mm

and oB/y is 45% higher than for steel [D6AS] (6AC). During manufacture

from this alloy of the body of the RDTT of the second stage of the
"Minuteman' rocket, its weight drops 30% as compared to the steel
variant. Thickness of walls increases one and a half times, which
increases rigidity of the construction and makes it less sensitive to
cuts [15].

Recently in rocket building different types of reinforced plastics
have obtained wide application, and also laminar compositional
structures on their basis. The expediency of use of these materials
for manufacture of bodies of RDTT is determined by their high specific
strength and good heat-physical and technological properties. Rein-
forced plastics consist of a strengthening (reinforcing) filler and
a polymerized binder.ks reinforcing materials glass and quartz fiber,
asbestos, and tissue fro these fibers are used. At present it is
possible to use as a reinforcing material artificial graphite fiber
for increasing heat stability of the material. As a binder epoxy and
phenolic resins are widely used. The biggest strength of material is
attained usuAlly with a weight ratio of filler and binder 70:30.

During manufacture of the body a method of winding is used. To
the mandrel at a defined angle to its generator they reel out in
several layers a fiberglass braid of a fibre impregnated with the
binder compound. Then the article together with the mandrel is placed
in a furnace and subjected to prolonged heating. Here occurs polymer-
Ization of the binder and the material of the article obtains the
required mechanical qualities. So that the construction will be evenly
durable, on account of the angle of the winding the necessary aniso-
tropism of material in tangential and axial directions is ensured.
According to reports of the foreign press, the plastic body of the
first stage to the "Minuteman" rocket is 35% cheaper and 25% lighter
than such a body made from high-quality steel, with yield points
Cs = 152 kg/mm2 [163, [17].
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Temperature

A comparative appraisal of different materials in terms of their
specific strength essentially depends on the temperature at which
they are used. In Fig. 6.2 [18], [20] it is shown how with tempera-
ture value aB/y changes for the most characteristic materials. A

sharp fall of strength characteristics for aluminum alloys is observed
at a temperature of over 150-2G0OC, for titanium alloys - over
400-450*C, for steel - over 650-7501C, Thus, strength possibilities
of contemporary materials in full measure can be used only in engines
with heat shielding of the body.

5 6.5. Maximum Time of Work of an Engine
Without Thermal Insulation

Let us consider the limits of possible use of an engine without
thermal insulation and their dependence on different factors. here
we will consider the average temperature of the engine wall, and
consequently also e to be assigned. Inasmuch as transcendental form

in which the connection between temperature of the wall and parameters
of heat exchange is expressed hampers such an analysis, we will convert
formula (6.34) to a form which allows onie to obtain an analytical
dependence.

For values of criterion Bi, corresponding to conditions of an
RDTT with a metallic body without thermal insulation, coefficient M
changes very little. Thus, for example, In a range of Bi from 0 to
4 M is changed a total of 3.5%. Cnsequently, taking as its mean . _
value Mcp, we allow an error in determination of ecp less than 2%.

The tabular function t . f(Bi) in the range of Bi which interests us

can with an accuracy of 1% be approximated by the formula

- O,7BP.

This permits converting dependence (C.34) so:
,.I - ,w,,exp ( -o,7BP o ).
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Logarithmizing, we obtain

B*" Fo 3,29 (Ig Met- Ig Oep).

Substituting the expanded expressions of Bi and Fo criteria, we
have

I 0.7 -.329(, Mp, - ,g 8,p). (6.47)

The thickness of the wall necessary for the condition of strength
can be in the first approximation calculated as

____ (6.48)

where aBT - tensile strength of material at assigned average tempera-

ture of the wall Tcp

Putting in expression (6.47) dependence (6.48), the value of the
coefficient of heat transfer (6.6 a) and solving relative to T, we
obtain the maximum allowed time of work of the engine without thermal
insulation

• W "d-" -- -L- (Ig Afp - Ig 0,,). .-P W d" '#'

where

K, u 1.335 O
RF *

According to the obtained dependence at a given value ecp , and

consequently at fixed value aBT , the basic factors determining maximum

time of work of an engine are: engine gauge d, coefficient of
temperature transfer of material of the body a, and pressure.

Formula (6.49) considers the distinction of design pressure pmax

and operating pressure p, corresponding to the case for which the
maximum time of work is determined. If these pressures coincide, for
example, for an engine with a heated case or for an engine tuned for
constant pressure, the formula takes the form

.- p.. d'. (' .1 ) ± (Ig MA, - Ig G6 Q). (6.5C)

Thus, with an increase of design pressure when e cp a Sa , the

allowed time of work of the engine increases. This is explained by the
fact that although with growth of pressure the intensity of heat

transfer from gases to the wall of the engine (o p 0.8) increases,
the thickness of the wall, however, determined from conditions of
strength, grows faster (%p), in consequence of which the heat
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accumulating Possibilities of the body of the engine are increasedWith a growth of pressure.

pi

2 Fig. 6.3. Dependence of maxi-mum time of work of an engine
T without heat shielding ongauge, operating pressure, and

combustion temperature of the
fuel T : - - - - T 0  26000C;

'-r i T O  20000C.

4

0

According to formula (6.50) the allowed time of work of an engineincreases in proportion to gauge to the power 1.44. If during a changeof gauge of the engine we preserve the geometric similarity of all itselements, then thickness of the burning arch, and consequently alsotime of work of the engine have to change in proportion to gauge tothe first power. Consequently, during geometric modeling of an RDTTwith growth of gauge, the time allowed by conditions of wall heatingfor work of an engine is increased faster than real time of work
Increases.

Computed values T Aon, obtained by us by formula (6.50) fordifferent pressures and gauges, are represented in the form of graphsin Fig. 6.3. Calculations were conducted with the following initial
data:

IA J--,$ -. 1o-% T,. -.50P C 250 kg/c 2

1-0,01 kcal/ms CC; C-14kcal/kgo; 1- 7820 kg/rn-3.

As calculations show, the allowed time of work of an RDTT withouta heat shield is extremely small: it is from several tenth fractionsof a second to several seconds. With an increase of thickness of thewall of an engine along with a lowering of average temperature, thereis an increase of temperature on the internal surface of the wall
T ,,. In certain cases during determination of the permissible timeof work of an engine this factor becomes the limiting one. Thus inour calculations the determining role of this factor is revealed at
T O 0 2600C at pressures over 100 kg/cm 2 . The upper limit of possibleuse of an engine at T0 * 26000C, corresponding to TOC I 0.9 Tnz , is
drawn on graph 6.3 by a dot-dashed line.
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6.6. Basic Types of Heat Shield
Coverings UtTlized in RDTT

Thermal shielding of elements of the carrier construction from
hot gases is ensured by coverings made from special materials, and
also by a fuel charge fastened to the body of the engine.

The basic requirements of heat shield coverings are: reliability
of the shielding of the carrier construction, minimum weight of the

2covering each 1 m of protected surface, good adherence of the covering
with the material of the carrier construction, sufficiently high
resistances to vibration loads and mechanical and thermal shocks, ease
of manufacture.

Protective coverings for RDTT known at present can be divided
into passive and active heat shielding coverings.

Passive heat shielding is ensured by thermoresistant coverings
made from materials which combine high melting points (TnA > To ) with

low temperature transfer. Thickness of these coverings in the process
of work should remain constant, therefore they have an additional
requirement: sufficient resistance to erosion influences.

The basis of such coverings are refractory oxides (MgO, A1203,

ZrO 2 and others), carbides, nitrides and borides of certain metals.

A list of refractory materials is given in Table 6.3 [21], and
physical properties of certain of these materials are given in Table
6.4 [20], [22], [231.

During the use of a glass-like binder one obtains two-component
ceramic. In two-component compositions we sometimes and a fluring
substance for the purpose of increasing the contents in a ceramic of
fireproof material. Ceramiq 1coatings are deposited in thin layers and
can consist of a uniform ma erial or alternating heterogeneous layers,
each of which has its own special purpose.

Thus, for example, the external layer can consist of material
with raised erosional stability, whereas internal layers will ensure
high heat shielding qualities of the covering.

Wide application in rocket technology has been given to the
method of flame spraying, which consists of the following. From a
powder of fireproof material (silica, zirconium oxide, titanium oxide
and others) a rod is formed which is placed in a high-temperature
flame of a burner. The melted material is atomized and ejected on
the preliminarily purified metallic surface. Adhering to the surface,
the particles harder, rapidly, forming protective layer. Such
coverings made from refractory materials with sufficient thickness of
the deposited layer can resist high heat flow. However due to porosity
of the structure these coveringppossess insufficient erosion stability.
The adhesive strength of such coverings with the metal is low; this
conditions their relatively low resistance to mechanical blows and
vibration influences [21], [24].
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Table b 3. List of superrefractory materials
(melting point over 2500jC).

Material Melting point, 0C

Elements:

carbon 3500
molybdenum 2650
osmium 2700
rhenium 3170
tantalum 2850
tungsten 3370 1

Oxides: I
beryllium • 2500
calcium 2550
hafnium 2800
magnesium 2800
thorium 2800
zirconium 2700

Borides:

hafnium 3050
tungsten 2900
zirconium 2900

Carbides: k

hafnium 4150
molybdenum 2550
niobium 3 5Q J
silicon 2700
tantalum 4150
thorium 2800
titanium 3100 j
tungsten 2860
zirconium 3550 I
zirconium-tantalum 3900 1

Nitrides: I
boron 2750 1
hafnium 3300
scandium 2650
tantalum 3300
titanium 3200
zirconium 3000

Zirconates

barium 2700
calcium 2660
strontium 2700
thorium 2800
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The biggest adhesive strength of a covering with a metallic
Surface is attained during the use of a plasma-arc torch, ensuring
heating of the powdered material to a temperature of 10,000-12,000*C.
Here deep diffusion embedding of the protective material in the layer
of metal occurs.

One of the possible directions is creation of cermet coverings

obtained during sintering of powders of the refractory material and
metal, for example, A1203 and Cr [23].

An active thermal shield of a body is based on absorptivn of a
considerable share of heat fed to the surface with destruction and
removal of material of the covering. This heat is expended on phase
transitions (fusion and evaporation, sublimation) and endothermal
reactions (pyrolysis of organic substances) in the surface layer of
the covering. Due to this the heat flow tapped in the depth of the #
material is small as compared to the flow fed to the wall. Coverings
of such a type are fr!quently called ablating.

The term "ablation" is collective and embraces different cases
of thermal decomposition and subsequent removal of a substance from
the surface of a solid during heat exchange with a gas flow.

A specific requirement of such coverings is the greatest possible
heat of ablation.

A basic advantage of ablating cover ings is the possibility of
using them at any combustion temperatur of a solid fuel, whereas
application of heat-resistant coatings is limited by the melting point
of the covering material. Furthermore, as a rule, ablating coverings
possess smaller specific gravity and higher mechanical characteristics.

Active heat shielding coverings are divided into coverings with
Surface and internal removal of the substance.

The first subgroup unites sublinable materials and certain
olymers which are decomposed without formation of a carbonized layer[255, [26).

Sublimable coverings finding application in RDTT consist of
mineral salts (sublimable material) and an organic binder. The material
of the covering can be deposited on the surface of the article in a
diluted state by brush, and also by atomization or casting.
Characteristics of certain sublimable materials are given in Table 6.5[22].

A covering of such a type is used in the RDTT the ballistic missile

"Honest John" as heat insulation of the nozzle [26].

Of coverings of this subgroup one should also mention differnet
types of rubber insulation. There are indications of the use of
rubber coverings at a temperature of 4390 0*C for 120 s [25]. Such
coverings are used in the RDTT of the three-stage "Minuteman" rocket
(27] for thermal shielding of the body and bottoms of the engine.
The thickness of the rubber covering, depending on conditions of work,
is changed from several millimeters to several centimeters. Thus, for
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Table 6.5

Specific Heat of sublimation
Substance gravity, Boiling point, 0C or dissociation,

kg/m 3 10-3 kcal/kg

Mg 3N2  - 1500 (decomposition)... 2130

SI3N 4  3.44 Sublimates ............. .... 2800

AIN 3.26 2000 (sublimates) ...... 3720

NH4F 1.315 Sublimates ............. 1276

NH4Cl 1.527 355 (sublimates) ....... 994

AIF 3  3.07 1270 ........................... 905

SIS 2  - Sublimates ............. 694

CdO 6.95 900-1000 (disintegration), 694

ZnO 5.61 1860 (sublimates) ...... 556

example, for the engine lf the third stage of the "MInuteman" rocket
the thickness of the layerfof rubber on the nozzle cover attains 25
mm.

Coverings with internal removal of a substance consist of a
nondestructible component (structure of the carrier) and a removable
component which is a heat sink. Of coverings of such a type the
most wide-spread are reinforced plastics. During their heating there
is decomposition of the organic base with formation of gases
diffusing to the surface and a relatively durable carbonized layer.

Reinforced plastic can be used in an RDTT as protective coverings
and structural materials. If the RDTT body, made from reinforced
plastic, does not have an additional covering, the surface layer of
the plastic itself fulfills the role of an ablating covering. In the
case when reinforced plastic fulfills only the function of a thermal
insulation covering, it is possible to select an optimum composition
which most fully corresponds to requirements of thermal shielding
of the engine body. Coverings made from reinforced plastic are used
in many samples. The thermal shield of the engine body of the anti-
missile missile "Nike-Zeus," working for 80 s, is ensured by an
Internal lining made from fiberglass laminate. Coverings made from
fiberglass laminate are used for shielding the lower part of the body
of the engine of' the first stage of the "Minuteman" rocket. The
thickness of the plastic layer in place of bracing of the lower bottom
attains 50 mm.

Of the other possible compositions of coverings with internal
removal of a substance it is possible to indicate porous graphite and
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tungsten, filled with a sublimable substance or polymers [22].

16.7. Design of Refractory Thermal Insulation Coverings
(Pass ive Thermal Shield'ng

The character of distribution of temperature In an engine wall
with a refractory thermal insulation covering is shown in Fig. 6.4.
flere and subsequently the account of index M pertains to material or
the carrier element of constructioa, index n - to ttie covering. In,
the thermal insulation layer a sharp fall of temperature Is observes.

For determination of the temperature field of a two-layer wall
we used the system of equations:

In .

arn

X--O , -1-T-- -A, (a - e,) 6

D)Tn  drm
X " An, I'n --- "14 -

Tn -- T^;

a'rm

An analytic solution of this system of equations leads to-bulky
calculation dependences whose use in engineering practice is diffi-
cult in view of the onslidrable labor-nput of calculatons [28]. 11
substantial simplification of these dependenwes is attained by

examining limiting canes, which present the greatest practical
interest. One of thim Is the case when temperature gradients in the
protected material are insignificant. A similar phenomenon is
observed when the carrier element of construction is made from metal,
inasmuch as the coefficients of thermal conduction of a covering and

metal usually diffu:r by almost two order. This can be ensured also j
for a construction material with low thermal conduction at the expenz.
of great thickness of the covering.

Solutions for this maximum case are given in works [28], [29],F301. In work [0 the relative temperature of the boundary of
coverng and wall is represented in the form of a function of two

parameters - the criterion of Fourier, enumerable for covering, and
the compounA criterion p:

On
%

+ +
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\Fig. 6.4. Distribution
of temperature In engine
wall with a paasiv- heat
shield covering.

where Bi c riterion of Blot for the covering:

n
eAn . TnenA

M.TMCMhM

The dependence for determination of temperature on the border of
the covering and metal (it is the temperature of the wall) has the
form

O=At= 2p 4& *1 (6.52)

where 0, positive roots of the transcendental equation

0, tg 0,

In Fig. 6.5. there is a graph of the dependence 9 on Fo for values
of P from 0 to 50 [30J. Values of 6 are given in logarithmic scale.

As can be seen from the graph, with the exception of a very
limited region of small values Fo where e 4 1, not of practical
interest, the dependence of the logarithm of 6 on Fo when p - const

has a linear character. This indicates that the work of a heat-
resistant thermal insulation covering almost wholly flows under con-
ditions of regular thermal conditions (see Chapter VII).

With the aid of the graph it is easy to solve the inverse problem

(check calculation): determination of the temperature of the protected
material at assigned thickness and heat-physical characteristics of
covering. However it is inconvenient for solution of the primary
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Fig. 6.5. Dependence of relative exces

temperatiare on border of covering and metal
on criterion Fo

I.'0

problem - detecting the thickness of the covering necessary for
limitation of wall neattng to the allowed temperature T Ofl.

A simple solution of the primary problem is obtained if the
solution represented by the grap; is approximated by a depende.nce of
the form

S,(6.53)

where A, C - approximation coefficients; lg 00 - approximation con-

stant.
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As analysis shows, when A * 0.45, C - 0.40 ig e 0  0.0212,

accuracy of the approximation in the region u - 0.2 to 20 is approxi-
mately 1-2%. When u - 0 errors of approximation increase, remaining
within the limits 10-12%.

Putting in dependence (6.53) the expanded expressions of Fo and
P we obtain an equation squared relative to t Solving it, we find

a- -n L l n(6.54)

+ ' I n + ( _- + Ag 0 - g % )

where

IMCMAM•

With an increase of temperature of the material of the wall its
strength characteristics descend, but in accordance with this the
necessary wall thickness determined from the condition strength of the
rocket chamber increases. Simultaneously with an increase of the
temperature limit to which heating of the wall is allowed, the
necessary thickness of thermal insulation A decreases

During calculatiop If a chamber for strength the thermal
insulation, in view of its low strength characteristics is not taken
into account.

Disrcgardlng curvature of a two-layered chamber wall, the weight
of one square meter can be determined as

Q, = TnAn+ Um,

where A can be calculated by formula (6.54), and AM is defined by the

approximate dependence

A. _d
2sr

where p - design pressure; n - safety factor; aBT - tensile strength

taking into account temperature of the wall.

Among the infinite set of relationships of A and AM satisfying

the condition of engine body strength at assigned parameters of the
process of heat transfer in the engine (To, ), i), there exists one

which ensures minimum weight of the construction. If from this
optimum relationship it is displaced in the direction of decrease of
thickness of the wall AM, weight of the construction will increase

on account of the considerable increase A1H necessary to ensure low
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Fig. 6. 6. Dependence of

AV weight of 1 m2 of wall of
an RDTT body on allowed
temperature of metal

A -W - thickness of metal;
-. weight I m wall perwall I tempera-

on account of growth of aM .

Clearness of the minimum of weight of the construction depends on
conditions of the process, characteristJcs qf covering and material
of the body.

I

In Fig. 6.6 are graphs Q1 = f(6M), calculated for a steel wall
with cove-Ing made from zirconium oxide at To = 2000

0 C, a = 0.695

kcal/m2 sC, for different times of work of the engine. Here the
dotted line represents the dependence for temperature of the wall.
Conditions of construction of the graph are expounded below.

As investigation show, for a series of combinations of metal with
refractory covering a sharply expressed minimum of weight of the
construction is observed and selection of optimum thickness can ensure
a considerable gain in weight.

Example.

To find the optimum combination of thickness of a steel wall
and covering made from zirconium oxide under assigned characteristics
of materials and conditions heat transfer.

Given: d- 3W mm;
m- 12 a tm cal.
M %M FBins0K'

T.- 200 C;
7e.- +20C;

Characteristics of wall material
1.7M kg/m 3  c , =O4O kcal

At kg0K
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The dependence of tensile strength of the material on temperature
is shown in graph 6.7 [20].

rc

-O- Fig. 6.7. Graph of depen-
dence of tensile strength
of heat-resistant steel

600- on temperature.

iI
" L _] i , i I \ i

0 &0 40 60 X0

Characteristics of covering material:

II - 4400 kg/m 3  cn _0,1" kcal all - o17_ - k_

(see Table 6.4).

Let us assign several values of temperature of the wall T OW

For each of them we determine L., AM and calculated QI' Let us con-

sider the sequence ?f calculations for T On = 500 0 C.

According to the graph, at T 500 0 C, oBr = 740C kg/cm2

£M= = 0.A23 cav - 2,53-0-a r.

-T.-T 0 , S o-
-j5F - = 0,757S.,

knr 0.IM ..I0- 4-in n--n = -4460 6- -1.30.0--- -
- - - 0.. 0 -,2305

I fMcmim 7M20.0,140.2,53.10 - .'74
Tn en " 440.15

in j 2 -- * 0,.248 + 3,74). 10-3 + 10.248 + 3.74)1- 10- -

0,248-3,7410-o+ '0 ,11-4 = -4,99.10-a + 9,81"10 -2

QO " MaM + In n 7820-2,53-10-, + 4400.4,82. 10-8= 41,0 kg/m3
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Table 6.6
T_' XWO M 40 3Mo 33 So oo 675

kg
fi r - 85 8000 7500 7200 5 4700

A 10, X 2,23 2,37 2,S3 2,63 2,92 4,02
An UP, a 7,29 5,89 4,82 4,38 3,82 2,73

49,4 44,1 41,0 39,85 39,6 43,4

Results of anal)gous calculations for other temperatures are
given in Table 6.6.

As it follows from graph 6.6, minimum weight is attained when
2aM a 2.8 mms and composes 39.3 kg/m. As compared to the maximum

variant TgO n a 300 0C at which OB still remains practically constant,

the optimum variant ensures a 25% gain in weight of the construction.

Similarly built are two other graphs in Fig. 6.6.

1 6.8. Design of a Sublimable Covering

Let us consider the case of stationary sublimation, when the
surface of the sublimable covering shifts I?) the depth of the materlal
with a constant linear speed u. Let us introduce a moving coordinate
systci, combining its origin with the surface.of the covering, and the
direution of the positive axis with the direction of sublimation.
The connection of the fixed and mobile coordinates is defined as

We will present the heat-conduction equation for material of the
covering in the moving coordinate sytitem. Inasmuch as:

#1 IFT 0: T dT or OK a-W.. i - . - --U ; -W - - - ; -V -- - - 7, - - U - - ,

the heat-conduction equation will take the form

A-- (6.55)

Introducing designation 6T = a and taking into account that the

distribution of temperature depends only on coordinate c, equation
(6.55) can be presented in the form

or Or(6.56)
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Equation (6.56) has the general solution

T- -- r e + c (6.57)

We will find the value of constants of integration:

when Cco, T= T, c,-T.;

when CO0, -- c--(T-- T.)jr.

After substitution of values cI and c2 the equation of the

temperature field In the covering takes the form

r -- . - (s -- r.) *- € "r.  (6.58)

Let us note that for sbl~mable coverings the temperature of the
surface Ts under any conditions of heat addition from the gas phase

remains constant, equal to the temperature of sublimation of the
covering material

Let us estimate the depth of heating of the covering material
during stationary sublimation, taking as a conditional border of
heating the point in which temperature of the material is increased
200. Let us take as initial data y - 2000 kg/m 3 , c - 0.35 kcal/kgC.

Ts = 320 0 C, TH = 200 C, x - 0.667.10 - 4 kcal/ms0 C, u - 0.4.10- 3 m/s,

then

CI n-!T--T,-% 0467'104 In 40-20 ,

CT* I -IN..I 2OW-0.4 0.,35 (-
0,645. 10-' ..

Thus, depth of heating is within limits of tenth fractions of a
millimeter.

The temperature gradient at the covering surface

, - . , - (Tsi~ - r.)

and, consequently, the flo4" of heat fed from the surface to the' Iepth
of the material, is equal to

23(659)
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Heat flow ql fed to the surface of a sublimable covering, Is

calculated by the formula

f - 74 T9 t -/) ( 6.60 )

where qlO - heat flow, calculated neglecting gas formation on surface
of covering; I - enthalpy of sublimate at surface temperature, 10 -

enthalpy of aublimate at the temperature of the nucleus of the gas
flow; n q - experimental coefficient.

The second member standing in the right part considers weakening
of the heat flow on account of absorption of heat by the sublimate
moving toward it. Experimental coefficient nq is %0.8 for laminar

flow and .0.4 during turbulent flow of gases in the chamber [31].

Speed of stationary sublimation can be found from the equation
of heat balance for the surface of sublimation:

(6.61)

Putting in the equation of heat balance (6.61) the obtained
expression for q 2 (6.59) and-value q, from formula (6.60), we find;

a t (6.6e)

- 1j + (r - T.) + .( (,66

The thickness of layer sublimating during the time of wcrk of
the engine is equal to

A, -3I.

Calculation of organic coverings, decomposing during heat with-
out formation of a carbonized layer is similar to calculation of a
sublimable covering. The specific character oN calculation of such
a covering reduces to calculation of the dependence of mass speed of
decomposition on temperature of the surface, which usually follows
the law of Arrhenius [32]:

20s'j (6.63)

where E - activation energy; Km - preexponential factor.

Putting expression (6.63) in the equation of heat balance for
the surface of the covering, we obtain

% e r) *-- K.e- ric (Ts -TO,+ Qstl. (6.64\
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Expressing enthalpy as the product of temperature and average
heat capacity of the gas, we obtain

r,,ii (To- T) - - le -  (.) + (6.65)

Solving the obtained equation by selection, one can determine
the surface temperature T., and then by equation (6.63) one can find

speed of ablation.

Inasmuch as the curve of the dependence of speed of decomposition
of a plastic on temperature has a very steep climb (by analogy with
burning of solid fuels), then it is possible to assume that in real
conditions surface temperature of the covering during ablation
oscillates in relatively narrow limits, and one can introduce in the
calculation a certain mean value T . In this case we return to

calculation dependence (6.62).

Placing in dependence (6.62) the expanded value ql0, we will

reduce all secondary val'.es and those which are determined by
characteristics of the material to coefficient Ka . Then

\/

The obtained formula permits one in the first approximation to
estimate the dependence of speed of stationary ablation on basic
parameters of internal ballistics: pressure p, speed of gas flow v
and combustion temperature of the fuel TO.

As examined by us, stationary ablation, strictly speaking, is
the limit which the process of ablation approaches asymptotically,
and the time for establishing a stationary process equal to infinity.
However, in reality, after a short initial period, the process of
ablation practically insignificantly differs from stationary. For an
appraisal of this initial period we will examine the equation of the
transient process of thermal conduction in the covering

a - -w

We shall express this equation in dimensionless form, selecting
corresponding scale units. As a time scale we will take a certain
time T, as a linear scale value a/uc (c - speed of stationary

ablation), as characteristic temperature, temperature on the surface
of the covering during stationary ablation Ts . Then:

T*-TT, ~- xut -Mu,
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After substitution, equation (6.66) takes the form

Dividing both parts of the equality by u2/a, we obtain

(V} - a ( 6 6 7 )

Equation (6.67) will be converted to an equation for stationary
process when 1 * 1, and a << T. Thus, value a/u2 characterizes the

uc

time which is required to ensure a stationary distribution of tempera-
ture in the covering. Let us designate it by Tp and call it time

of thermal relaxation. The dependences derived for a stationary pro-
ces become useful when T >> t p. As a rule, time of thermal relax-

ation for coverings is small and can be disregarded. Thus, in the
example examined above

N _--_--__-'06 S.

Let us note that the dependences deri d above of thermal con-
duction in the solid phase during ablation and sublimation are use-
ful for calculation of the distribution of temperature in a solid
fuel during burning.

The minimum covering thickness necessary that temperature on the
border of the covering and carrier elements of construction will not
exceed an allowed value TaOn, in first the approximation will be
def ined as

Aa--a+C=afl+-; (-ln-TaoiT. (6.68)

For a covering one should consider as optimum the mateiial, the
complex of physical-chemical characteristics of which ensures the
least weight of the covering. Let us consider the simplest case, when
available materials differ only in speed of ablation. With growth
u there is an increase of thickne-s of the ablating layer, and a
decrease of thickness of the heated layer. Differentiating expression

(6.68) with respect to u and equating the derivative to zero, we
find the optimum speed of ablation which ensures a minimum covering
weight:

man- Tn - 6-9
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According to formula (6.69) value uOUT descends with a decrease

of temperature transfer of material and with an increase of time of
work. For an engine with a relatively short time of work, a smaller

covering weight Is ensured at greater speeds of ablation.

5 6.9. Design of Carbonizing Plastic Thermal Coverinp

Under conditions of a rocket chamber during insufficient speed
of the gas flow, solid remainders of thermal decomposition of the
covering or plastic material of an organic-base body will form on
the surface a porous carbonized layer whose thickness can attain
several millimeters.

A diagram of heat-mass transfer for this case is represented in
Fig. 6.8. Let us consider sequence of processes flowing here.

Ia

Fig. 6.8. Diagram of heat-mass transfer
between gas flow and plastic covering
in the presence of a carbonized layer.

During intense heating of the plasitc thermal decomposition of
the binding substance occurs (organic resins), known as a reaction of
pyrolysis. A study of pyrolysis of plastics in tubular and arc
reflective furnaces [33] has shown that products of disintegration
consist of volatile substances and hard remainders in the form of a
rigid nonuniform carbon compound, connected by the glass filler
matrix. In a typical plastic from phenolic resin reinforced with

glass fibre, the weight content of resin is 20-30%. As a result
of pyrolysis approximately half of the resin (i.e., '10-15% weight
of all the material) is turned into gaseous products. During
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decomposition of epoxy resins the yield of gaseous products Is nearly
80% of the weight of resin. A typical composition of gaseous product-o
of pyrolysis of phenolic resin is given in Table 6.7.

Taole 6.7. [33]

Components Molar, %

H2  54

CO 12

CH4  12

H20 12

Phenol 2.5

Cresol 2.5

Other gases 5

(C2H4, C3H 6, C4i'.

toluene, benzene,
xylene) I

As it was established a solid remainder is a stable substance up
to temperatures %160 00K. At higher temperatures liberaties of CO is
possible on account of carbon reduction of silicon oxide from the
fibre.

The reaction of pyrolysis of the organic binder is endothermic.

The thermal effect of the reaction for phenolic resin is Q = 300

kcal/kg [34]. In Table 6.8 are given computed values of Qs for

different polymers, checked by experiments on decomposition and
burning of these polymers under conditions of convection heat exchange
[34].

Table 6.8 ____ ____

Polymer Q kcal Q kcal
s' mole s' kg

Polymethyl metacrylate 13.0 130

(C5H80 2 )n

Polystyrene (C4H8 )n 16.4 102

Polyisobutylene (C4H8 )n 12.6 92

Polybutadiene (C4H6 )n  17.9 82

Thus, for a sufficiently large quantity of polymers value Q is

changed from -80 to -130 kcal/kg.
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As results of experiments show [32], the mechanism of pyrolysis
of the organic binder can be represented as a reaction of the first
order with respect to the parent substance.

The speed of the monomolecular reaction, as a result of which
relative weight of the undecomposed substance G., continuously

decreases, is determined ,. n,ence

-- -- AW (6.70)

where E - activation energy; B - preexponential factor; T - temperature
at a given point of the covering.

According to dependence (6.70) reactions of decomposition of the
substance flow over all the heating region of the plastic. Due to
this the content on undecomposed binder monotonously decreases,
approaching zero as one approaches the border of the carbonized layer.

Derivation of calculat.on formulas for determination of the
thickness of the carbcnized layer on the basis of dependence (6.70),
as this is done in work [32], is very complex. Without much error,
the solution of the problen caA be simplified by using the following
considerations.

As it was shown by Ya. L. Zel'dovich and D. A. Frank-Kamenetskiy
[35], under steep exponential dependence of the chemical reaction
rate on temperature, the reactin basically flows in the region of
the temperature of completion of the reaction.

In reference to our case this means that actually the reaction
of pyrolysis of the organic substances is localized in the narrow
zone on the border with the completely carbonized layer. This allows
one to cross to the following simpl~fled scheme of the process.

1. Decomposition of the organic binder occurs wholly on the
interface of the undecomposed plastic and carbonized layer (pyrolysis
front) at a certain temperature Ts.

2. Before the pyrolysis front only heating of the plastic on
account of thermal conduction is observed.

The mass speed of decomposition of the material on the pyrolysi.
front will be expressed by the depenJence

£

is -= Kse (6.71)

Similar simplifications are widely used during solution of
problems in the theory of combustion. For appraisal of the error
introduced by such a simplification in the solution of the given
problem, calculations were made of mass flow rate by formula (6.71)
for temperatures of the interface from reference [321. From a
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comparison of obtained data with results of calculations in [32] It
follow., that error in determination of m during transition to the -s

simplified dependence (6.71) for assigned conditions does not exceed
5-6%.

The quantity of gases forming during pyrolysls per unit of time
on a unit area of the pyrolysis front jill be nsx, where x - amount

of material transformed into gases. I

An insignificant amou,,t of forming gases remains on place,
filling pores formed in the material; the basic mass moves through
pores of the carbonized layer to the surface of the wall. The mass
flow rate of gases, taken over all the thickness of the porous layer .

as being constant, per unit area normal to the direction of motion
of the gas will be

The expression in parentheses considers the quantity of gases
remaining in zone of formation of filling of pores. For simplification
of rotation we introduce the designation

By porosity of carbonized layer E we understand the ratio of I
volume of pores to the full volume of the material. The interesting
product of effective density and specific heat for this layer can be
presented as

O"OI-M 0 +a(,), ( 6.i2 )

For determination of the given value of the coefficient of
thermal conduction of carbonized layer the following empirical
dependence is recommended in work [32]:

(Lp - ' ) A, + , , ( 6 .7 3 ) I

Opposing transfer of the substarce, heat flow from Lhe surface
is directed to the depth of the wall. Inasmuch as the value of voids
(pores) is sufficiently small as compri. ed to thickness of the
carbonized layer, it As possible to consider that ir any point of
this layer local equality of temperatures of the solid remainder and
gas penetrating through it Is observed.

Proceeding from this, we will derive the heat-conductlon equation
for the carbonized layer. Let us separate in the caroonized layer an
elementary section dx (Fig. 6.8), limited by control planes normal to
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the directions of prpagation of gas and heat flow. For the positive
direction of coordinates we will take the direction of motion of the
pyrolysis front. Into the examined element through a unit area on the
left there enters per unit time on account of thermal conduction a
quantity of heat

aTr

In the same time through the control surface from the right by
means of thermal conduction there is removed a quantity of heat

a r a

Together with gases proceeding to the examined element from the
right, a quantity of heat is introduced equal to

qgu-CfmsX(T + dx).

Gases emanating from the element through the left control surface
carry off with them a quantity of heat equal to

q,,-C'mXT.

The change of heat content of the element for the same time is
equal to

where l- given density of the layer taking into account the gas

filling the pores; Crp - given heat capacity of the porous layer taking

Into account heat capacity of the gas.

Equation of heat balance of the separated element will be written
as

4q q2 t 1 q3 - q4.

or after substitution and reduction by dx

22 1T (6-74)
'repep-F -a-,+ c'm5XT-
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Dividing both parts of the equality by c po,-, we obtain the

heat-conduction equation of the carbonized layer

@"" T er #
#or- (6.75)

where a- given coefficient of temperature transfer of the

carbonized layer;

For solution of the obtained equation th'boundary conditions are

used:

a) on the pyrolysis front of the fiberglass

, 6.76)
+4

where B-relative amount of binder in material.

b) on the internal surface of the wall

or T.UC.) M(6.77)
I

where a - coefficient of heat transfer from gases to wall of the
engine neglecting the blow of gases on the boundary layer.

System of equations (6.75), (6.76), (6.77) and (6.71), describing I
the process of carbonization of the covgring, is solved on an elec-
tronic digital computer with the use of' the finite-difference method
or with the aid of analog devices.

During removal of carbonized material from the surface of the
covering the system examined above should be augmented by an equatior. I

which describes the process of removal.

Let us consider the case of a stabilized process, when speed of
removal of material from the surface equal to speed of advance of
the pyrolysis front into the depth of the undecomposed plastic. The
heat-conduction equation of the carbonized layer takes the form:

a" -(6.78)

In equation (6.76) the first member in the right part, which is i
heat flow fed from the pyrolysis front to the depth of the covering,
during a stabilized process according to equation (6.59) is equal to j
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We designate

Consequently;

\ ~(T-r,).(6.80)

I Pssig fom artalderivatives to fulls inasmuch as the only
vaaleing coodiata tice integrating ecuation (6.78), we obtain:

7' (6.81)

where

We find the constant of Integration.

At x -L

41 i"(S 's). (6.62)

Whence

C 1 .. (, Tj j~ (6.83)

At x 0

(6.84IN

T - - ~ C,
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Hence

CMAI* (6.8_1)

After substitution of constants of integration, the equation of I
the temperature field of the form:

(6.86)

AConsidering x = L, T u T , we solve the obtained equation with

respect to thickness of the carbonized layer:
I

+ ( p~z T'." . - T (6.87)

Value TD will be determined from condition:

Putting in value C1 and using boundary condition (6.77), we I
obtain: 1

m , (6.88)

Inasmuch as according to equation (6.87)

putting this value in equation (6.88) and solving the latter relative j
to TC:, we obtain:

0 1 r t 1  ( +L +T;

(6.89)

Measurements of temperatures, performed by means of low-inertia
thermocouples in a covering made from asbestos-phenol plastic during
bench tests of RDTT, showed that in the range a - 4.9-5.9 kcal/m 2s
temperature on the surface of the carbonized layer attains TCB 17000 C

and on the pyrolysis front T 5 L 600
0 C [36].

With growth of thickness of the carbonized layer, flow friction
to the gas flow increases, moving through pores to the surface of the
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covering. This also promotes gradual packing of the carbonized
* material near the surface due to deposition in pores of atomic carbon,

given off during decomposition of gaseous hydrocarbons. Over the
thickness of the carbonized layer considerable pressure drops appear
which can attain several atmospheres. The value and sign of stresses
in the carbonized material are determined by the relationship of
forces of internal and external pressures:

*-(p+ Ap) --,

where p - external pressure (in gas flow); ap - pressure drop in
thickness of the carbonized layer; n - relative area of pores. At
high external pressure (rocket chamber) in the material negative
stresses (compression) will predominate. Under conditions at the
outlet socket of the nozzle at low p-essures in the flow, commensurable
with value Lp, phenomena of breakaway of the carbonized layer are
possible. Furthermore, In all cases of destruction of the carbonized
layer, tangential frictional forces participate which effect the
surface of the covering.

§ 6.10. Heat Shielding of the Nozzle of an RDTT

The nozzle is subject to the greatest heat stresses of the con-
struction of an RDTT. In specially rugged conditions there are layers
of material near the nozzle throat. Here are combined high intensity
of heat transfer and strong mechanical influence of the gas flow on
the surface of the nozzle. During prolonged action of these factors
and insufficient stability of the material the high point of the
critical section moves foreward accompanied by a chop of pressure
and thrust of the engine, and in certain cases even damping of the
charge. It follows from this that the basic requirement for the
material and construction of a nozzle is safeguard of high heat-
erosion stability.

In an engine with a short time of work, conditions of heating of
the wall of the nozzle is knowingly nonstationary, and the temperature
of the surface of metal in the region of the critical section remains
considerably lower than the combustion temperature of the fuel.

It is considered that theinozzle for an engine with a short time
of work is best prepared from a low-carbon steel, a noncritical
material which possesses, as compared to heat-resistant steels, higher
(2-3 times) heat conduction and due to this it ensures good erosion
stability of nozzles.

For an engine with a long time of work the nozzle is usually
assembly consisting of separate sections or components made from
various materials. Since in such an engine the surface of the nozzle
in the critical section in the process of .rork obtains a temperature
close to stagnation temperature of the g;z flow T , the nozzle throat
is fulfilled in the form of an insert made from hat-resistant
material with sufficient resistivity to thermal shock, chemical and
mechanical influences.
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These materials can be divided into three groups: 1) different
forms of graphite, 2) heat-resistant metals, 3) ceramic materials.

Of the different forms of graphite, the most useful for manufac-
ture of nozzle inserts is considered to br pyrolytic graphite or
pyrographite (37]. Pyrolytic graphite differs from the usual kind
by considerable thermal anisotropy: heat conduction of the material
across layers of crystals can be 50-1000 times less than heat con-
duction along layers. At the same time pyrographite possesses the
same high temperature of sublimation as usual graphite (%3500 0C).
Pyrographite possesses raised density (up to 2.22 g/cm 3 ) and high
tensile strength at high temperatures, and also differs from usual
graphite by greater stability to erosion and corrosion. Basic
characteristics of pyrographite depending on temperatures are given
in Table 6.9 [37].

For use of thermal Insulation properties of pyrographite It is
necessary that its layers be parallel to the flow of gazes. A
nharacteristic peculiarity of this variant is high temperature of the
inttrnl surface of the insert. After sharp accretion during the first
seconds of work of the engine it then changes very little, remairirn
close to the temperature of combustion products. Due to the low heat
conduction across layers in the thickness of the insert, very high
temperature gradients appear (up to 700-8u00 C per 1 mm of thickness).
This permits one In certain cases to combine an insert made from
pyrographite with the carrier element of the construction made from
light but not thermoresistant material (aluminum, plastic). In all
cases the necessary thickness of the insert, guaranteeing Its external
surface temperature allowed for material of the carrier construction,
may be calculated by the method expounded In 1 6.7. Due to high
thermal conduction of pyrographite in an a~ial direction, during
heating there is a temperature equalization over the length of the
insert, so that drops of temperature in the thickness of the insert
for all cross sections turn out to be approximately identical. There-
fore, inasmuch as the value of the coefficient of heat transfer
versus length of the insert can change within considerable limits,
calculation of heating of the insert should be conducted by proceeding
from the average lengthwise value of c, examining a change of tempera-
ture in the material only in the transverse direction.

An essential deficiency of articles made from pyrographite is
the presence of residual stresses which appear during cooling of the
article after manufacture, which in unfavorable conditions can lead
to destruction of insert.

Stability of graphite to erosion influences sharply increases
upon introduction of silicon in its structure. This operation is
called siliconizing of graphite [38], [39].

Heat-resistant metals for nozzle inserts possess high a melting
point and high thermal conduction (A ' 0.039-0.025 kcal/ms0 C). Of
them the most wide-spread are molybdenum and tungsten (Table 6.3).
These materials preserve h.gh strength during heating, for example the
tensile strength of molybdenum at 1100'C is 2100 kg/cm 2 . A combina-
tion of high thermal conduction with good strength characteristics
and a low linear coefficient of temperature lengthening
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Table 6.9

Co.?1 1i.r; of Jn I lA ¢oe 0 i
I, - I .duot i N S , -- Jof t el*rature Tenslle iren.'th,

1- " 1/ s P eat 1 the ln3 n exten ia or, kg rr/R 
2

*0 •  koc" * "

21 f9,0 0,447 0,23 0,05 0,09 4,92- 9,84 0,369
M60 64,8 0,367 0.30 0,10 6'7 4,92- 9,84 0,323

337 70 3 0,330 0.38 0,25 13,4 4,92- 9,84 0,274
815 53,8 0,295 0,45 0,51 20,0 4,9,- 9,84 0,218

1093 - - 0,51 1.10 26,8 5,27-10,2 O,1,8
1649 2.8 40.0 5,98-11.6 0.068
2205 4,3 53,6 7,73--14,75 0,056
2761 6,6 67.0 8,43-233,9 0,140

a) in a longitudinal direction;
b) in a transverse direction.

(for Me x 5. -iO6 l/0 C) ensures high stability of these materials
against thermal shock. However these metals are easily oxidized at
raised temperatures, which hampers their use in the presence in
combustion products of a solid fuel of chemically active components,
During oxidation of molybdenum MoO3 , a volatile compound, which after

formation immediately departs from the surface, in consequence of
which the metal burns with a certain constant speed [23]. To ensure
stability of metals against the influence of chemically active
components it is considered expedient to apply coverings containing
boron nitride, which is inclined to self-restoration at raiscd
temperatures [24].

Of other deficiencies of materials of this group one shoutd note
their high specific gravity (for molybdenum - 10.2 g/cm 3 , for tungsten

- 19.3 g/cm 3). f
At present constructions are known of nozzles with a tungsten

covering, which is deposited on the iurface of the base material in
melted form with the aid of an electric arc [40].

Ceramic nozzle inserts, used at present, are not coisidered
promising to to their fragility and sensitivity to thermal shock.
An ideal solution, apparently, should consist in combin.ng materials
with high heat-resistance with metals which possessing kreat
mechanical strength.

It is noted that as a basis for new fireproof compozitions one
can use carbides of hafnium and tantalum with a melting point of
4150 0C [23].

With the growth of power characteristics of solid rocket
propellants, accompanied by an increase of combustion temperature,
presently known heat-resistant materials become less and less useful,
because the melting point approaches the temperature of the gas flow.
Furthermore, their ability to resist erosion drops In view of the
steady growth of contents in gases of condensed particles and products
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of dissociation with high chemical activity.

Preservation of the efficiency of nozzles in these conditions
can Ce attained by application of external or internal cooling. I

E>eri,,!l cooling is ensured by a refrigerant, between the nozzle
and its s3rrouncing Jacket. The nozzle is prepared from refractory
material with high thermal conduction. As refrigerants metals with
low melting and Loli1ng points can be used. During work of the
engine the refrigerant is melted and is brought to the boiling point.
Vapor of the refrigerant emerges through special holes. After th-
beginning of boiling the temperature of the wall iG preserved
constant, equal to the boiling point of the refrigerant. Cooling of
the nozzle is ensured by absorption of great auantities of heat
duzing evaporation of the refrigerant. The allowed time of work of I
the nozzle is determinec only by the presence of the necessary
quantity of refrigerant.

In Table 6.10 are given heat-physical characteritstics of fusible
metals (I1]. According to the table the most useful for theU
examined goal are aluminum, lithium and magnesium, for which an
acceptable boiling point is combined with a very high heat of
evaporation.

Table 6.10 _
Fusion Boiling

Metals specific temperature, specific , temperature,
heat, 0C heat, 0C

kcal/kg kcal/kg

Aluminum .......... 9.3 658 2228 1800

Potassium ......... 14.7 62.3 511.5 760

Lithium ........... 32.8 186 2540 1200

Magnesium ......... 70 651 2574 1100 '

Sodium ............ 27.5 97.5 1015 880

Tin ............... 14.4 231.8 271 2260

Lead .............. 6.32 327.5 203 1620

Zinc .............. 24.09 419.4 425 907

When selecting a refrigerant in terms of boiling point, it Is
necessary to take into account that with a lowering of temperature of
the wall of the nozzle the quantity of heat transmitted to the wall
increases and consequently also the necessary quantity of refrigerant.
Furthermore, at a very low temperature of the wall of the nozzle, on
it there can be condensed vapor of different mixtures to the fuel.
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Liquid metals possess a very high thermal conduction, which
ensures intense 1.eat exchange on the external surface of the nozzle.

It is necessary to note that inasmuch as for liquid metals the
values of the Prandtl number are very small (Pr - 0.005-0.03), heat
conduction is a predominant factor In heat transfer from the wall to
the liquid.

Effectiveness of such a method of heat shielding was proven by
experiments with a nozzle made from molybdenum with wall thickness
1.5 mm during use of magnesium as a refrigerant. Walls of the nozzle,
washed from within by a flow of gases 4ith stagnation temperature
To = 3350'C for 60-80 s preserved a temperature equal to the boiling

point of magnesium - 1100'C [41].

Internal cooling of the nozzle is carried out by feeding the
refrigerant into the subsonic part of the nozzle. The shroud of
colder gas forming at the wall, moving together with the basic flow,
protects the surface of the critical section from thermal and chemical
influences of products of combustion. The protective gas shroud can
be created by products of ablation of the covering of the subsonic
part of the nozzle [42]. 'Effectiveness of the heat shield will be
determined by the mass speed of ablation and parameters of products
of ablation. In work [43] retsults are given of tests of tungsten
nozzle inserts during installation on the input in a nozzle of pro-
tective rings made from different ablating materials. Tests were
conducted In an engine of gauge 305 mm working on a combined fuel
with combustion temperature 3300C. In Table 6.11 are indicated
values of relative increase of the throat area due to climax when
the duration of work of the engine in 17 s. Full absence of climax
is obtained during use of a protective ring made from polyethylene a
material with the highest speed of ablation. On the graph (Fig. 6.91
values are given of temperature on the internal surface of the nozzle
Insert, calculated by Indications of two tungsten - tungsten-rhenium
thermocouples, built in the insert at different. distances from the
internal surface.

Table 6.11

Material of pro- Increase of throat
tective ring area, %

Polyethylene ....... 0

Polyvinyl chloride
+ potassium
sulfate ............ 3.6

Graphite + phenolic
resin .............. 9.0

Without protective
ring ............... 9.8
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- Fig. 6.9. Change of temperature
S-_---- - on the internal surface of a

- v-I tunigsten insert in lime: I
without protective ring; 2

44F - with ring made from graphite and
- - - -- - phenolic reo3in; 3 - with ring

-- -- - - - made from polyvinyl chloride and
i-i -- potassium sulfate; 4 - with ring

IW made from polyethylene.

_ Pig. 6.10. Influence of critical
0throat diameter on change of

pressure in an RDTT during climax
of the nozzle.

|E

E ) Ui

V- I* a )DO

Time of burning, s

In the opinion of certain rescarchers, one of th] p-ouliftsing
directions is application of nozzles with allowed climax of critical
section made wholly from plastic [44]. As follows from Fig. 6.10
[45 ], the influence of climax of the critical section of a nozzle on

pressure in the engine decreases according to growth of d., and wlzh

a very large diameter it is relatively small. Furthermore, the
influence of climax of the critical section can be compensated by an
Increase of the surface of burning (application of charges of
progressive form). This makes possibl the use of nozzles with
allowed and precalculated climax in an engine with large diameters of
critical sections of the nozzle. In the opinion of supporters of this
direction, application of a one-piece plastic construction of a
nozzle simplifies manufacture, control of the technological process
and considerably increases reliability of work of the engine.
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CHAPTER VII

HEAT EXCHANGE BETWEEN THE ATMOSPHERE AND ROCKET
BEFORE STARTING THE ENGINE

During exploitation of rockets, and also during adjustment
and tests of [RDTT] (P TT), cases are possible when the initial
temperature of the rocket charge consider4ly differs from the
temperature of the ambient air. Duration of the process of
temperature balance is defined as the conditions of heat exchange
between the surface of the rocket and the air and thermal conduction
of the body of the rocket and the charge.

During investigation of heat exchange between the air and the
charge we usually pursue the following target:

1. To determine the time necessary for establishing a
temperature equilibrium.

2. To set the distribution of temperature in the charge for any
intermediate instant if starting of the rocket is produced before
establishing the temperature equilibrium.

Let us consider the possibility of an analytic solution of the
problem on hand.

Subsequently for uniqueness cooling of the rocket charge is
examined, however the expounded dependences with a change of sign I
can be used for calculation of heating of a cooled charge.

1 7.1. Coefficient of Heat Transfer j
The value of the heat flow per unit area of the external

surface of a rocket engine is exp'essed by the formula

q (T A

where TA - temperature of ambient air; Tn - temperature of engine

surface; a - coefficient of heat transfer, which in turn can be
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represented in the form

£-m% + %,

where - coefficient of convection heat transfer; a - coefficient

of heat transfer by radiation.

In calm air, transmission of heat to It from the rocket will
be carried out by means of free convection. The coefficient of heat
transfer from a cylindrical surface during free convection in
thermotechnics is determined by the formula [i]

V(7.1)

where d - diameter of the article.

During motion of air, when transmission of heat is ensured by
forced convection, the coefficient of convection heat transfer for
transverse flow around the cylinder is determined from the criterial
dependence [2]

Na = CRe4Pr-, (7.2)

where Nu - ads - criterion of Nusselt; Ref - criterion of Reynolds;
Af

Prf - Prandtl number,

In formula (7.2) value C and n are selected depending on the
interval in which is located value Re Solving dependence (7.2)

with respect to the coefficient of heat transfer, we obtain

"C w .- -d - D rn i-F al i ui h0 C,
dd&

where coefficient D includes physical parameters of the air Xf, Vf,

af, determined at its average temperature near the cooled surface:

Tl 2 (TA + Ta.

The dependence of value D on Tf is relatively weak. Thus, during

a change of Tf from 0 to 1001C value D when n - 0.6 is changed

within limits of 8%. In the first approximation it is possible to
consider that coefficient D does not depend on temperature and is
determined only by value Ref. Therefore for engineering calculations
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in thermotechnics the following dependences are used [1]:

Wd n < 0,8 A'/l

koaa',m 0C (7.3)

when

Wd n > 0.8 A'/

3.645 k",I/2oc (7.4)di (7.4)

The coefficient of radiation heat transfer is calculated by the
formula

koaAm. 2h ()C (

I
where c - radiation factor.

1 7.2. Temperature Field offthe Charge

The temperature field of a charge is determined by the solution
of the differential heat-conduction equation of a solid fuel during
assigned boundary conditions, which are initial distribution of
temperature in the charge and the law of heat exchange between the
body of the engine and the external surface of the charge.

In an engine with a fastened charge, transmission of heat from
the charge to engine body is carried out by means of heat conduction.
An exact solution can be obtained by the usual methods which are
used for calculation of thermal conduction of multilayer articles.
A simplified approach to the solution of this problem assumes two
cases:

1. The body of the engine is made from material with a high
thermal conduction as compared to the fuel.

2. Thermal conduction of the body is approximately the same as
the film!. Adscaive covering (armoring) in both cases is examined as
one whole with the charge.

The first case corresponds to the use of such materials as steel,
titanium, aluminum alloys with thermal conduction 50-100 times

exceeding the thermal conduction of the solid fuel. With such
distinction of coefficients A, taking into account also the small
thickness of the wall of the engine, it is possible to consider that
the temperature on the surface of the charge is equal to the
temperature on the surface of the body, and calculation of thermal
conduction of the fuel must be conducted at the rated value of the
coeffici,nt of heat transfer on the surface of the body.
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The second case can take place during manufacture of body from
plastic. Certain sorts of plastics by their heat-physical properties
approach solid fuels. Besides, for simplification of calculations
it is possible to examine the body as one whole with the charge.

Transmission heat from a freely inserted charge to an engine
body is carried out mainly by free convection in the air layer between
the charge and body. In the theory of heat exchange, calculation
of free convection in a limited space reduces to calculation of
thermal conduction of its filling medium with a certain equivalent
coefficient of thermal conduction

where X - normal coefficient of thermal conduction of medium (air);
-coefficient of convection.

Coefficient E when !rPr < 1000 4s taken equal to 1, and at

higher values of this product it Is ;alculated by the formula

where AT - differnce of temperatures of charge and body, 6. - value

of clearance; A0 - coefficient depending on temperature of air.

During a change of air temperature from 0 to +500 C value A 0 is

changed from 20.0 to 16.0.

Thus, and in tl- case of an engine with freely inserted charge,
solution of the problem reduces to calculation of thermal conduction
of a multilayer article with assigned conditions of heat exchange on
the surface.

However even for the simplest cases of a fastened charge, an
analytic solution of the problem of nonstationary thermal conduction
is possible only for such forms as a solid cylinder or a cylinder
with a central cylindrical channel.

These forms to one or another degree are approximated by such
types of fastened charges as slot, a charge with channel of star-
shaped piofile and large thickness of the burning arch, and others.

Let us consider the solution of the problem of nonstationary
thermal conduction for a hollow cylinder with assigned dimensions -
with external radius°RH and channel radius R with constant initial

temperature over all the mass of the fuel TH , which at some instant

would be transferred to the atmosphere with constant temperature TA.

We will consider that temperature in separate points of the charge
depends only on radius and time. The system of equations for this
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case takes the form:

R.. <r <R.:

TT(r, ) (7.";
- =,IT(R t)-T~J; ..

IT (R.. 1).TA);
0o.

The system :,f equations can be represented in dimensionless
form, if one cross- to new variables and criteria:

-T-A - temperature simplex;

Fo-- - Fourier criterion;

. - Biot criterion

-.

Then

+ I 1;

o)~= I;(7.7)

Ma

The analytic solution of this system of equations, obtained in
work [3], has the form

O--. ep(--FO)., (M. a,,.8j-!: ;Cr,. M ,), ( 7. S )

where

WA1l, (M3,) (ill (8, ) - Al (
h (Of. 81. 84)- (1() -BIO -(? a-)4(I

h(f ,, ,M&,) = ,(;a,) Y, ( s) -- Y,(i,.),, (,Mg,).
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Here constitute consecutive positive values of roots (from

= 1 to )of the transcendental equation

1, (M&) py, g)- BY,(a)j -- Y, (M&) ), t-) Bit ($)1 0. - 9)

* In the above mentioned expressions T0 and I- Bessel functions

of zero and first orders of the I kind, Y0 and Y1" Bessel functions

of the II kind.

Results of calculations by formula (7.8) are given in tables
[u]. Tables of values 0 = f(Bi, Fo, r) are given in the appendix
to the present book.

Example. To find the distribution of temperature in a
cylindrical charge with assigned dimensions (R. = 150 mm, R 90 mn)

and initial temperature TV = +200C in two hours after holding in air
with temperature TA = -301C when c = 12 kcal/m 2h 0C.

Pr,,pellant properties:

I -0,18- . ;

= 0,32 -8 , ].

Fo =- = !32iO1 ' = 10,08
k 0,15
at 0,32.10-3.2

M0 = ', 0 = 0,6:RM- 0,15
T=T -. = =o6
T= T 6 - (7 T- T,} -- W0 + 5O9

From tables for M = 0.6, Bi = 10, interpolating for Po = 0.0284,

we obtain values 0 = f (r) and by it calculate the value T = f (r).
Results of calculatloy are given in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1

* I TC r=R. , At

1,0 0,261 -16,0 ISO
0.9 0,540 - 3,0 135
0, 0,733 + 6,7 120
0,7 0,641 12,1 I 0
0.6 O,O +14,0D
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1 7. 3. Influence of NonulgIfor-rr Charge Temperature
On Ballistic Characteristics or an RDTT

In practice cases are possible when starting of an RDTT is
produced before attaining a temperature equilibrium between the
charge and environment. As will be shown below, with large
dimensions of a charge and an initial drop of temperatures of
several tens of degrees for achievement of equality of temperatures,
from several hours to several days are required.

During constant hold of a rocket In'Itmospheric conditions at
the starting position or on a launch installation, irregularity of
the temperature of the charge can be caused by twenty-four hours
oscillations of temperature of the air. The value of these
oscillations depends on the season and climatic conditions. As an
example we will indicate the fact that for the Soviet Union the
daily amplitude of temperature of the air in the summer is changed
from 60 in the northern Europe-n part (Teriberk) to 110 in Yakutiya
and 160C in the Turan-Kazakh Oblast (Nukus) [6]. In winter the
daily oscillations of temperature are less than in the summer. For
large charges the time of thermal relaxation (reconstruction of the
temperature field) can be larger than the period of oscillations of
temperature of atmospheric air, which leads to the appearance of a
temperature gradient through the thickness of the arch of the charge.

The irregularity of temperature of a charge, a direct result of'
which Is a change of unit burning rate through the thickness of an
arch, changes the progression characteristic of a charge. Let us
explain this in an example of a chargc with channel of star-shaped
section (Fig. 7.1 and 7.2) [7].

rearsLses 01 fa'Liln of non* -urnin_-

P IWM101es 0:' 1,|1 duri n6 l agative

'.p4UtMturo of
the charg .29oC as

Fig. 7.1. Temperature field
of charge with channel of
star-shaped section during
maximum difference of
temperatures through the
thickness of the arch.
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Fig. 7.2. Change of burning
9 front on account of an

irregularity of charge
temperature.

2i

b

At a temperature of a charge constant In all its thickness,
the surface of burning in a cc:'ain irbitrary instant occupies the
position depicted by dotted line. At a temperature diminishing
from the periphery to the center of a charge, due to a lag in the
burning rate on central sections, the 'urface of burning after
achievement of point 1 will occupy pojition A.

The surface of burning in this case will be larger than during
equal distribution of temperatures, i.e., burning of the charge will
become progressive, accompanied by a growth of pressure. Besides,
part of degressive remainders of the charge will be increased.

Curiversely, at a temperaLure growing to the center of a charge,
burning on sections of the surface located nearer the center, will
move ahead of burning on peripheral sections, in consequence of
which during passage of the burning front through point 1 it will
occupy pisition B, corresponding to a smaller value of the surface.
Burning in this case will be degressive, with a drop of pressure in
the engln , but with a decrease in the fraction of degressive
remainder.3.

Calculation of ballistics of an engine with such a charge is
complicated by the fact that for every instant the surface of
burning must be split into small sections, within limits of which
the burning rate is taken constant, corresponding according to
expression (5.4) to the average temperature of the fuel on this
section. Displacement of the front of burning on each of the
sections during a small interval of time is considered to occur
at a constant pressure normal to the initial position of this
section.

For the end of the interval of time a new value of pressure in
the engine is determined in accordance with the attained value of the
surface of burning and with a new velocity of distribution of burning
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over thi5 surface. The interval of time is selected with the

calculation that a change of temperacure of the char;,e throuph the
thickneso of an arc), duing displacement of the front c-f burning for
this interval will be 3,51C.

In Table 7.2 calculation data are tiven obtained for a charge

of shown form with a diamete2" of 152 mm. Iz was accepted that
ambient temperature TA changes abruptly. Initia] distribution of }
temperature was assumed uniform,. Calculations were conducted for a
drop of temperat, res through the thickness of an arch which was the
highest possible during the aSsigned difference T - TA (Fig, 7.2).

Tatie 7.2

TA 9lj 
C  

ZA =+21 C

DeN= r-1* DI;--.sr1 flrT.i:. j 7T
O I -!T~O H • p-C

of + , + -5,28 - 6,36 - 7,32

II d t hiukmis or the

z f tmA . b,.urnO D % +41,5 -45,2 -39,5 I -39,2

prom the table it foll!ows that the amount of the degressive
remaindes is increased at T • TA and decreases at T < T.

H H

S.4. Time of Equalization of the Temperature of

the Charge and the Surrounding Medium

The process of change of the temperature field of a rocket

charge du~rng constancy of temperaturk of the air and the coefficient

of heat transfer can be divided in tine into three stages:

-- stage of disordered process; o

- stage of regular conditionM;

- stage of thermal equilitoft um.

At the first stage, distributiou of heat in a charge carries to

a well-known m -asire an accidental character, not connected with
conditions of heat exchange and determined chiefly by the initial

thermal state of the body.

At the second stage the influence of the initial thermal state

weakens and the change of temperature for all points of te charge

In time follows a simple exp,nential dependence. Here the natural

log of excess temperature for any point of the charge will be changed
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by a l4,,ear law.

At the third stag;e the temperature in all points of the charge V

is equal to ambi,.nt temperature. A similar regularity is observed
during heating and coo]lng of bodies of diffe:rent form [81.

In Fig. 7.3 empirical curves are represented for- the dependence
of e on tlr-,, for ,,eparate points of a crcss-shaped Charge MKI3.
placed in a rocket engine with a diameter of 82.5 mm [5). Valueaa

9 is in logarlthmlc ,ale. As it follows from the graph, upon the
expiration of a certain perl,)d of time curves of Ig e pass in direct
lines, located in parallel to one other, i.e., coolin~g of th,. charge
follows regular conditions. Inasmuch as the surfaze layers ,f th?
charge in the beginning are coole- faster than the central ores,
cui-ves ig 6 fo;r them at the first stage are turned with convexitydownwards. Conversel , for central points, curves Ig 0 are turned

with convexity upwards. Duration of the Initial ztage of cooling
is small and time of cooling is basically determined by the second
stage.

N

0,7

VI
I\ T;e mjooo Iplea ,r located iraiae vi powder chr rge

at a di tance o' 5. nm frw the emc near the nzzle
os The ooo pla 7 measures ter..emlturs of tim air

ins. - the criabt r.

A N Therr)o le 0 @ &O'r' 113pg tetperat r, or '-e wall
rf the CrAPhr.

e5.

rOrl

0 1. M 45 60 75 0 105 120 135 150 165 180 195 2to

Tre t, rr.utez
Fig. 7.3. Change of the logarithm of
relative excess temperature in separate
points of a cross-shaped charge in time.
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In the case examined by us this regularity is revealed during
analysis of solution (7.8). Inasmuch as every subsequent root of
the characteristic transcendental equation (7.9) Is considerably
la-ger than the preceding:

,< 8, < ... < I

series (7.8) rapidly -onverges and, starting from a certain value of
criterion Fol, value a is determined by only the first member of the W

series, as compared to which all remaining memhers become vanishinri,
minute. Starting from the instant determined by value Fol, the

relationship between excess temperature and time will be described
simply by the exponential

S =I, (M, BI, aj) , (;. M. &,) exp (- Fo,&).

The angle of inclination of line ln 0 = f(t) will be determined by
value

which in thermotechnics Is called the rate of cooling (heating) of
an article. During regular conditions this va' - is identical for

all points of the charge, and also for average Lvmperature T over
the charge.

Value m through average temperature is expressed in the
following way:

In n - ' --. (7.10)

The general equation cf heat balance during regular conditior-.
can be recorded in the form

- - =,(A-Tn). (T7.A T

From equ ,.Ions (7.10) and (7.11) we obtain

n p TA--Tn (7.12)
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We designate

TA - TR

T--- " (7.13)

Coefficient jp Is called the criterion of irregularity of the
tmperature field. During equal distribution of temperature in the
charge .= . During the highest possible irregularity (T,1 T )

ii A
= 0.

Inasmuch as

XBI )

aW- aW. -i- a. (7.14)

then - . -w . (7.15)

Value * for a charge of arbitrary form can be defined by
measurements of temperature in several points of a charge for two
consecutive instanbs tI and t2

In, - In% (7.16)

or, using dependence (7.14):

where R 1- -
R,

Inasmuch as

FO,

I R, )nSi-ln%
then Fo,-Fo, (7.17)

From the obtained dependence it follows that criterion * is
P.

determined by criterion Bi and form of the charge - . but does not

depend on its absolute dimensions.

Dependence (7.17) permits one according to the data of a single
epceriment to determine value , true at Bi corresponding to the
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condition of experiment for any charge of the same form geometrically
similar to that with which the experiment was produced. Geometric
similarity reduces to constancy of Rv/H .

For charges of tubular form

Al

Consequently:

(7.18)

On the basis of formula (7.18) according to data of table e

f(Bi, Fo, r) we calculated value @ for values M represented in the
table. Results of calculations are represented on the graph (Fig.
7.4). With an increase of Bi value o descend, where the faster it
descends, the less the relative diameter o~f the channel.

I Y.

0,9

I Z J 4 5 6 7 8 5 10 Z 3040 50 60 70 80 30 100 8.
Fig. 7.4. Dependence of the criterion of
irregularity of the temperature field * for
a charge with a cylindrical channel on
criterion Bi at M from 0.2 to 0.8.

Calculating by formula (7.15) the cooling rate of the charge,
one can determine time T, during which excess temperature in the
point of the charge or average all over the charge) will be changedf rom e I to e2

-Lin -. (7.19)

2-4 6
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Example. To determine the time necessary for setting in a slot
charge made from a composite fuel an average temperature -27 0 C, if
initial temperature of the charge is +15 0 C, and temperature of the
ambient air -30 0 C with wind speed 10 m/s.

Dimensions of charge: DH = 300 mm, dB = 60 mm.

Fuel on the basis of a copolymer of polybutadiene and acrylic
acid (combustible-binder) and ammonium perchlorate has the following

characteristics [9]; X = 0.355 kcal/mh OC, 6 - 1.65 x 103 kg/m 3 , C =
0.289 kcal/kg'C; a = 0.743 x 13 m2/h.

1. Determination of the coefficient of heat transfer a.

Inasmuch as for the examined article when d. = Dm WdR = 0x

0.3 3 m 2/s > 0.8, for calculation we use formula (7.4)
IO°.'  - kc 3

% -= . .3 .64 5-2.6 .- - •

The maximum value of the coefficient of radiation heat transfer
for the beginning of cooling will be

S r 288 4 24,3 )4 k/_a

The degree of blackness of full normal radiation is taken for
aluminum paint equal to c = 45 [2].

Thus, the initial maximum value a does not exceed 15% of valueP
aC. With a fall of temperature of the surface value a sharply

drops, therefore in calculations of it, it can be neglected.

Let us take a = 30 kcal/m2 h 0C.

2. Calculation of characteristic criteria:

" A- T, -- + -
I 12 2d 15;

At_ 0.06_0,2.

From the graph (Fig. 7,4) for a hollow cylinder at M = 0.2 and
Bi = 12.75 we find 0 = 0.23.

3. Calculation of cooling rate.
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For a hollow cylinder I

;a8 .0 .4.. '--8 - "

Hence according to (7.15)

2e 7.0,743.10-4.12.7

! 0 -- A- + 0 Ii
4. Calculation of necessary time of cooling

S In 2303 Ig 5I = 13,4.

We will examine the change of time of cooling of a charge with
an increase of guage with preservation of geometric similarity.

For the conditions accepted in the example, the calculation time
of cooling of charges of different diameters 1b given ir Table 7.3.

Table 7.3

I I 72
s~ I 4.5 13,4 15,3 V

For one and the same charge, growth of coefficient a leads to an
increase of the rate of cooling. However this increase is not
infinite inasmuch as what follows from the graph (Fig. 7.4), with a
growth of Bi there is a drop of the value of the coefficient qi. In
Pig. 7.5 is shown the dependence of the product Bi* = f(Bi),
entering in formula (7.15), calculated for a tubular grain at M =

- 0.8. Frorn the graph it is clear that, starting with Bi = 60,
product Bi * remains practically constant. A similar regularity,
observed for any form, is explained by the fact that, starting from
a certain value a and corresponding to it Bi, the '-emperature of the
surface layers of the charge approaches the tempei ture of the
ambient air and any further increase of coefficient a at insignificant
difference of temperatures (TA - Tn) cannot ensure growth of the heat

flow directed to the surface of the charge; consequently, an Increase
of the rate of change of temperature of the charge has Its limits.
In work (5] It .'s noted that according to experiment the cooling :

rate of a charge, 127 =n, of a:z aircraft rocket remains practicclly
constant during a change of speed of the ambient air from 8 to 130
m/S.

In the same work are given experimentally determined values of
the cooling rate for the charge Mk-13 in a rocket engine of diameter
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82.5 mm under different conditions of cooling (see Table 7.4). As
follows from Table 7.4, a change of wind speed from 0 to 8 m/s
leads to growth of the cooling rate by one and a half times.
However, application of such a strong cooling influence as
submersion in water leads to further increase of the rate of cooling
by a total of 14%.

) -- --- : - | Fig. 7.5. Dependence of
- "-- -- -- value *Bi on criterion

-7 Bi.

M 4E0 W V

From a comparison of calculation data for fastened charges of
tubular form with experimental data for charges of the same form
freely inserted in the engine [5]., it follows that under identical
external conditions ii? the second case the cooling rate turns out to
be 30-40% lower.

Table 7.'4__________
Ir~tjs * et Coln

cndjtiojof ccolini .zti n1n =u, h
T. h M a fn

Can~ a-Ir 54 13 I 2.73 2,33.I1"
Winr with peert a rrds a2-56 0-21 1,73- 3,67 10-4

Cooling in water 1 60 0 j 1,33 4,16 I0-

*Average ;'-alue

For fastened charges with a channel of complex configuration an
approximate calculation of the cooling rate can be carried out by the

* forementioned graphs and dependences for a charge with cylindrical
channel. For this it is necessary to determine the relative value
of the internal radius of an equivalent hollow cylinder,

Table 7.4M

where - area of cross section of a charge of given form.
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1 7.5. Calculation of the Necessary Power
of Electroheating of RDTT j

The dependence of intraballistic parameters of an RDTT on
temperature of the ambient air can be removed by application of
heating devices which keeps the temperature of the charge at a
certain constant level. Such a thermal insulation case with electric
heaters located on its internal surface is used for regulating the
temperature of the military rocket of the army of the United States
"Honest John" during its transport on a cart and on the launcher
(Fig. 7.6).

_ Fig. 7.6. Military

rocket "Honest John"
with heating case.

The calculation diagram of the electroheating case is
represented in Fig. 7.7.

Fig. 7.7. Calculation diagram
of electroheating: 1 - thermal

3 insulation layer of case; 2-
heating layer of case; 3 - body
of engine; 4 - charge.

During calculation of proceses of stationary thermal conduct1ic*
of cylindrical wall we usually usf 1,,,, kcal/mh - linear density of

2heat flow, inasmuch as q kcal/m h is a value, which varies in thedirection of propagation of heat.

Let us define linear density of heat flew, directed from a
heated layer to the external surface of the case. Let us assume
that temperature of layer in which electric heaters are disposed is -*

kept equal to TB. Then

(7.20)

A
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where d - exterr.al diameter of engine with case; dR - diameter of

engine with hecLted layer of case; X - coefficient of thermal
conduction of thermal insulation layer.

The linear thermal resistance of the case

(7.21)

The drop of temperatures in the thermal insulation layer is
equal to

TR- Tn'=r'q" (7.22)

Linear density of heat flow directed from the surface of case
to the ambient air

q- .- =,, , (rn -- A). ( 7.23 )

whence external linear thermal resistance is equal to

(7.24)

I I

The external drbp of temperatLre is equal to

Tn - T A r,qr '. (7.25)

Adding (7.22) and (7.25), we obtain:

To - T A -Iqw, -+ r4DoW, (7.26)

Using the corvdition of equality of heat flow q, -- q,, we find

--- (T.- TA), (7.27)

or

q. K. (T A - TA), (7.28)
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where K - linear coefficient of heat transfer, equal torior

(7.29)

Losses of heat to the environment must be compensated by
liberation of heat in resistors during passage of electrical current.
According to the law of Joule-Lentz the quantity of liberated heat
is equal to:

(7.30)

where I - current Intensity in A; E - voltag drop in V; R - total
2resistance of spirals, disposed on an ares of case in 1 m2 , in n;

0.86 - thermal equivalent of one watt-hour.

Hence the required power of the source of electrical energy
feeding the heating device should be:

N, (7.31)

where L - length of the engine.

Value N is calculated for the most unfavorable conditions (for
the least value of temperature of air during the biggest wind speed).

During dense adjoining of the case to the surface of the engine
temperature TR can be taken equal to the supported temperature of

the engine. For approximate deterrination of coefficient a
neglecting radiation by formulas (7.3) and (7.4) it is not necessary|
to know the temperature on the surface of the case T .11

As analysis shows, with a sufficient thickness of the thermal
insulation layer the temperature on the surface of the case turns out
to be close to the temperature of' the ambient air. Besides, the
amount of thermal radiation in total heat flow does not exceed I
several percent and it is possible to dbregard it.

The time necessary for heating all the charge to the temperature
of the temperature regulator if from the very beginning it is kept
constant in the heated layer, it is determined only by dimensions of
the charge and the coefficient of temperature transfer of the fuel.

According to data of A. V. Lykov [12j: the temperature field in a
solid cylinder with constant temperature on its surface is
practically leveled at Fo - 0.6-0.8. Hence the necessary time of
heating of a fastened charge in the first approximation is defined as

,. 0,7
--.
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Example. To determine the required power of the source of
electrical energy for heat regulation of an engine of gauge 500 mm
and length 6 m at a temperature of +200 C. As calculation
conditions we take: T A  400C, W - 15 m/s.

Dimensions of the case; dR = 520 mm, d, M 570 mm. For the

thermal insulation layer (mineral wool) x = 0.040 kcal/m x h 1C.

1. We determine the coefficient of heat transfer.

Inasmuch as Wd - 0.57 x 15 = 8.55 m/s > 0.8, the calculation
Is conducted by formula (7.4)

S3,6 15- = 36,6 kal/!, cc.

2. External thermal linear resi.stance

I
= ~.0.57 = 0,048 .-Uh 'C/ kc

3. Internal thermal linear resistance

1 0,57

-. In -- 1.145 - 'C/ keel
2.0040 03 .52 E-' C/Ma

(

4. Coefficient of~heat transfer j

K ,or -263 k. /J °C

5. Linear density of heat flow

qoor = 2,63(20 + 40)= 158 Mc&1/nh

6. Required power of power supply

N-10-= 1.1 kW

2 53 I
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U. S. BOARD ON GEOGRAPHIC NAMES TRANSLITERATION SYSTEM

Block Italic Transliteration Block Italic TransliteratioI
A a A a A, a P p P p R, r
B 6 5 6 B, b C C C C S, s
B 1 B # V, v Ti T m T, t
r r r 8 G, g Y y Y y U, u

A t RD D, d 0 40 0# F, f
E e E e Ye, ye; E, e* X x Xx Kh, kh
)K W XW Zh, zh U u I q Ts, ts
3 a 3 1 Z. z 4 4 ' V Ch, ch
MH Mu I, i LUw W w Sh, sh
A RD Y, y W U1 i qU Shch, shch
Xx K X K, It 1 - 2 , "

J1 Rn J7 A L,I bi h , y, y
M K M M, m b b b
H N H N, n a a 9 E, e
0 0 0 O,o i0 0 1 0 1 Yu, yu
f n 17 x P, p A X q Ya, ya

initially, after vowels, and after 'b, b; e elsewhere.

Wen written as # in Russian, transliterate as yl or L.
The use of diacritical marks is preferred, but such marks
may be omitted when expediency dictates.
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FOLLOWING ARE TiH CGMRSSPOIDING RUSSIAN AND EGLISH

DUSIGMATIOIS (7 THE TRIGOCMOI6IC FUN!CTIONSI

Ruusian English

&in gin
con coo
tg tan
otg cot
co0 "o

sh einh
oh Gogh
th tanh
1ath coth
sch Noah
cech oech

arc sin -ina
arc coo :01_1

arc tg t4n -
1

arc ctg oot-1

arc see "otc1

arc CONO 0801

arc th tah -1

are oth coth-1
are sob seoh-1

arc each ecoh-,

rot Curl
ig log

2
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